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LOCAL AFFAIRS.
liKW ADTKKThKMKNTS THIS WEEK.

Hancock County

Savings

OF

Alonso U Nlekerton
In

ELLSWORTH, MAINE.

Commenced Business
The

only

Savings Bank in

May I, 1873.
Ellsworth, under

the super-

vision of the Bank Examiner.
Has paid sixty-four ((H) semi-annual dividends.

Fish commUssloner*1

hankrLMcy—K«t Benj T Dolllver.

Maude Y» «ito»—Goslings Tor >«k.
Mo« ilng of Board of State assessors.
Exec notice--E>t John
Nichols.
F K Rot-In•on—Jeweler.
I'atrtcK Kearns—liroceilea, canned goods, etc.
M \ Clark—Greenhouse.
J If llresnnh m—Tax no»lee
Floyd A H»*yne*—Meant, llsb and groceries.
E G M oore— A pothecnry.
Bah Harbor:
Horae show.
Dkkr IlrbStockholders’ meeting—Ellsworth A Deer Isle
Til Co.
A

Bank

—

8CHKPUJLK OF

MAILS

AT ELLSWORTH fOBT OFTICI.

In effect June 6. I90n.

in this bank are exempt from
taxation to depositors.

Deposits

municipal

TRUSTEES

JOHN F.

:

Whitcomb, Haynes A Co., Lumber,

F. CARROLL

BURRILL,
Attornej-at-Law,

A. F.

N. B. COOLIDGE.

BURNHAM,

RECEIVED.
rn,

fl2.8S,

4

20and *6.16 p

m, ft.S5 and 10.43

p

m.

m.

MAIL CLOSES AT TOST OFFICE.

Goiwo Wbat— USOam, §2 •ftand*9ptn.
Gotmo East—**7 a m, ••3.45, J4 SO aud §9 p

rn.

•Including Sundays,
tDally, except Monday.
$l»al!y, except Saturdf y.
••For points on Washington County RRonly.
JMt Desert Branch and liar Harbor only.

WHITCOMB, President,
of

MAILS

From West—♦fi.17 a
From F.ast—11.C7 a

Attorney- at-Law,

CHAS. C. BURRILL, Treasurer.
CHAS- R. BURRILL, Assistant Treasurer.

Master George H. Grant is visiting in
Town.

Old

Mrs. R. B. Holmes is spending a week in
Fast Bluehiil.
James E. Laftin, of Berlin, N. H., is in
the city visiting relatives.

hey entertained a party
Harry J. Joy, Edward

t

of

young people—

Robinson, jr.,
Know 1 toil, Grace C. King and
F.

Charles C.
Harriet Rollins.

There has been unavoidable delay in the

opening

o?

bids

for the

proposed

new

Methodist church in Ellsworth. The bids
probably will be opened the last of thia
week.

Fred Bias, of Wellesley, Mass., has been
spending a few days in Ellsworth. Mrs.
Bias, who lias been here several weeks, will
remain a few weeks longer with her
parents, Capt. M. M. Whittaker and wife.
Jurors have been drawn for the United
district court to be held at Bath
Sept. 10, as follows: Grand jurors, J. A.
Cunningham and L. B. Wyman. Petit
jurors, Henry Lord and George B. Jame-

through

brush.

met with

Mrs. Ada W. t’nruh, a national organizer of the W. C. T. U., spoke at the Baptist vestry Monday evening.
There was a
good attendance, and as a result of Mrs.
I'nruh’s earnest appeal for temperance and
organized temperance work, a union of the
W. C. T. U. was organized.
The W. C. T.
U. of Ellsworth, which was active a few

west of the station

L.

Vincent

and wife have

re-

Freight Cars DltVhwl au<|
Track Torn up for Yards.
Green Lake, July 21
(special)—The
Washington County freight, which passes

Seven

here about 4

badly smashed.

C.

W.

&

W.

L_.

president,

The steamer Percy V. took her full complement of passengers, seventy-five, on
the excursion to Swan’s Island to-day,
under the auspices of the Congregational
society. Several late arrivals at the boat
had to remain at home.

the

burned

summer.

FIRST NATIONAL BANK BU1L0ING. MAIN STRFET, ELLSWORTH. ME.

Ethel Alleu, of Waterville, formerly of tuis city, is the guest of Miss
Ethel Rowe.

notice:.

Mrs. Etta F. Condon went to South
Brooksville Monday to spend her vacation
at her old home.

Insurance does not cosi but a trifle compared with the
value of the property insured. Why go without it?
Write

O.

or

call

on

TAPLEY,

W.

Ellsworth.

WHITING
DRY GOODS,

BROS.

SHALL WARES,

CARPETS,

OIL CLOTHS,

HATTING.

MEAT DEPARTMENT
We recognize the fact that if there is one thing people are particular about, it is the sweetness and cleanliness ot' the meat
they eat. We pride ourselves on the cleanliness of this department, and the care we give our meats. We have the Neatest
Meat-Cutting Koom In the City! Entirely new; per-

fectly screened.

_________

EVERYTHING FOR THE HAYMAKERS.

Rakes, Forks, Scythes, Snaiths,
At Lowest Cash Prices.

WHITING BROS., General Store.
WE KEEP ALMOST EVERYTHING.

’Most Everybody in Ellsworth
Has

Our “Triumvirate”

Sampled

(Triscuite, McLaren’s Cheese

By

and

Grape Juice)

this Time.

in

tempting

to-day;
summer

FLOYD
MAIN

Rev. J. P. Simon ton went to Marlboro
Tuesday to officiate at the funeral of

Hodgkins.
Mrs. W. 8. Hinckley and Mrs. F. C.
Mayo, of Bluehill, are guests of their sister, Mrs. P. B. Day.
The panline Fielding'Co, dates have been
changed to Thursday, Friday and SaturAllen

day, Aug. 3. 4 and 5.
Mrs. II.
Mason, who has been spending several weeks in this city, has rtturned to Stonington.
Hoyt A. Moore arrived Saturday from
New York to spend a vacation of several
weeks at his home here.

ask

high
us

time you did.

for these three

Rev. F. H. Morgan, of Boston, field
agent for Zion* Herald, will preach at
the Free Baptist chapel Friday evening.

&

HAYNES,

STREET, ELLSWORTH.

of the

The track

cars

were

torn

was

up

200 feet. The accident is attributed to a loose wheel.
for about

This wreck

wras

the

of another a

cause

few hours later.

Pauline

YARN MILL.

T1IK

Committee

ference of
Still

on

Unitarian and other Christian

churches.

2i‘jcrt-£tnuma.

few weeks

interested,

were

&

ago, and in which
Co., of this city,

being

is

rebuilt

by
It will bo leased to Guy B.

Morse & Co.

Moore.

tions

continue to

main about

a

month;

Mrs.

Tatley

about

two months.

a

to

manner

that the amount necessary to secure the industry for Ellsworth
will be subscribed. The amount thus far
subscribed is

J. W. Tatley and wife, of Montreal,
with infant daughter, Frances Burrill, are
visiting Mrs. Tatley’s parents, Col. C. C.
Burrill and wife. Master Tatley has been
here for some time. Mr. TaUey will re-

in in

come

warrant the belief

in

excess

guine expectations

of the most

san-

of the

committee, and
committee feels highly grati-

hence the
fied.

Among other subscriptions

to stock,
indicition of the sentiment which prevails in favor of the mill
than that of Lejok lodge, I. O. O. F., which
voted unanimously to subscribe $500 to
is

none

better

a

Col. Daniel 8. Umont, secretary of war
President Cleveland, died Sunday stock.
The committee is doing its work thorat his country residence at Millbrook,
N. Y., after a brief illness. Col. Lamont a oughly, and on its own lines. Many men
few ye.fi* ago was a frequent \ is it or to who will undoubtedly subscribe to stock
Sorrento, the Frank Jones camp at Tank have not yet been approached. Work is
still to be done in neighboring towns of
pond and Camp Comfort, at Green Lake.
the county. It probably will be another
Pearl B. Day, the postal clerk who was
under

injured in the Washington County railroad smash-up last week, arrived home
Friday from Calais, where he was taken

will

be

a

reception

at 8 o’clock and ban-

quet at 9. The business meeting will follow the banquet.

week

before the committee

pared

will

canvass.

Interested Have Invested
Another Industry.

Ronton Men
The
the

negotiations

for the

Union shoe factory

which

were

being

reopening of
Ellsworth,

at

carried

between

on

The
Boston and Ellsworth men, are off.
factory w’ill not be started up under
this proposition, but there is reason to

hope that something

Week on
Chocolate
and
Cocoa!

w'ill be done

in

So many people appretook advantage

ciated—and

SHOE FACTORY DKAL OFF.

in

Rush

be pre-

report fully the result of its

to

Another

the

of—our

special

Chocolate and

Cocoa offer last week that we
feel justified in “featuring”
this remarkable offer

again.

Rockwell & Co.
Cocoa, :55c.
1-lb.

can

The

Patrick

Linwood T.

Beckw

ith,

one

of the Ells-

worth boys who is teaching in Porto Rico,
has been one of the instructors at a summer school for teachers in Porto Rico.

odist churches to make arrangements, for

Sunday school
appointed as follows:

the annual
been

excursion have

Baptist—E.

S.

chairman, U. G. Hodgkins, M.
Beckwith, Austin Maddocks, Howard
Dunn, jr., Manter Young. Methodist—

hose

recently
been sold by her Ellsw’orth ow ners to Sullivan parties. The Franconia Is a schooner
of 136 tons gross, and was built at Surry in
John F. Knowlton and family, W. H.
W hiting, wife and daughter, Mrs. E. K.
Tarr, of Ventura, Cal., and Miss Hazel
Knowlton are at the Bellatty cottage at
Contention Cove this wreek. Last Sunday

Means,

CHURCH NOTES.
CONQKECiATIONAL.

Woodbury McCartney, Ralph Cushman,
Pierson, Galen Snow, C. E. Lunt,

Rev. J.

Charles

Andrew Moor.

Adamo, pastor.

Ju.

This committee will meet

and return, stem and stem. If either
had the best of the race, it was a matter of
inches, and strangely enough, each boat
claims the inches. The race will probably
be run over again to-night. It was hoped
that W. E. Whiting’s boat would try conclusions writh the Walker and Stafford
river

boats, but Capt. Whiting avoided the
issue, going down river just before the
others started. Another lively brush w as

'36brrtiBtn«ntB.

service at 7.30.

Friday evening,

at

7.30—Prayer meeting.

UNITARIAN.
Rev. S.

Rev. J. P. Simonton, pastor.
Friday, July 28- Preaching at 7.30.
Sunday, July 30—Morning service at
Sermon by the pastor.
10.30.
Sunday
school at 11.46. Preaching at 7.
North Ellsworth
Preaching Sunday at
—

Mr. Simonton.

Trenton— Preaching Sunday at 4 p.
Mr. Simonton.

m.

BAPTIST.

Rev. P. A. A. Killam, pastor.

Morning
Sunday, July
Sunday school at 11.45. Evening
service
at 7.30.
and
preaching
praise
Bible study and prayer service at 7.30
Friday evening.
10.30.

DRUG

STORE,

CORNER OPPOSITE THE POSTOEEICE.

—

AGAINST

Bugs,

service at

Blight;

Worms,

will soon be open.
the munitions of

WY- have all
war such as

K1RO BCG POTATO

METHODIST EPISCOPAL.

30

THE CAMPAIGN

BORDEAUX MIXTURE,

IV. Sutton, pastor.

Church closed during July and August.
Pastor's address, East Lainoine.

1.30.

MOORE’S

Kearns,

business.
Mr. Forhau has for a foreman Thomas
Meagher, who has already won the respect
and good will of the people here.

Sunday, July 30— Morning service at
10.30. Sunday school discontinued until
soon to decide upon date, which probably
will be Thursday, Aug. 10.
Sept. 3.
Prayer and conference meeting on FriThere were some lively brushes between
at 7.30.
A slight tire in the old stable back of the Ellsworth power boats on the river last day evening
UNION CONO’L, -ELLSWORTH FALLS.
Hancock house culled out the firemen early evening. The principal race was between
Royal N. Jessup, pastor.
Friday afternoon. The tire was extin- the boats of B. B. Walker and George
Sunday, July 30— Morning service at
guished before serious damage was done. Stafford. They made the run from the
Sunday school at 11.30. Evening
wharves to the spindle at the mouth of the 10.30.
The schooner Franconia has
wagon for the Ellsworth
fire department arrived at the depot this
morning. Chief Eaton will make arrangements for an exhibition in a few days.
new

1862.

SUBSCRIBE FOR THE AMERICAN

mile

morning. Seven
fitted pulp wood,

fall toward starting up the factory.
The falling through of the negotations
city government has granted the
1-2 lb. can Rockwell & Co,
The “bloomer girls” are billed for a
due to disagreement bepetition of the Union River Telephone Co. was in no respect
of
the
or to
either
game of baseball with a picked Ellsworth for the
tween
thereto,
parties
a
right to construct telephone line
Cocoa, 20c.
nine at Wyman park next Monday afterthe condition of the factory in Ellsworth.
from No. 8 plantation to Ellsworth Falls,
from which point the wires will be carried Messrs. Blake and Kedman, the Boston men
1-4 lb. can Rockwell & Co.
Mrs. William Watts, of Bangor, is the into Ellsworth on poles of the New Eng- interested, decided to invest their money
guest of her daughter, Mrs. A. W. Austin. land Telephoue & Telegraph Co. There in a hardwood manufacturing business in Cocoa, 10c.
A letter received from
New Hampshire.
She is accompanied by her grandson; John were no remonstrants to the
petition at
them this morning notified the Ellsworth
th^ hearing last Thursday..
Logan.
“The greatest chocolate and
men of this decision.
A special meeting of the Nicolinclub
A State farmers’ institute will be held at
will beheld at Manning hall next Monday Agricultural ball, North Ellsworth, Wedcocoa bargain Ellsworth ever
Blueberry Canning at Surry.
Some
of the
evening, July 31, at 7.30 o’clock to act upon nesday, Aug. 9.
best
Surry, July 25 (special)—H. L. For- had,” so they tell us.
important business.
speakers on agricultural lines will be
han, of Raymond, has rented a shop on
Rev. Arthur H. Coar, of Farmington, present. State Dairy Inspector Thompson
the brickyard wharf, and is fitting it up
will
Babcock
the
tests
of
milk,
of
the
Unitarian
church
operate
formerly pastor
as
a
factory for canning blueberries.
here, is spending his vacation at Lamoine. and farmers are invited to bring samples His
machinery is nearly all in position,
for the test. Many farmers of the vicinity
Mrs. Coar is with him.
he will be ready to
take berries
are planning to attend.
There will be and
Miss
in a few days.
Margaret Dresser has returned
for picnic luncheon paraccommodations
of berries
is
an
abundance
There
not
from liar Harbor where she spent Sunday,
at the fair grounds, which will be here now, but by burning over the heaths,
Main Street, Ellsworth.
and is visiting Mrs. J. F. Knowlton this ties
are
blueextensive
of
which
there
manyj
thrown open.
week at Contention Cove.
berry tracts will be obtained. It is hoped
Committees from the Baptist and Meth- this is the beginning of quite a large
Tax-payers who wish to save interest

The

goodies.

a

Whitcomb, Haynes

Miss Sophia Walker, who has been tlie after the accident. The wounds on his
head arc rapidly healing, but he is still
guest of Miss Helen M. Smith at Sullivan
troubled with a stiffness of left hip and
for several weeks, is home.
The schooner Melissa Trask is at the leg.
Arrangements have been completed for
wharf this week loading staves for Charles
the annual reunion and banquet of the
J. Treworgy for Jersey City.
Ellsworth high school alumni associaMiss Bessie Joy has gone to Camden to
tion. It w’iJl be held at the American
spend a few weeks with her sister, Mrs. F.
house, Wednesday evening, Aug. 9. There
W. Stanton, at her summer home.

charges on their taxes are hurrying to pay
up before next Tuesday, Aug. 1, after
which date interest w ill be added.

If YOU haven’t, it’s

Drop

Miss

this

bound,
a

Aug. 3,
5,
Fielding Co.
Aug. 16 and 17 at Winter Harbor—Con-

Salisbury.

MASON,

GENERAL INSURANCE.

west

m.

quarter of

box cars, loaded with
left the rails.
Four

The

on

a.

accident

an

The down Bar Harbor
years ago, gradually went out of existence freight, owing, it is said, to misinformathrough the removal or death of members, tion as to the position of the wreck, ran
The engine x>f this train was
until nothing remained as a local organi- into it.
Charles Boyoe,
zation, though members still active pre- somewhat damaged.
son.
served their connection with the county fireman, seeing that a collision w?as inGeorge W. Dunn, of Ellsworth, who has organization. The new organization takes evitable, jumped and injured his back*
been employed by the McWilliams Bros, the name of
Ellsworth union. The follow- He was taken to his home in Bangor. His
towing company in New York harbor for ing officers were elected: Mrs. Elisha T. injuries are not serious. The engineer
the past few years, has been made chief
Salisbury, president; Mrs. O. M. Alexan- stuck to the engine, and was not injured*
engineer of one of the company’s largest der, vice-president; Miss Ruble J. Gur- 4 It was late in the afternoon before the
tugs.
track was cleared for the passage of trains*
ney, corresponding secretary; Miss FranThe schooner William G. Eadie arrived ces M.
Fernald, recording secretary; Mrs. Passengers and mails both w-ays were
Monday from Sullivan with stone for H. U. G. Hodgkins, treasurer. The union transferred around the wrreck.
W. Dunn, including 360 feet of curbing starts with nineteen charter members and
for the extension of the sidewalk on Main five
honorary members. Meetings will be
COMING EVENTS.
street, which was _bought through Mr. held every Thursday evening, the next one
Dunn.
to be at the home of the
Mrs.
4 and
at Hancock hall—The
States

Subscriptions
Busy—Outlook Encouraging.
committee
on
subscriptions to stock
Note—Those desiring Home Savings Hanks will lie supplied with them turned to their home in Malden, Mass.
Capt. Franklin Stanley, Oscar E. Jarvis
in the proposed cotton yarn mill for Elisis
her
from
sumI)r.
M.
Fulton
and
Albert
up
W.
Abby
of
the
Gilley,
Cranberry worth is still
application. Correspondence solicited.
busy. It is impossible to
mer home at Manset to spend a week here.
Isles life saving station, are in Ellsworth
give exact figures as to the amount of
for
the
annual physical examinaF. B. Aiken has a contrac t for plumbing to-day
stock so far subscribed for, as the comand roofing work at the Lamoine coaling tion required by the government. Dr. L.
mittee is a large one, and many of the
W. Hodgkins is the examining physician.
station.
members have not turned in their subThe stave mill at Bull's-eye bridge,
Clarence Tapley is employed at the
scription blanks.
Claremont hotel, Southwest Harbor, for Kenduskeag stream, Bangor, which was
It may be said, however, that subscripHarry

ACCIDENT AT GUKKNfLAKE.

the Jeresty, owned by Harvard
H. B. Estey, and the Quickstep, owned by O. W. Tapley. The Quickstep had the best of this argument by a
couple of lengths only. The Jeresty then
went after the Colonel, owned by Charles
R. Rnrrill, and had much the best of the
between

Jordan and

SULPHATE COPPER,

BLUE

LONDON

PARIS GREEN,
INSECT POWDER,
FOB

HELLEBORE

GROWER,
VITRIOL,
PURPLE,

PLANT FOOD

SALE AT

Parcher's Drug Store.
Telephone Call, ?*». 53-4.

Store open Sundays from 8 a. m. to 8 p. m.
Remember our free delivery.

PAY YOUR TAXES
before Aug. 1 and save
cost of suit and interest.
J. H. Bbesnahajt,
Tax Collector for 1905.

CHRISTIAN

FroH!M*tlnK Topic For fhc Week
«Ti.
Bry;l» iinK J u I
By RLV. S. II. DOYLE.
Missions In Japan.
Mfc. v. 2.
Topic.
1 12. U.

MAllOk".

KI*1TKI» RV "AUNT

Motto:

It*

•Helpful

and

Cotrrsponfttnre.

Thousands of Women

Hopeful

—

—

The fiftb chapter of Mtcah Is docid•dly a Messianic chapter. It contains
the fauililar prophecy concerning Betlilehem of Judah, which, though small,
should become great as the birthplace
of Christ. It prophesh*s also concerning Iiis kingdom and His victory, especially over idolatry. These prophecies
concerning Christ and His kingdom aj»plied In a general way to Japan sag
gest some features of missions tit the
tsland empire.
1. Japan, though a small island em
pire. may become great by accepting
Bethlehem was a small ami
Christ.
unimportant village near Jerusalem
There were many places In Palestine
much larger than Bethlehem, but Christ
was born in Bethlehem and from that
day on it has been exalted among
cities. The names and sites of many
oriental towus larger and more importhan ancient Bethlehem have
tant
passed away, but Bethlehem still remains and as the birthplace of Christ
becomes of more importance every
year.
Japan is a small empire with
great opportunities and possibilities
provided its people accept Christ as
their personal Saviour au;l make Chris
tianity the bulwark of their new civ*
ilization.
Human civilization alone
cannot make and keep Japan great.
Let Christ be horn there—born into
Japanese civilization, born into the
hearts and the lives of the j>eople—and
Japan’s place among the civilized naLeave out
tions is an assured fact.
Christ, and the nation cannot attain to
a national standard of righteousness
that will be both exalted and permanent.
2. Japan must not merely accept
Christ to become a permanently great
nation, but must role In the name of
Christ. The government must be Christian, and in administering domestic
and foreign affairs it trust U* guided
ty the principles of Christian right
•ousness and equity.
The nation that
*%hall stand and rule in the strength
Of the Lord, in the majesty of the mi roof the Lord his Cod • * • shall abide.”
but “the nation that forgets Coil shall
perish.” The history of nations proves
the absolute correctness of these two
statements.
8. Japan to have permanent political
Ev■Access must crush out idolatry.
erything that is heathenish must be
done Away with.
All false philosophies, all evil and sinful practices and
ell worship of idols m^st lx* done away
trith before Japan can In* truly great
end exalted. The day of the successful idolatrous nation has passed away.
There is not one wholly given to idolatry that counts for much among the
nations of the world.
Japan is reach
lug toward the fulfillment of tli€*se
conditions. I^et us earnestly pray and
give and labor until they are complete
ly realized.
BIBLE

The

j

j
I

A!x*u<

Xante.

deavor movement has sometimes been
lightly criticised for its name, and It
huB been suggested that a ‘Society of
Christian Achievement' would be an
Improvement. But It appears that the
name chosen by Dr. Clark for his
young people's society In Portland, Me.,
nearly a quarter of a century ago is,
after all, more In accord with the real
•plrit of the religion of Jesus. The
Christian life is a life of end-savor. It
can
never
truly be anything else.
There may be and there must be accomplishment along the way, but there
can never be anything like foil and
final achievement either In service or
In character.”
I'roere*»

Abroad.

Lydia

E. Pirkham’s

Vegetable

Compound Pests Upon the Fact that It
Really Does Make Sick Women Well

Thousands upon thousands of Ameriwomen
have t>cen restored to
health by Lydia E. Pinkhani s Vegretable Comjx>und. Their letters are on file
in Mrs. I'inkhatn s otfiee, and prove this
statement to be a fact and not a mere
boast*
Overshadowing indeed is the success
of this great medicine, and compared
with it all other medicines and treatA Cl LIN AK \ I'nUBLKM
ment for women are experiments.
We were bu*y oue day In the kitchen,
Why has Lydia E. Pinkham's VegeI deep In fOim: cook-iundt lore.
table
Compound accomplished its wideAnd he perched up on the table
spread results for good 7
Driving a "coach-aud four’*.
Why has it lived and thrived and
But when I had did-bed this sentence.
done its glorious work for a quarter of
In a rootlet 1 had found—
a century ?
"del on the siov and stir constantly,”
Simply and surely because of its sterThe driver looked around.
ling worth. The reason no other medicine has even approached its success
And leaving hi* play for a minute,
is plainly and positively because there
lie whl pered tu my ear
is no other medicine in the world so
"How could any out 'set on the stove*
good for women’s ills
Aud not *»tlrconstat tly,’ dear?”
The wonderful power of Lydia E
’’**•
—Ladieti' Home Journal.
Pink ham's Vegetable Compound over
By Mary Chahtton.
the diseases of womankind is not beDear M. ti. Friends:
not because it is
cause it is a stimulant
Some one of the sisters sent the above
a palliative, but simply because it is
the most wonderful tonic and reconproblem, but I am not able to credit it
structor ever discovered to act directly
credit the clipping I mean, not the inciupon the uterine system, positively
dent as related in poetry.
CURING disease and displacements and
and vigor.
It is a pleasure to hear again from our restoring health
Marvelous cures are reported from
old friend K., who, although we have not
all parts of the country by women who
heard from herj of late, assures me she is
have been cured, trained nurses who
I hope have witnessed cures, and
still interested in our column.
physicians
some one will respond to her request for
who have recognized the virtue in
Pinkham's
the poem.
Vegetable ComLydia E.
pound, and are fair enough to give
Ellsworth. July 6.1905.
credit where it is due. If physicians
D ar Aunt Madge:
to be frank and open, hundreds
There l» a poem to one line of which' the Idea dared
them would acknowledge that they
Is aumctliing like tbla: ”1 own hot a loot of of
E. Pink
lat.d. yet all the world la mine.” Cau any one constantly prescribe Lydia
ham’s Vegetable Compound in severe
tell me tiie title and tbe author through the M.
cases of female ills, as they know by
B. column? If ill* posedoie 1 should like very
that it will effect a cure
much to a«*e thl* poem published lu the M. b. experience
Women who are troubled with painful
K
columu.
or irregular menstruation, backache,
Maklbouo, July 10, l<sQi.
bloating tor flatulence), leucorrheea.
Dear Aunt Madg* and M. U. Si8t* r»:
falling, inflammation or ulceration of
1 will juni drop a lew Idui* to the young
the uterus, ovarian troubles, that
1
um
the
M.
interested
In
always
housekeeper.
bearing-down" feeling, dizziness,
II. column, aiiU w am w read U a> soon a- the faintness, indigestion,
nervous proswhat I can find u\v In It. 1
tration, or the blues’, should take impaper comes tu
woulJ like tu say iu addition to what aisitr U
mediate action to ward off the serious
aakd about dreaaiog fl»h that if you take a sharp consequences and Ik* restored to health
knife aud cut each aide of lire tlu boner, then
and strength by taking Lydia E Pinktake your knife and atari it at the kali you can
ham's Vegetable Compound. Anyway,
remove it very easily
You will have much le»s write to Mrs. Pink ham. Lynn, Mass.,
for advice. It's free and always helpful.
bones !n;y our fish, aud the sktu will come off
can

—

!

:

ID.f £. <£. H.

Column.

[The editor invites secretaries of local union*
of the W. C. T. U. In Hancock county, ami
white rtbbouers generally, to contribute to tnb
move sweet ttpp.e status by washing in sweet
column reports of mcetlugs or Items that will br
lulls, and if utw blue prints or ginghams arc
of lutereat to workers In other part# of the
soaked tor a lew hours m a pail of water alter |
county. We would like this to t*eji Mveootumn.
stirring In a labiespooulul of spirits turpentine | but It need* some effort on ilie part of W. «j. T.
It will set ihe color so that they won'; lade so j U. women to make it <h>. It Is a column of then
making, not ours, and will be what they make
badly. 1 guess 1 have salu enough lor this It.
Items nod communications should l«e short,
lime.
ah k
and are, of course, subject to approval of the
And we are glad to hear from another editor,}
friend

whojtias

been Bilent

Thanks for all these

for

helpful

a

long time.

hints.

EAST

Nar-

Dear Aunt Madge and M. B. .Sisters;
Ever since the sister sent the good letter to the
Column aud said she could send no more, (or
l.ick ol time, kill September, 1 thought: Now
1 must do my part as 1 have more lime than
some of the sisters.
I am very busy just now
sewing, aud 1 like to sew these beautiful days.
Aunt Maria says she 1ms only live to cook for;
1 have only two since early June, aud let me tell
you what son did last night; he put doughnuts
to rise, and this morning fried enough for our
breakfast and hie cinner, and wanted to make
some biscuit, but I nad enough, so told him be
could at another time, lie milked, fed the hens
and chlckeus (be has a few). 1 pat bis diuoer
up. aud be has gone away to work in the bayheld for a neighbor. He is sixteen years old

them in boats?
I am glad that Sheriff Mayo is lookIf
ing into the Jamaica ginger trade.
people cannot get rum and whiskey, they
will try to invent Are-water for awhile, but
they will soon tire of that; already we
here

see a

forcement
dances

up at 4.30, built a fire, churned, skimmed
milk, finished frying the doughnuts, have
written to my John and done a few other chores,
was

difference since the

began.

regularly

A

man

here told

reign

of

en-

who attends
me

last

week

fellows at the hail who
had been drinking for the tirst time this
year, and they did not come from Ellsworth.
J. A. C.
there

some

not late now.
8ay, sisters, 1 have hunted five minutes to
find my yard-stick to see if 1 could not outdo
Aunt Maria with her slulng-room window plant
and 1 have; 1 have a single white petunia that
is four feet, five inches from the top of the pot
to the top of a branch. It has had over fifty
blossoms aud buds on it at a time. She did not
say what her plant was; probably its a 'ginla

BURRY.

Dear White Ribbonera:
1 have been quite interested in the report of the starting along our beautiful
coast of a missionary yacht under the Rev.
Mr. White some time ago. As I haw seen
nothing in print of late, I fear it has
dropped for the present.
Let us do all we can to help the good
cause; it would do ao much to help the
people, and why not send these places the
gospel as well as the evil which is taken to

cissus wants to ask you if you can tell her
what will take pitch off of clothes.

1

and it is

were some

SOUTHWEST HARBOR Y’S.
While everybody is taking his outings
and

enjoying

the

lovely

summer

weather,

i the Y’s took advantage of the beautiful
evening last Friday and had a lawn party
! at the home of Miss Flora Gilley. The
Aunt Madge,
I have been keeping house orc hard was hung with lanterns and w*ith
twenty years, so don't suppose 1 would be called the swing chair, hammocks and campa young housekeeper; but your suggestions In
chairs, the grounds looked very inviting,
the column last week fitted me all right. 1 shall Over thirty young people gathered and had
j

I

1

vry

mem.

When I

enjoyable time.
Through the kindness of Mr. Freeman
graphophone music was enjoyed. While
a

doing my work this moraine I
thought 1 would count my blessing* and 1
couidn't find the end; they are as numberless as
the stars. This beautiful, beautiful day! How
was

1 wish all the tired housewives could have one
hour In this beautiful air and sunshine!
llow
ma^y of the sisters have averaged a
in ire a day in their walk in the open air since
Junel? 1 have. 1 put on my rubber boots and
rain-coat, take an umbrella and 1 enjoy the
rain—sometimes quite as much as the sunshine.
Susan, can't you tell us how you are getting
on keeping house these days?
Of course your
housekeeping is not like ours, as your home Is
la a different clime, but as you used to be a
“MalneHe", perhaps you could send some
experiences. 1 think 1 live in the same town
that was your childhood
home, and am
acquainted with some of your people.
Well, 6lsters, 1 must take a quart of milk to a
neighbor, mail John’s letter and this one, and
when I get back wa-h oat a few white clothes
and then to the sewing. Good-bye for this
time.
G.

It was real good of you, G., to come to
the rescue of your aunt when you learned
that some of the others were too busy to
w rite.
I saved a page of M. A. B.’s suggestions for an emergency week.
1 am glad you found some useful hints
in the last issue. One more I mention
When making pastry pies, line a
now :
custard pie-plate with the pastry and set
it in a cool place—cellar or refrigerator—
and have it ready for the next day. and

Church

success
spiritually, socially and financially? The celebration was reported fully

at

the time, lut there

facts

re-

carrying

out

are some

garding the conception
of plans of w hich 1 wish

and

to write.
No person who attended the meetings
and w itnessed the gathering of the pe*
pic w hich filled the church to overflow ing
at every servlet could question the spiritinfluence
ual environment. The
from

pulpit to pew was uplifting socially, the
happy greetings one could hear at every
turu was enough to cheer the saddest
h art, and judging from appearance, every
one was enjoying the unique celebration,
lastly how did the money come to meet
all the expenses that naturally must la* insuch

time?
One Sunday morning in the early part of
May our pastor, Arthur Warren Smith,
suggested and advised that the people establish a centennial fund, and arranged
how it might be done in a
way that
would reach the people both in and out of
the church.
The idea was an excellent
one, and was at once approved by the
church.
The envelopes with circulars
curred at

enclosed

a

sent to every

were

family

in

town.
At

once

in

m, and

the money commenced to flow
a

very short time

$222

was re-

ceived by the finance committee.
The
whole amount, coming from all sources,
was
$-142.76. Leaving out the banquet,
which more than
paid for itself, the
After all
receipts amounted to
legitimate bills were paid, there ren ained
n balance of $40.26.
A vote was taken to
use

the

balance in

ing

of

church and

pense of
etc.
A

setting

paying
chapel,

the

for the cleanand

some ex-

memorial windows.

many people contributed to the
and pleasure of this occasion

good

success

—

in town, and several churches and
lodges in Brookhn and Bluehill. We
should be heartily glad to mention these
by name, but to try and mention the
many

names

of

those not

any

would do

an

injustice

to

mentioned.

The only proper
thing to do is to place on record the appreciation of ail for the assistance rendered and recommend the adoption of this
resolution of thanks:
we who have enjoyed the
interesting centennial of the First
of Sedgwick. Me., do
church,
Baptist
hereby record our appreciation of all
favors received, and extend the thanks of
the committee, the church and the townspeople to all who ao kindly assisted us in
any way—as speakers, as j«artu ip.it ing on
the
programme, as giving or loaning any
articles for we, as rendering personal service or doing any favor which contributed

moat

|

j

CYntonntal*
Skdowick, July 19,1905.
To the Editor of The American:
Will you kindly Allow me a little apace
in your popular home paper that I may
give your subeer!bare a brief account of
how our First Baptist church of Sedgwick
carried on the centennial celebration
which lasted one week, and was a great

Sedgwick

/feno/red, That

Now how many of the slaters ever tried a
cocoa box cover to setup.; out their kettle*.'
1
use ore aud like it.
Now is the time for glass stains on the chili dren's clothes; they cau he removed by rubbing
i tu mo.asaes bt-fuie washing. \ ou can also re-

riedite.

Our

Success of

—

If there is anything unreasonable
About promising to perform plain, ordinary, specific Christian duties, unless
prevented by some good reason, which
Satisfies one’s conscience, 1 fail to see
It But I am not dogmatizing lu these
articles or merely presenting my own
•pinions. I am trying to bring the
light of twenty-five years of history to
bear on the subject. Christian Endeavor history is unanimous for the
•ovenant pledge. Th*' first society has
Always had It and is as strong today a«
It ever was. Many societies are more
Ih&n twenty years old and ascribe
dhelr continued strength and activity to
the covenant pledge. Other societies
have discarded or essentially weaken
•d It and have suffered in a greater or
less degree. Borne of these have died.
Aozne are living at a “poor dying rate,”
•ome are kept alive by the personality
Qt the pastor or some strong members;
Athens- and there are not a few-have
reorganized on substantially the old
basis and have regained their strength
And vigor.
Let history teach its salutary leaAOns.—Bev. Praucis E. Clark. D. !>.. !
LL- D., in Christian Endeavor World, j

strong editorial printed recently
admirable Baptist paper, the
Watchman, said: "The Christian En-

puroose*

!n th

—

READINGS.

a

ARE MADE WELLAND STRONG

cf tbN column mre succinctly
title and motto—U Is for the mutual
benefit, a»»d aluiM to be hclptu! sn.l hopeful
Beilis f r the c»m uon good. It t* for the com
mon use
a public Hsrvaut, a port* j or of Information an<| sugge-ttou, a medium for the In
lerehaiise of Mean. In min capacity It solicit*
communication*, an«t Its t-lxxoMdepend* largely
Coro
on the support given It In this reaped
mumcatlon* mu«l »»e signed, but the name ol
writer will not be piloted except by permission
Com mu n lea ion* will »*e subject to approval or
rejection by the editor of the column, but none
Address
w II be rejected without good reamiu.
all communications to
THK AMERICA*.
Ellsworth. Me.
The
state*!

Ps. xxxiii, 12; cxxxv, 13-21; Prov.
Xlv, 34; Isa. xl. 1-9; Hi, 7-10; Nah. i, 13;
Matt, xxviii, 19, 20; Horn, x, 14, 13; I
John v, 21; Rev. xxii, 17.

In
that

atrfKrtismwnts.

fllntual Binrfit tColnmu

ODKAVOR.

very

with singing and a tete-a-tete now and
then, mixed in with delicious refreshments, served by Misses Flora and Rebecca
Gilley, the evening was quite a success. A
number of friends who are here for the
present. The next meeting
be Aug. 4. Place of meeting will be
A Member.
given later.
summer w'ere
w

ill

liluescrigbrook Association.
The Bluesedgbrook District Sunday \
School association will meet in the Bap- ;
tist church. North Sedgwick, Wednesday,
August 2, at 2 p. m.
The programme (or the afternoon is as
follows: Praise and prayer service, O. B.
Bowden; address of welcome, E. M. Allen;
response, Rev. E. Bean; business and reports; singing; topic, “How to Secure the
Co-operation of the Parents in the Study
of the Lesson," Rev. E. Bean; singing; 1
topic, “The Home Department—What is it. |
How it Works—its Importance,” Rev. E. !
8. Drew'; singing; topic, “How can I know
my Bible?” Rev. R. L. Olds; discussion; I

The society organized in the Moravian church at Koebuek, island of Bar
bados, last August with twenty-four
members has greatly increased. A un
adjournment.
Ion has been formed with the two other
After a basket supper, the evening se*-f
•ocletles on she island under the super
sion will begin at 7.30, with the following
vision of Hev. S. A. Estabrook and a
programme: Organ voluntary, Mrs. 8. 8
oily held. Working bands, who do
you can have a custard or lemon or any Thompson; praise service, Miss Harrietts
air
have
been
in
rarl
work,
•pen
busy
other open pie with five minutes’ work.
H. Cole; prayer, John Staples; music; j
A tract disElma, yours will come later- thanks for
rnu parts of the island.
H. E. Lufkin, State secnow.
Suppose you are all very busy offering; address,
tributing committee has circulated it
with summer company, haying or picnics. retary of Sunday school association; singmore than a thousand tracts, and the
Aunt Madge.
ing; “Personal Experiences in Sunday
missionary committee has raised $20.
School Work,” Rev. 8. M. Thompsons
»oni
j
Yorkshire. England, now haa 900
A boon to travelers. Dr. Fowler’s Extract of
Cfcrtstlan Endeavor societies, with 36,- Wild Strawberry. Cures dysentery, dUrrhcta,
No nation can be destroyed while it
000 members. Few American counties seasickness, nausea. Pleasant to take. Pera
G.*Bolgood home life
and.
fectly harmless.
•aa beat that.

in the smallest
occasion.

way to the

success

of the

With this report and with this recogof assistance the affairs of the centennial are closed. The members of the
committees have all done their work to
the best of their ability. They have endeavored to give honest satisfaction in
fulfilment of their trust, and they hope
and believe that expectations have been
The centennial has
generally realized.
done its work in all its phases with all
bills paid by generous contribution. May
its meraorj' long live in the minds of the
nition

CARE OF THE FEET.

HOW HE
GOT THE'RE

BV MARY AXXABI.E

The

woman

figure.

Tired fret when not the result of
the
generally a proof they
of attention-not
just
resting, but treatment, and fortunately
the sort of treatment every woman
can
give herself without expense for doctor's
calls or remedies.
The most important treatment for
feet
that ache with the day half
over, that
swell and;bum, is the cold water
cure.
wrong shoe are
need some sort

way.

The Russians In one of the principal
forts dofend.ug I’ort Arthur were expeeling a nignt attack. Their sear, b
tights were moving nervously over the
silpes h, neatli, star rockets were burstlug In the air, casting brief and faint
fKnmhiatUin-i Into depressions direct i.v
beneath them, while paruebute torches
scrvsl the same purpose of throwing
light directly downward.
On a sid
hill opposite the Russian
foils (Touch'd a man.
’Ill*- light enst
| bj the star rocket* ami parachutes w as
i to.) faiut t.i reveal him, but be would be
readily wen If a searchlight were pointed directly at him. lie watched their
motions till be saw one coining In his
direction. It was moving slowly, as If
the searchers were examining every detail. Presentiy it rescind his position
an 1 stunned.
Then? is something trying in having
one of these silent
sheaves of light
|«»liited at you. Von know some one
hidden in darkness is looking at you.
Every stone, every blade of gra«s about
you, glistening, tells bow plainly you
are seen, and you exjiect either to hear
the spiteful “plug" of a sharp shooter’s
bullet or feel it pierce your vital*.
Hut the man on the hillside had no
such fear.
Indeed, he was pleased
when the light was turned upon him
and »topj>od. He wore a tattered Kussi an uniform, and as soon as he was
satisfied that he was observed he waved his hand.
Then Immediately the
searchlight was turned away.
The man got up and walked rapidly
down the hill.
Midway between the
position he had occupied and the fort
he met a company of Russian soldiers
The comma.iider of the fort hail sent
them to enable one of their comrades
to enter his own lines.
Perhaps hr
might have valuable information. !!*
was taken to the general, who questioned him eagerly.
lie said that he was Ivau Yestlovskv
and had belong'd to the garrison of a
fort near by ou the right which had
been stormed and taken the day before
at dusk,
lie had escaped In the gathering darkness and hidden !u a deserted
rifle pit ou the hillside. Then* he had
ob creed the disposition.! of %Ue Japanese, who were forming for an at
tack.
“Where are their strongest forces?”
asked the general, “on our right or
left T

PAXTON.

with tired (ret is
trying to
surered in life with
crippled machinery
There is very little Joy (or her
cither |n
industry or Amusement. She is, »» i(
hand ioapp-d by her
were, always
t«.t
No
matter
how
enthusiastically Bhe'
starts the day, she is tired in a
mile, li|(e
Shakespeare's “sad heart”.
In nine cases out o( ten it
isn't tight
shoes. It is often the
wrong sort of shoes
orpadly made shoes or shoes that twist
in the wearing, but American
women no
longer as a race pinch their fret.
Th»y
seem to
have come to realise that
the
pretty fret must be in harmony with the

[Original,}
General Nogl was Rilling in bis tent
before Port Artliur when It was anBponeed that Xlnrtln Bowles, an Amerl an who hail been grant'll nil Interview, was watting without. The general directed that the man be admitted.
Martin llowles was a lighT complex
tail'd man. with very little of the
American in him. Indeed, lie bad been
in Eoro|ie ever since be was ten years
oid, anl all of the Yalikte had been
xeept the dare devil spirit
drojtj ed
that he had Inherited from IPs father,
who bad l»eti one of Mushy's men In
the Amyri an elvil war. white his moth
er had been born In Connecticut. Young
Bowles was elosetisl wl b General Nog.
for two Il ium, at tile end of which time
he emerged from the teat and went 111.

Every

morning, regularly, winter and
summer, cold water shouldlbe poured over
the feet. Don't stand in it, but dash the
cold water

over

one

foot at

a

time for

a

couple of minutes and then rub dry
vigorously with a rough towel. This j’s
the best remedy in the world for poor

■

circulation. It will relieve chronic swelling and is an admirable preventive for
corns and bunions.
There are,] however, fret that require
more radical attention than this, bul
auy
other treatment should be in addition to
this, not in ;pla<- of it. Where feel an
blistered or calloused from standing, the
ankles chspped from exposure sud the
nslls brittle, they should be treated to
u«uj

uiiiimiud'

unt u>u

uhiud.

Every evening before going tombed ibey

should be bathed in very warm borax
water (a pint of borax to a quart of wateri
and allowed |to rest in it for aay five minutes, then cold .water dashed over then,
j
1 and dried with the hardest running.
When dry they should be manicured tt
j once, the
nails cut square and moderately
short, the skin pressed back w ith a bit of
j celluloid or*erange stick.
And then, as a Una! comfort the entire
j
foot should lx* massaged w-ith oil or cold
cream, and done
corns or callouses

thoroughly so that the
softened, the rough

are

smoothed and the nails rendered malAfter treatment of this sort the
feet will la? normally cool, without any

skin

leable.
1

swelling

1

rough,
1

!

or

pain,

and in

affair

way to

con-

tribute to a peaceful night’s sleep.
To get the" best results from this care of
the feet, they should be bathed alway- n
soft water. Hard water leaves the skin
does not loosen the callous and

in-

tensifies any burning or irritation. Where
it is difficult to get rain water, add half a

teaspoonful ofjpurt borax to a Imam of
warm water (for all foot baths and h dm?
velvety smoothness will at once be perceptible to the sensitive skin.
An excellent emollient for the skin is
also prepared with this healthful and

soothing ingredient.

;
i maceti;

One

ounce

of sper-

white wax five
ounces of best imported oil of sweet al!
monds; one and one-half ournts of rusewater; twenty grains of powdered borax.
Dissolve the borax ini the roaewater, and,
if the weather is cold, set the bottle ins
pan of moderately warm water, melt sax
one

ounce

of

and spermaceti, add almond oil and beat
“From my position." replied Ivan, j
remove from the fire and pear
“under the light of your rockets and slightly;
into roaewater ^quickly; beat to a foam
parachutes, I could see them massing
with an egg beater. When partly solid
on your left.
There is a small force on
add two drops of oil of rose. Cease- (eatArthur Warren Smith, and his faithful
but
your right,
they seemed to me to
ing before the mass is firm, and pour into
wife, who has assisted in many ways be nearly ready to move.”
little porcelain jars w hich should be kept
needed.
The beautiful Christian En“I see,” said the general. “That wily j
in a cool place.
deavor memorial window which has been
fox Nog! Is going to feint on our right
This cream should be used in small
placed in the front of the church is of her and storm our left.” Then he
gave or
designing, and is considered by excellent dens to move the most effective guns to quantities and thoroughly rubbe i in. It
j is so simple that every woman can make it
judges to be a beautiful and symbolic the left.
for herself at a very slight coat, yet is inpiece of window art. The centennial
On the Russian right was the hill ou
valuable in the care of sensitive feet.
hymn was of her composition also.
which Ivan Vestiovsky had been dls
The best shoe for a w oman who stands
After the reading of the resolutions
covered.
It was Just high enough to
much is full, long, loose over the joint and
Sunday morning and the disposition of
prevent the Russians from seeing over !
the balance of the centennial fund, Dea.
snug fitting at the instep, this enables
n* (T««.
on u>eir lert w hs a comparaa foot to spread out %o do Us work, and at
William Means stepped to the front of the
tively long stretch of open ground the same time prevents a shoe from slippulpit and asked the large, congregation
their artillery,(beyond which
to extend a rising vote of thanks to the swept by
ping forward and rubbing on the heel.
the ground was again uneven.
At 2
High heels are criminal for the busy
pastor for the noble unselfish spirit he has
o'clock In the morning suddenly u para
woman, and a disadvantage to the grace
expressed from beginning to end in makchute revealed a force of Japanese and health of any woman.
ing the centennial a succcess. Every one
in a depression in the ground
in
the church was glad
to show his marching
far to the right where the view was
Ten thousand demon* gnawing awar at one *
hearty appreciation aud support for his
not obstructed by the hill.
At the Titals couldn't be much worse than the torture*
C. A. H.
pastor.
of itching pile*. Yet there** a cure. Doan’*
time u considerable fores- was observed further away on the. left. This Ointment never fall*.
The Man Who flipped.
seemed to confirm Ivan’s story,
hut
I eaw him take the paper an<l
the force on the right grew larger and
Banking.
Turn to the Household pige,
when
within
an
range
overwhelming
Then scan the columns up and down.
force
of
Japanese hurried over the
As one who all would gauge.
crest of the hill and before the guns
“Aha!” he muttered to himself,
could be turned swept on to the moat,
1* what your money will earn If
“Here’s “How to make Bloc Fritters,'
I
planted scaling ladders and In a
And *How to Utilize Cold Beef,’
Invested in shares of the
twinkling the fort had been captured.
And ‘Home made Stomach Bitters.' "
"I wish to see General Nogi,” said
Then from his pocket forth be took
one of the Ilussian prisoners in
fairly
A pair of scissors, small.
good Japanese.
And severed from the printed page
A NEW SERIES
The officer In charge looked at the
The helpful hints and all.
1b now open, Shares, 91 each; monthlV
man as if lie suspected his
but
sanity,
He clipped “The Way to Scramble Eggs,”
payments, $1 per snare.
was still more surprised when the genAnd llow to make Peach Butter,”
eral harrying up with his staff was
As well aa half a dozen more,
hailed by the prisouer, and turning WHY PAY RENT
“That's all”—again his mutter.
when you can borrow on your
came up to him and embraced him.
•harea, give a first mortgage and
“A thoughtful man,” at once 1 mused,
reduce It every month. Monthly
“We
owe you everything," he said.
“A man who cares for things;
payments and interest together
Then he told the officer that be would
will amount to but little more
Who loves the calm, contented song
than you are now paying for
take the prisoner away with him.
The home teakettle sings."
rent, and in about 10 years you
The two went to that ylde of the fort
will
♦•Do you,” I asked, “preserve those notes
which had not been fought over and OWN YOUR OWN HOME.
“So that your wife may eye them?"
when the general iaw the guns all
“Sot much.” he growled, “I cut them oat
For particulars Inquire of
there he embraced the prisoner again.
“So she won’t get to try them."
linear
Kiwi Nat l Bint Bid*.
“Mr.
he
Bowles,”
said, “l saw through
v
==^-=
Kzwo. President.
the
Itusslaus
my glass
moving these
A small man is sometimes a big nuisguns and kuew that your ruse hud
EL_l_SWORTH
ance.
been successful. You have enabled us
No man who isn’t looking for trouble at the risk of
your life to capture
will attempt to argue with his wife while
easily a strong fort In our way. Now,
“MO PAT, NO WASHK*."
ahe is trying to arrange her hair in a new
>ow can I reward you?”
All kinds of laundry work done at short noticeway.
“General,” replied Mr. Bowles, “I am
Goods called for and delivered.
She—I don’t like your first name, Mr. a bom American, and a Yankee
never
M. B. ESTEY A CO.,
Blow boy.
Cornelius is so long-drawn- does something for nothing? I
JtLLBWOkTH,
repre- WEST KWP BRIDGE,
out. He—Well, suppose you call me Neil sent an American
newspaper and I
for short. Several of my friends do. Bhe want permission to send
dispatches.”
—I’d call you Corn if—if— He—If rhat?
“Keep near to my headquarters,”
contracted with tbeatjrrf
She—If I thought you would pop.
worth to ,upport »ud rare lor those,
said the genera! with a grim smile,
are J
mar need assistance ‘luring the neit
“and I'll favor you whenever I can do and are
legal residents of KIUwortn_i
To Cure a Cold In One
»«"
Day
oo
my
all persons Uusimg ibem
ft without risking my plans.”
Take LAXATIVE BBOMO QUININE Tablets.
there Is
of room and
“I' knew I’d get there,” said the rare lor plenty
All druggist* refund the money if U falls w care.
them at the City harm boose,
K W. Grove’s signature Is on each box. 2 Sc. Yankee
M. J n"
ARTHCR D. BERWICK.

people!
To conclude, the people, both in and out
of the church, appreciate the untiring efforts of their highly-esteemed pastor,

j

Qlsvsrtl Loan and MM Ass’n.

Steam Laundry and Bath Rooms.
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Kt-Key

Ho was n squat ehlua piece with inerconnry tytkolH and a silt down Ida
tinck. It vU a standing Joke nt Miss
Koike’s boarding ’‘home'’ that when
a spot ou the tableany one drop|>ed
cloth he tiad to drop a coin into the
plu'a hungry sides. Once a week the
porker was slaughtered and the proceeds used for flowers.
Miss Mattie was dressing for n walk
one morning when the peaked landlady
who quarreled with all her trades peoIn hand.
ple line to the door. |dg
Miss Mattie," she snld. "would you
like to buy some flowers for the table?”
■■Delighted!" Silas Slattlc finished,
pinning a huge hunch of violets on her
kind shall I get?”
g-riy coat. "What
"Well”—Mtas Koike snt down on the
edge of the divan and began shaking
the pig—“there's carnations and roses,
and they usually throw lu some ferns
or leaves. Just do us you please about
It. | thought there was more money
In here.” She tliunipaal the pig's head
on her knee until the last coin fell out.
“Only 00 cents!” Miss Koike had a
way of making people conscious of
The pig looked
tbelr shortcomings.

glum.
••But aren't you glad you didn't get
your tablecloth all spotted up?”
"Oh, that Isn't It. But we shall have
to save some money for Easter Sunday. and you can get so few flowers for
60 cents.” Miss Koike had a grievance
against her trades people, anil (hey re
taliateil by Invariably giving ber short
measure. "Well"—she stacked up a half
dollar in ix-unles anil nickels—"I guess
that will have to do.”
"How many ought I to get for 50
centsi
turn up their nosea at you
florist's ami Rive 3*011 two or three
stale flower* that will l>e all withered
the second <1*3*. You’d better go to the
street booth over by the *1/ station and
tell them if they Rive you good flowers
you'll come again.”
••Stick up their noses at me!" said
Miss Mattie, ignoring Miss Koike’s sup
"Don't ever worry. Miss
gestlon.
Koike. I’ll get. some flowers that will
make you gasp with surprise and pleasure.
I'd; just like to see them stick up
their noses at me,” she threatened ns
she paused to smile hewlklerlngly at
Miss Koike liefore closing the outside
door.
She passed several exclusive florists’
shops before she found one to her satisfaction. It was by far the handsom
est of all. Gripping her 50 cents inside
her glove, she swept In like u breath
and stood in the midst of the most
beautiful flowers she had ever seen. A

“They’ll

at

a

remarkably baud some young man was
standing In the rear beside a bank of
palms, holding some smilax.
Some flowers,” she said, smiling and
nodding at him.
He looked up surprised. Then, look
lag at some one tndiind the palms, he
turned, spoke to one of the assistants
aud cnnie forward eagerly.
He
"Now, what would you like?”
waved his hand gracefully toward the
masses of roses and crimson carnations.
“Oh, l**autlful!” breathed Miss Mat
tie lu an ecstasy. "I should like**—she
clutched the coins stowed away In her
glove and smiled dazzljngl3*—"a flower
for u peuuy.”
“What!” Kor a moment It looked as
though the young man was going to
prove disagreeable.
Miss Mattie’s smile became morneu

tartly

more

tes,

bewitching.

sue

continued,

wmriing

net

muff airily around her hand: "I Jusl
slaughtered the boarding house pig
and 1 want nil the nice dowers you eau
give me for 50 cents. Aren't those love
Jy!” She pointed to some rare orchids.
The young man was amused. Miss
Mattie was good to look ut and had an
unmistakable air of being accustomed
to beautiful things.
Yet 50 cents for
orchids, which she distinctly seemed to
favor! He coughed aiHilogetically.
‘'Flowers are rather expensive,” he
ventured.
“Yes, I know,” laughed Miss Mattie.
"These must lie terribly high.” She
touched the violets on her coat linger
•ugly. ‘Think of the money you extort
from rich young men. And I’ve only 50
cents. It was all the pig could spare.
We had to save some for Easter, you
know, and no one got many spots on
the tablecloth this week.”
The florist answered her smile.
“The pig gets the money for the
spots,” she explained.
The young man looked as though he
Were immensely interested—In the pig.
“What would you like?” he asked
again.
"I want just the most nice fresh
flowers you can give me for a half dollar. It makes no difference what kind.
They told me I couldn’t get any for so
little money.”
Miss Mattie smiled.
The man bowed low.
TU see what I can do for you.” he
said and strode to the rear of the store.
Miss Mattie watched him admiringly
as he stopped to speak to one of the
men before he entered the Ice room.
She had not known such uiee young
men kept florist's shops. She moved a
step or two to the right of the palms in
Order to see him more distinctly.
He was taking down one crimson
carnation after the other, a spray of
narcissus, some roses, an orchid. Miss
Mattie looked away, afraid to trust her
own eyes. He seemed rather an easily
embarrassed young man—or was he
amused? Miss Mattie did not dare to
risk the doubt, for if he saw her observing him he might stop adding to
the bunch. Miss Mattie had reasons of

hor own for wishing ns
big a bouquet
as possible.
It signified In a way her
sphere of Influence on the susceptibilities of the young mnu.
" ben ho emerged from the room
Miss Mattie sahl, “Oh!” Miss Mattie
know how to say It
long and express-

PERSONAL

NECKLACES

The young mnn turned from the desk
and looked at her. He flushed ever so
slightly and smiled.
“All those for 50 cents?” Miss Mattie had her muff under her chin. Her
ejos were w ide with wonder.
'I he young mnn laughed as ho glancedi
from her to some one back of the palms.
”1 wouldn’t do this for
every one.
you understand. Rut I felt sorry tot'
tlic pig.”
“Rut there are too many. You ran*!
afford to do it.” Miss Mattie was refusing to take them from his hands.
His tone was businesslike.
“Yes. I can. The pig may demand
some larger orders some
day, and wc
shall be glad to fill them. Merely an
advertisement, you kuow.”
“Yes. indeed, we get loads of flowers. and this Is the very prettiest
shop
on the strict.”
She smiled. “Are you
sure th«*se are fresh?
Because if they
are I’m coming again
Saturday.”
Ills face wore a broad smile as he
turned after bowing her out and met
an Irritable chap
emerging from be
hind the palms.
“You’re a nice one,” complained the
chap, “flirting with my lady.”
“Jack,” innocently, “is she really?”
“Of course. Didn’t you see my violets on her coat?”
The young man laughed.
“Just cancel that order for those other flowers for Miss Cromer,” he called
to one of the men.
“And put these
down to my account.” Then he turned
to Jack.
“Simpleton!” he observed.
Why didn’t you get into the game?”
Jack shrugged ids shoulders.
“You wanted to see what she would
do. You don’t deserve her. Jack.”
”1 suppose you think you do, palming yourself off as a florist.”
They had passed out into the street
and stood looking after the girl with
the huge package of flowers. The exflorist looked squarely into the disagreeable eyes of the man facing him.
“Jealous!” he commented shortly.
“Yes, Jealous, if you like. Are you
going to 1m» here next Saturday?”
The young man of the flowers
brought his gaze back from the girl
turning the corner.
”1*11 go you even to win her,” he said.
“And I’ll win.”

|

Some**

unt

('onfnaiiiR.

certain member of the house of
lords when traveling in Inland took a
fancy to a handsome Connaught lad
ami engaged him as footman.
“O’Brien," said his lordship to the
new servant one morning, “see it your
mistress Is ‘at home’ today.”
“That her ladyship is. your lordship,”
was the ready reply of the unsophisticated youth.
“Sure, Ol Jist saw her
ladyship go Into the dhrawing room.”
“You misunderstand me, O'Brien,”
said his lordship stiffly. *‘<Jo and ask
your mistress if she is at home' today.”
“Sure, now,” muttered the puzzled
footman as he obeyed, “If his lordship
ain’t quare! Why, Oi saw her ladyship
with my owu eyes! And now Oi’ve got
to ask her that same, and she's in the
house all the toirne.”
Then, thrusting his head into the
drawing room, he asked, “Are you at
home, my lady?”
"No, O'Brien; not today,” replied his
mistress, and the footman retired slowly in utter bewilderment.
“Well, well!” exclaimed nonplused
“Where does she think she Is,
Tat.
Sure, it's mad she is, and
poor soul?
More's the pity!”—
the master too.
Loudon Mull.
IlrenkinK

It

Gently*

The greatest error that a father can
make Is to omit to note the year that
Is at the top of the current almanac
anti to forget that Ills sons grow older
each year. The father who thinks his
nineteen-year-old sou is still a child is
liable to get a shock.
“Beg pardon, futher.” says the lad
who wishes to break tho news gently,
“but do you mind If I bring a friend in
to supper this evening?”
“I'll think it over, ray boy.”
“For a little music.”
“Does your friend sing?”
“Has a beautiful voice," says the lad
enthusiastically; “like a nightingale.”
“Oh!" with incredulity. "What age?"
“About my own age, father.”
"Well, you can bring your friend;
but, mind, it’s not to be made a precedent. 1 don't want the house overrun
with them. And no staying late.”
"She’ll go back to her mother's at 10.”
“She!”
“It's a young lady I’ve been fond of
for some time, father,” blurts out the
lad, "ami we are going to get married
soon!”—l.omlou Star.
Vert*»«’hnu;iii’H

War

Pictures.

critic says of Vereschagin's
war pictures; “The greater number of
the artist's pictures were extremely
poor as art, many of them rising not
above peep show value, and not a ffiw
are utterly insincere.
Vereschagin declared publicly that the chief value of
his pictures was their faithfulness to
scenes witnessed by himself, yet he depicted In 'Blowing From Guns In British India’ respectable Mohammedans
being slaughtered by British soldiers In
uniforms of today, though nothing of
tho kind has occurred since the mutiny. He showed the ‘Entry of the
I’riuce of Wah-s’ Into an Indian city
In the blazing sunlight, though the official artist who accompanied the king
says that through a delay tho entry
The paintwas accomplished by night.
er himself ndinitted to me that the picture of the British soldier left to die
aud fester alone in the Jungle originally represented a Russian soldier, but
was altered on account of th* anger of
the late czar.”
An

art

ORNAMENTS

MIXED

WITH ODD SUPERSTITIONS.

ively.

A
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ORIENTAL JEWELRY.

THAT

AVERT

THE

EVIL

EYE AND BE/*D8 THAT ARE POTENT
CHARMS FOR FELICITY—LBOEND
OF THE KAABA 8TONE.

Tli« oriental's lore of luxury, splendor of attire ami personal adornment
rets as a strong Incentive to the eastern
jeweler in the production of those exquisitely carved and multicolored creations over which the modern world
roves and marvels.
Nor are such decorations mere ornaments without other
use or meaning.
The oriental jeweler, seated upon the
floor of his little shop, inhaling the fra
grant odors of his pipe and coffee, con
eelves Ins design and jealously envelops it with mysticism, adding to it the
quaint charm of symbol aud sU|H\\slition. The bracelet, the earrings, the
necklace, the clasp, the buckle aud the
button grow step by step Into a special
ornament
according to the rank,
means, tastes and wants of the wearer,
an evidence of class aud dignity.
Bracelets are by orientals worn in
pairs. Each hand is provided with one.
as otherwise jealousy
will spring up
between the umuuui members mal evil
deeds will follow. Earrings are popular among both sexes In certain parts
of the orient. The ears are pierced at
birth. The perforations are made unnecessarily large so as not to permit a
residue of gossip. Then ornaments are
offered the ears as consolation. Necklaces are worn most conspicu »usly to
avert the evil eye and to denote dignity and distinction. Festoon necklaces seem to have been in vogue from
time Immemorial, and not infrequently
do they adorn the whole chest of the
wearer.
In India the men often borrow their wives’ necklaces to decorate
themselves with. Masculine vanity of
certain sects of the Persians far exceeds that of women, and. aside from
wearing earrings anil necklaces, they
almost monopolize the tiny seed pearls
by stringing them in their beards, each
hair being literally covered with a lus-

MARKETS.

KITTEKY TO CARIIlOr.

Farnirn lirttlnx More for Hotter mut

The

A I, FALFA

EXPKR1MENTS.

boarding-house
Joseph Mishone, Brunswick Man Experimentlug with
Lincoln, was burned Thursday. Loss
its Cultivation in Maine.
$6,000.
A. E. Rogers, of Brunswick, is making
An advance of from 2 to 3 cents for butPatent h^H been granted to Arthur R. experiments in the culture of alfalfa in
ter and <((■ la the feature of the EllsRogers, of Jones; ort, for fish handling Maine soil. Mr. Rogers is not the first
worth markets moat gratifying to the
to make the experiment, but those which
apparatus.
farnv rs.
The advance is due to several
have heretofore been made in the State
The farm buildings of D. E. Cain, at
causes.
First, perhaps, is the scarcity due Clinton, were burned Saturday. Loss, have been a disappointment, while it
looks at present as if it were destined to
to the farmers’ being busy with
haying $2,500; insurance, $1,500.
make a success of the matter, and be able
and not coming into market.
Again buy- I Mrs. Luke Xormand, of Lewiston, aged to raise this choice fodder as it is raised in
el's for the summer resort markets are can- thirty-two years, was burned to death by
the West.
vassing the country pretty thoroughly the explosion of an oil stove last WednesThat the plant will not grow' in the
buying up eggs at the door. The farmers' day.
Maine soil without some foreign help has
wives have taken a hand in
The government has begun condemna- been
the^,utter situbut that it W'ill grow,
ation, preferring to lay down butter tion proceedings to secure land at Calais when demonstrated,
this help has been given, has been
rather than sell at prices which have
pre- ou which a new custom house and post- demonstrated
by Mr. Rogers. In order to
vailed the last few weeks.
oHoi will be erected.
Blip-* hangea

at

Week.

for the

of

J

ascertain what

With the

xceptlon of butter and eggs
The farm buildings of Willard E. Littlechanges in green vageta- field, of Auburn, were burned Sunday
bles, there is little of note in the markets.
morning with contents, including five
Strawberries are practically a thing of1 horses and a cow.
I^oea, $7,000.
the past for this season. There will ties
Edward Moore, aged sixty-seven years,
few preserving berries In the market this
a prominent busincaa man of Calais,dropweek, at 15 cents a bos. Raspberries and
dead at Grand Marian, Monday, July
blucberrries prevail just now. Currants ped
17. He had been for forty years a partand gooselierries are also in the market
ner
in the dry goods firm of William
Blackberries will be along in another
Wood* A Co., Calais.
week, with a good yield promised.
At
Littlefield's mills, near Alfred,
In the fish markets the
kingly Penob- I
scot salmon has had his day, and bis cold Tuesday of last week, fire destroyed the
storage substitute is not in demand. outbuildings of Alonzo Henderson, and
Mackerel are more plentiful. Maine shad the dwellings of John W. Ricker, Mrs.
Elizabeth Dunbar and A. W. Johnson,
are also in the market.
The mid-summer quiet prevails in the and the barn of Mrs. Jesse Hanscomh.
wholesale grain market, though
prices re- Ixws, $7,500.
main firm.
Fire Sunday morning at Hkow began
Retail prices in Ellsworth
have probably touched the top note h for destroyed the carriage repositories of L.
this season, and little change may be ex- W. Chase and F. P. Moore, with large part
of contents, the blacksmith shop of John
pected for several weeks.
The quotations below give the range of Delano, two stables and a shed, and badly
retail prices in Ellsworth.
damaged a four-story brick block owned
by R. W. Brown. Total loss, $17,375;
Country I'ruilncr,
Batter.
insurance, $11,400.
Creamery per lb.
-ft 333
The First Maine heavy artillery associDairy -..
■U 9 <15
ation will hold its twenty-ninth reunion
Cheese.
Beat factory (new) per lb.
t«ai* at Hampden on Thursday, August 24.
and

a

secure a

few minor

Best dairy (new)...
Dutch (Imported).

u

good

was

needed in

crop, he

planted

the soil to

three

plots

with alfalfa, the first of which
was treated w ith inoculated soil from New
York state, on which alfalfa had previously been grown, and in addition to
that, lime was used on the soil. In the
of land

second

plot

of

land,

lime alone

was

used,

hile the soil of the third plot was left in
its natural condition.
The results of the experiment are very
marked The alfalfa on the plot w'here
the inoculated soil and lime had been
used, was from two to four feet in
w

j

height, and of a degree of luxuriance of
growth that would yield two tons to the
acre.
The second plot, where the lime had
been used alone, showed a crop of about
two-thirds the first, while the grow'th on
the third

plot

This would

was a
seem

failure.
to

indicate that the

possibility of raising alfalfa in Maine,
| after the soil had once become inoculated
j by raising a crop, was good. Mr. Rogers

j

w

ill go into the culture.of the fodder on a
scale next year, and will plow' two

larger

with the seed, on one of which the
inoculated soil and lime will be used, and
on the other, the seed will be dipped in
the inoculating solution w'hich has been
acres

j
j

j used by the government. Alfalfa is con1% cents | sidered one of the best fodders for stock,
and
direction to Bangor
j yielding several
per mile
crops each year, and if it
laid, per dor.
22«23 return; and on the Bangor A Aroostook can be made to
grow in Maine in paying
Poultry.
railtoad the rate will be one full fare for ]
quantities, the advantage it w'ill prove to
Chickens.
5 the round
trip.
Fowl.
the farmers can be easily estimated.
Hay.
The entire plant of the Eagle Lake Mills j
Best loose, per ton..
14 9 If Co. at Eagle Lake, on the line of the Ban- I
Smallest Engine In the World.
Baled.
....IS |
gor & Aroostook railroad, was burned \
The smallest stationary engine in the
Straw.
The loss was total, together with ! world, as far as its maker can
trous pearl.
learn, rests
tftll Friday.
Baled..'
16 27,000 feet of long lumber, 1,200,000 shin- i
Beaus are among me earnest rorms
entirely on a flve-cent piece. It is owned
V^retablei.
a lot of clapboards and thirteen cars 1 and was made
gles,
ami
considered
John
H.
are
of ornaments
poby
Cunningham, a
Potatoes, tiu
40y43 Tomatoes, lb,
lOj‘20 that were loading at the mill. The plant!
tent charms for felicity, as those are
23
jeweler, ol Eaton, Ind. Cunningham has
Potatoes.new.pk
i3 I
Turnips, new. lb
mill about 200x601 a fad for
consisted
of
the
main
0>
03
Lettuce,
lb
•
5
Onions,
new,
or
sheiks,
often cut and sold by priests
making miniature machinery.
2<
Spinach, pk
Beets, bunca
03
feet, and the shingle mill about 50x25 feet.
The little engine operates at a remarkwho maintain themselves solely by this String beans, qt 06Su8 Cabbage, new, ft
»
mill
had
a capacity of about 60,000
The
(5
Ra.i'sb,
•
bunch
Carrots,
5
so
much
able rate of speed under a pound of steam.
means. The pear shaped drop
03 Beans—per qt—
Cucumbers,
long lumber, 100,000 shingles, 65,000 laths
So small are some of the parts that a
in vogue in Europe and America Is of
Peas, pk
20 iylt
\ellow-eye
12ftl3
me iom is esumaiea hi near
13
Pea.
10 per aay.
magnifying glass is necessary to make a
decidedly oriental origin and has at- Squash, new ft
was well insured.
Fruit.
The
fl00,000.
plant
The
Kaatached to it a quaint myth.
proper examination of them. The screws
£0 Oranges, dor
Watermelon, each
JI30.4S
At Kittery navy yard by the alight that hold the parts together are made
ba stone in Mecca has this peculiar
10 Lemons dor
Cantaloupe, each
30#35
of
movement
of
an
electric
switch
Sa
to
the theory
Blueberries, qt O83IO Gooseberries, qt
12
turday from needles, the threads being so fine as
shape, and, according
It.
.0 Currants, box,
1C 315
the Mohammedans, this stone was the Raspberries.
afternoon, a spark was generated which to defy the naked eye. The screws are a
Groceries.
uetual guardian angel who was sent to
successfully discharged forty-five tons of fraction of a millimeter in diameter.
Coflee—per ft
Rice, per ft
oet-ng
wheel measures about threewatch over Adam in Eden and was
.16 #.25 Vinegar, tral
Rio,
2C.j25 dynamite and destroyed a three-acre The fiy
35
Cracked wheat.
Mocha,
.05
ledge that had menaced navigation in the eights of an inch in diameter. It was
present at his fall. As a punishment
35 Oatmeal, per ft
.04
of
exeriver.
The
this
for not having more vigilantly
turned from steel by Cunningham, who
setting-off
.20 Piscataqua
Buckwheat, pkg
•45 #.65 Graham,
Japan,
.04 enormous amount of explosive, said to says it is the largest wheel that the engine
cuted his trust the angel was changed
Oolong,
.30# 65 Rye meal,
.04
been
ever
handled
at
one
have
the
will turn.
Into a stone and hurled from paradise. Sugar—per ft
greatest
Granulated meal,ft 02%
.v«
.17
Granulated,
Oil—per gal—
time in this country, if not in the world,
Most Mohammedans wear pearl shaped
The engine has one-sixteenth of an inch
Coffee—A * B, .CO <
.65 #.70
Linseed,
no
was
deaccident.
It
some
was
attended
I stroke; the cylinder head measures
pre.' 6
by
pendants made of wood or
Yellow, C
12
Kerosene,
C8
glu
Powdered,
success”
the
a
both
of
Allah’s
clared
cious stone us a reminder
by
“complete
one-eighth of an inch in diameter, while
Molasses—per gal—
contractors who had carried on the underthe capped cylinder head measures onewrath, and these are held among them
.35
Havana,
Porto
.80
officials
who
Rico,
and
States
United
as
is
the
cross
in the same esteem
fourth of an inch.
The striking boxes
taking
by
.60
Syrup,
was
work.
The
event
have
the
are
supervised
among the Christians.
packed with lint scraped from silk
Lumber and Building Materials.
work
which
inclimax
of
three
marks
the
Armlets are regarded as caste
years’
thread, cotton being too coarse for the
1 23
Cumber—per M—
Spruce,
13 #14
Hemlock,
and are worn only by women. Anklets
Hemlock,
133 volved the expenditure of nearly three- purpose.
Uemlock boards, 13 314 Clapboards—per M
a
of
a
million
and
as
reso
worn
are
dollars,
have a healing power and
Cunningham cannot estimate the power
Spruce,
16*20 Extra spruce, 24 326 quarters
Little tiukling
not as ornaments only.
20#25
Soruce, No. 1, 20 #40 sult of it the new government dry dock at of the little contrivance whose steam is
Spruce floor,
20 #10
Clear
Pine,
25
pine,
#50
an
of
is
the
which
bells are often attached to these,
given
approach
navy yard
generated in a boiler made from a hand
Matched pine,
20#25 Extra pine.
SC>
sufficient width and depth to permit the
lend a pleasing sound to an approach- Shingles—per M—
Laths—per M—
bicycle pump and heated by a gas jet.
extra
3
25
2.50
Cedar,
Spruce,
vessel
afloat.
safe
of
the
suThe engine thus far has never been able
largest
passage
ing step and serve to denote the
2 75
clear,
2 00
Hemlock,
"
and
2d clear,
2 25 Nalls, per ft
A conference was held last week at the to overcome greater resistance than that
periority and rank of the wearer
.04#.06
"
extra o*e,
160 Cement, per cask 1 30
furnished by the fly wheel.
thus in passing render due homage.
No. 1,
125 Lime, per cask
95 State department of agriculture between
M
these
as
The engine was first built on a flve-cent
An Arabian poet describes
.73 Brick, per M
scoots.
7#11 Commissioner Gilman and Hon. E. E.
W
hlte
ft
lead,
.05#.06
pr
senses.”
“the awakeners of dormant
Ring, commissioner of forestry, upon piece, and Cunningham has now mounted
Provisions.
It the coin and engine on a small stand.
Kings are worn In great profusion Beef, ft:
the matter of the brown-tail moth.
Pork, ft.
and are made of all sorts of metals.
that Mr.
.18 9^0
Steak,
16 was decided
King and Mr. The piping for the engine is a small
Steak, ft
Roasts.
25
16
have
ex.15#.
invariably
However, they
should goto Boston to study copper wire drilled out in the centre and
Cornea,
Mi Hutchings
.06# 14
Plga''feet,
quisitely carved or openwork shanks.
18
Ham. per ft
Tongues,
160.20 the habits of the moths and what they running to the boiler, which is several
.05
13
TTlpe,
308
Shoulder,
times the size and weight of the engine.
Even the stones have their symbols
are doing in Massachusetts, in order that on
Veal
13
In the
and are worn accordingly.
20
8alt
Steak,
10 their return they may be able to warn the
Roasts,
10 312
.100.14
no
Lard,
orient
prejudice exists against
He who knows but little quickly tells it.
people of Maine and tell how best to tight
opais.
the pest. Mr. Hutchings, who was apC5
Tongues, each
Native
spring lamb.
Signet rings were of great Importance
tlCfttrU'aEnmtta.
pointed by the State to act under Mr.
12322
among the earlier orientals, anil even
Gilman, the commissioner of agriculture,
Fresh Fish.
to tile present day letters are rarely
the brown06 Mackerel, each
Cod,
25 #0 in the work of exterminating
06 Shad, ft
otherwise signed by those who send Haddock,
10 tail moth, has been in Portland recently.
12
Halibut,
#16
Blueflsh,
12314
them.
Thus the authenticity of all
He found very few brow’n-tail moths, but
3
Scallops, qt
.JC
....Of

Neufcbatel.

The fare

on

the Maine

ington County

Kick*.
Fresh

Wash-

Central and

railroads will lie

in each

—

even
and
orders
communications,
merchants’ bills, depends wholly upon
The
an impression of a signet ring.
occupation of the seal cutter Is regarded as one of great trust and danger.
a person Is obliged to keep a register of every ring seal he makes, and
if one be lost or stolen from the party
for whom It was cut his life would
answer for making another just like It.
The loss of a signet ring is regarded us
a disastrous calamity, and the alarm
which an oriental exhibits at the loss
of the signet can oi#y be understood
by a reference to these circumstances,
as the seal cutter Is always obliged to
alter the real date at which the seal
The ouly resource of a perwas cut.
son who has lost his seal Is to have
another made with new date and to
write to his correspondents to Inform
them that all accounts, contracts and
communications to which his former
signet Is affixed are null from the day
on which it was lost.—Jewelers’ Circu-

Sjuch

lar-Weekly.
Obviating;

the

Rnlea.

Mrs. Flat—I always Insist that my
husband wear evening dress when he
Miss Sharp—Yes, he
dines at home.
told me that was the reason he took
almost all of his meals downtown.—
Detroit Free Press.

did find many

Fuel.

Wo<xI—per coM
Coal—per ion—
l>ry hard, 5 00 86 50
Broken,
3 00)45 00
Dry soft,
Stove,
Roundings per load
Egg,
1000125
Nut,
5.00
Blacksmith’s
Buttings, bard

50
7 50
7 50
7 50
7 OS
7

Flour, Grain and Feed.
48 <j50
Oats, bu
5 75 gT 0.1 Shorts—bag— 1.25 3 f 30
1 35 Mixed food, hair.
Corn.lOOBk bag
1 35 9 1 40
135 Middlings.bag l 4531 '5
Cornmeal.bag
Cracked corn,
135 Cotton seed meal,
155

Flour—per bbl—

M&INS LAW

BJtOARDINO

WEIGHTS

AND

HKASCHEI.

A bushel of Liverpool salt shall weigh 60
pounds, and a bushel of Turks Island salt snail
weigh 70 pounds.
The standard weight of a bushei of potatoes
In good order and fit for shipping, Is 60 pounds;
of apples, 44 pouuds.
The »tandan* weight of a bushel of beans In
good order and fit for shipping, Is 62 poundsOf wheat, beets, ruta-bags turnips and peas, 60
pounds; of corn, 56 pounds; of onions. 52
pounds; of carrots, Engllsn turnips, rye and
Indian meal, 50 pounds; of parsnips,45 pounds;
of barley anu buckwheat, 48 pounds; of oats,
>- pounds, or even measure as by agreement.

is

being perfected

mingham shop that
90,0000 to 100,000 linished wire

in

a

Meet bat Karely

with difficulties and crosses, has an everyday greatness beyond that which was won
in battle or chanted in cathedrals.—i>r.

Dewey.

Norway

Medicine Co.,

Norway,

Me.

46&rrti»rmini*

(«

Follow the
to

Flag

ft

Detroit, Chicago, St. Lctiis, Kansas City and
Omaha, making direct connections ibr Texas,
Mexico, Colorado, Los Angeles, San Francisco,

Portland

Fast
Vestibuled
TrdillS l)31v V

Bir
an

Forced to Starve.

Seattle, Tacoma and all intermediate points.

Tourist Cars for Chicago fberth, t2 75\ connecting with Tourist Cars for all points
leave Boston on famous Continental Limited**
Tuesday*,
Thursdays and Saturday's, coimeciu.4 at Rotterdam Junction with same tram
from New York, same day
Reclining Chair Car* Seat* fit FT
Privilege ot Stcppinfpotl 10 Day* at Niagara Fall*.
ForrattrvmtionofPuiin-anFaioctCarSittpimgFrrtMt.aij Pniimum 7Wrst:CanBfrtJU.Mmtat,#i
h.b.McClellan.g. e. a. wrr■***?,s*wj.n.ycheat*.i.ipi.mVahUftMa
C.H.LATTA.SJU* A lSttatiiCWtnntHU .FluU. J k. BAriRY. T irS A.
-AViAnxOgt
>.

Arnica Salve.” It’s great for burns, cuts
and wounds.
At E. G. Moore’s drug

store; only 25c.

To Cure

they’ve
year.—Bos-

no;
a

That life Is long which answers life’s

great end.—Young.

Every form of indigestion
promptly yields to the specific
action of Brown's Instaut Relief. Chronic dyspepsia can
be cured if this remarkable
remedy is used as directed. 25c.
All dealers.

Now.

White—Oh, dear,

been married for more’n
ton Transcript

Indigestion

west,

Greene—By the way, aren’t Charley
Brown and May Gray keeping com-

pany?

in the

He who walks through life with an
temper and a gentle patience patient
with himself, patient with others, patient

Leek, of, Concord, Ky., says: “For
20 years l suffered agonies, with a sore on
The Woman—George, this is the an- my
upper lip, so painful, sometimes, that
niversary of the day on which I prom- I could not e*at. After vainly trying everyised to be yours. Have you forgotten it? thing else. I cured it, with Bucklen’s
fhe Brute—No, my dear, I couldn’t
But I’ve forgiven It.—Exchange.

now

even

B. F.

IHd Ills Ilest.

hs

tail variety.

is to turn out from
nails

m<

few years, and are nearly as destructive to
shade and fruit trees as are the brown-

The first aim for your time and generation shall be to foster a simple and selfdenying life—Thomas Hughes.
A machine

tussock

caterpillar stage. These moths have been
increasing at a rapid rate during the last

Take

Laxative Bromo

a

Cold in One

Day

Tablets.
Quinine
^
^ {%//
This

Seven Million boxes sold in post 12 months.

signature,

POX*

25c«

A

are

aging
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THk

HANCOCK COUNTY PUBLISHING CO.
F. W. RoLlima, fcdttor *o*l Mtoutr
W. H. Tire*, AMOdM Editor.
• ibwriptioo Pri«—#- 00 a year, $1 AO for ol*
month*; 96 cent* lor ibrw month#; if paid
•trtetiT in advance, $ », T5 iad SB ceoU
A‘. trr»r»f«*in? reckoned
respective
the me of *2 per year.
Kate*-tie
reasonable, And wlU
AdvertUin*
oe marie known on Application.
Baslnc*« communication# sfcoald be addre—ed
to, and all moner order# made payable U» Tui
Ell*
Hasknxtk OOCMTT PUBUABlSfO CO-,
worth Maine.
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This week’s

of

docked to the

of the navy department
spent months examining available
sites along the coast of Maine, and
decided 'hat the Lamoine tite was the

experts

The

2,435

Chairman Shonts, of the Panama
canal commission, and the newly-appointed chief engineer, John F. i
Stevens, have started for the isthmus
take their first look at the great
on the ground.

tbe mouthpiece of
He writes:

the

of tickets and boxes for t he anconcert of the Bar Harbor
choral society, which will be given at the
Casino Tuesday
evening, Aug. 8, has
begun, and the sale thus far is very flattering. Most of the boxes have already
been taken, and there is every indication
that the house will be packed.

waterfront to see the famous

j
j
;

The work of the coming session of
Congress pr rbably will be too great to
admit of any extensive investigation
Into the question of tariff revision.
There are several subjects in which
the Presedent is deeply interested,
and tariff revision is one of them.
The Panama canal and railway rate
revision are two others, and there

probably
good deal to do in
the Philippines as a result of Secretary Taft's trip there. Just what will
have to be done to meet the treasury
will be a

has

many winters
there writes ns this week: “There
never was and never
will be ice
enough in Frenchman's bay to delay
a battleship an hour in
getting to tne
coaling station.”
who

s«en

COI'\TY

Surry’s new industry a blueberry (inning factory—is about ready for business.
—

Bar Harbor

is

rejoicing

in

having

the

lowest tax rate in fifteen years-twenty*
one

mills

on

the dollar.

A Bar Harbor man is credited with having produced a seedless toma.o. It is

deficit is not yet clear. Possibly an shaped like a cucumber, and has a deincrease of the internal revenue taxes licious flavor.
may be adoped, but as much as the
Bar Harbor has never quite recovered
executive would like a thorough over- from her
disappointment at the selection
hauling of the tariff schedules, it is of Lamoine instead of Porcupine island
that
this
will
have
to
be
for
the
probable
put j
government coaling station.
off in favor of some more speedy
The pole-hunting Roosevelt took her detemporary remedy.
parture from the county of her nativity
after all. The Roosevelt steamed into Bar
It seems from the text of the ChinHarbor last Wednesday afternoon, and was
ese note that has just been received
boarded there by Capt. and Mrs. Peary,
in Washington, that China did not, who came
down from Boston on the afterafter all. ask for representation at the noon train.

to the
define her
note

negotiating powers,
position to the res.

and to
of the

world indicates that she lias notali
the faith she might have in the assurances
of
Japan that her war
against Russia was not for territorial

aggrandisement

and that she intended
intact whatever territory of
China she wrested from the Russians
on the mainland.
China will,
of
course, be assured of the moral support of this government in preservto return

ing her integrity, but it would be a
little curious if the Portsmouth conference brought about any agreement
between Japan and Russia that wou d
call for a warning on the subject from
the United States and
the other

He is seventeen years of age, bat averages
two mice each day.
Since he is getting
fearful of rheumatics, on coming in wet,
he cries for a chair to be set before the fire
and therein dries himself.
Our East Sullivan correspondent suggests that it may be necessary for the

whose dress

was

of

w

hile China

train for

Judge Clark
He is

Maine.

a

week’s wedding trip.

i» well and

favorably

known

graduate of the University
He waa admitted to the bar
a

several years ago. and has since
here.
the establishment of

bor municipal court,
and has held the office

ae waa
ever

caused

town house when

The first of

the Bar Har-

other

to

mouse

attacked

a

team

on

the

high-

way. The previous Saturday a larre deer
crossed Mr. Doyle’s mowing-field. Automobiles are not the only dangers confront-

He is

ing

powers.

the
*

country people."

a

series

of

concert*

which

be

not

was

as

the first

When*

very successful show.

The show will be held as in previous
years at Robinhood park, and the dates
are August 22, 23
and 24.
Instead of
beginning the show in the morning and
continuing throughout the day, a» has
been done
previously, the events will
begin at 2 o’clock in the afternoon of

McKinley Is.
Canton, Ohio, w rites The
Amkiucax asking for Information regard- each day.
It will be a disappointment to the
ing the town of McKinley.
Another departure will be in ha' ing no
people of Ellsworth to learn from our
McKinley is not a town, but is a village, trotting races. To take the place of these
news columns that the negotations for or settlement in the town
of Tremont, there will be running races each day.
K.

Industrial Outlook.

the reopening of the shoe factory,
which seemed so near a successful conclusion, are off. We have reason for

expressing

the hope, however, that
something will be done in that direction within a few months.
In the meantime Ellsworth
possess herself with patience.
dam

proposition

ia still

must

alive, and

The
de-

L.

of

H-,

of

the four

towns on Mt. Desert
other three being Eden, Mt.
Desert end Southwest Harbor; the last is
a new town, set off from Tremont
by an
net of the last legislature.
is
on
tbs
southern coast ol
McKinley
the island on the eastern aide of Bass
harbor, the village of Bass Harbor being
on the opposite or western side.
It is the
centre of large fish interests.
one

•land

the

Among the different classes will be fourin-hands, tandems, high jumper*-, saddle
horses, ponies, etc.
Special excursion
rates

w

by

Wherefore he prays thst he may be decreed by tbe court to hare a full discharge
from ail debts provable against his estate
undersaid bankruptcy act*, except such debt*
! a* are excepted by law from such discharge
>
Dated thi* l£th day of July. a. d. 19C6
Bbiij. T. Deuirta,

»*

I

OOflMmiO^RfU' HOT1CK.
or M»im. Hancock a*.—July it, i*».
llrl, the undersigned having been da y
vy
Appointed by the Honorable Q. P. Cunningham. judge of probate within and for
*<*Id county, commissioner* to leetivt and decide upon the claim* of the creditor* of Reuben A. Harper, late of Tremont, in said county, deceased whose Mtat« ha* been represented inaolven-, hereby give public notice
aerevaidy to the order of the a* id judge of
prolate that »is months from and after Mar
i. IaOS, hare t>een allowed to said creditors to
present and prove their claims and that w<
will at ten to the duty assigned to us at th
court bou«e in El'-*worth, on the ll*.b day of
August, 1905, at one o'clock in the afternoon,
and also at the store « f P W. Richardson, at
McKinley, lo said town of Treroont, on the
second day of November. luot, at ten o’clock
in the forenoon, a »d ail persons will govern
themselves accordingly
P W Kicvsaneo*.
K L IIlooms
J*mk* O. Powkrs.
Comm isaione rs.
8t*t«

APKCUL notice..
I \0 not trespass in Cuniculocus Park. I
9
I
demand protection to life and property
from the county of Hancock, the *tate of
Maine, sod the Unite** .state* of America.
M«bv C. FsBTt Aosrtsr.

M ins Alice

ill be offered from all

point*.

The work of improving the appearance
of the town lot on the corner of Main and
Mt. Desert »treets, which is being done by
the Village improvement association, is
nearing completion, and when the lot la

E

!

subscribers,

John

L

Nichols

the last will and testament and four codicils
of John C. Nichols, late of Brookline, in the
county of Norfolk, and state of Maasachusetta, deceased, no bonds being require*:
by the terms of said will. And have appointed
Samuel K. Gould, of Hancock. Maine, their
agent in the 8Late of Maine, as the law direct
Ail persona having demands against the es
tale of said deceased are desired to present
the same for settlement, and all indebted
thereto are requested to make payment imJohn L. Nichols
mediately.
Gaoaaa W. Kun
July U. 190ft-

Thk Rijxworth AmkUicav
Ths

e«lv

Selling Out!

rwv-vev wsnr^r

Shoes!

My entire stock of Moots, Shoes, etc. will lie disposed of at BARGAIN
PRICKS. These are regular goods, prices of which are standard, and it is
exceptional opportunity to get such goods at prices practically leas than eo- <
Compare the following old and cut prices:

prospect* are generally good in !
part*, with the single exception
of the apple crop, which will be exceedformer
Price !
CHILDREN'S.
Price.
LADIES’.
ingly light. Small fruit* are very promKid Laceand Hutton,Si^ to 11 1.00
ising, and are being marketed iu large
Kid
Quality' Patent
“Queen
.90
5 to 8...
quant die*. Raspberries, both black and
Oxfords.
f3.00 *2.2!*
red, as well as currants, promise a very
1.H9
“Queen Quality” Kid Oxfords 2-50
large yield. Reports indurate that insect*
MEN'S.
“Queen Quality” Russia Calf
grow lesa each week.
2.20 “Walk-over” I‘aunt Chrome
and Gun Metal Calf Oxfords 3.00
“Reports regarding vegetables of all “Queen Quality” Patent Kid
Calf Oxfords.
4.00
kinds show a very favorable condition.
2.00 “Walk-over” Vici CUI and
Boot*. 3.50
Potatoes show rank growth, have blos3.00
2.29
Kossia Calf Oxford*. 3.50
“Queen Quality” Kid Boots..
somed well and indicate a good yield, al2.09 “Walk-over” 1‘atent Chrome
Patent Kid Boots. 3.50
though more rain ia needed in many sec- Kid Boots. 3.00
2.29
Oilf Shoes. 4.00
tions. Bugs have proven very botherU0
1.75 “Walk-over” Viei Gall and
farmers have generally been
some, bat
2.00
1.59
Gun Metal Call Shoes. 3.50
quite wro Mful in ridding the vines of
1 39 Patent
1.75
Galt, Caltand Vici Kid‘3.00
three peat*. Brens, peas, and other gar1.50
1.29 Viei Calf. 2.00
den truck show a very favorable condi3.50
2 09 Batin Oatt and Grain Bhoea.. 1.75
Patent Kid Oxford.
tion.’*
3.00
2 29 Satin Call and Grain Shoea.. 1.50
Patent Kid and Vic* Kid
IV!><!!«■ toii llou«r Kruitrned.
Oxford. 2.50
1.79
BOYS'.
The Pendl*t«»n houae at hi ue hill, pur1.59
Kid Oxford. 2.00
Call Shoes. 2.50
chased a few month* ago by Judge K. E.
1.75
1.39
Calf and Batin Chit Shoes.... 1.75
ChMr, of BluehilL, and Judge C. J. Dunn,
1.50
1 21
of Otoihk baa been lea* d to Jaroca Mortell. of BluehiU. and reopened.
YOUTHS'.
MISSES’.
The h*4el baa been thoroughly renoBatin Calf and Grain Shoes.. 1.50
vau-d. refitted and generally
improved. Kid lace and Button. 1.75
1.29 Batin Can and Grain Shoes.. 1.25
The livery aUble .'onm«l.d with the hotel
baa alao been overhauled and reatocked.
1.25
1.00 l.itlle Gent’s Shoes.1.00
all

___._

Thtre li a»rr uurrb la tbit M'lloo of the
eoaatry i*sn til other itla-aaaa put tocrlbir,
mo t uu.tl the tmat U • year* vti ku*>|» »«ed to tie
1 neural**for a <r«a» many toarm doctor*
It a 'oeai dl-*o>r and t»re*cr1tied
pronounced
aad by eoMUntljr iaiUn* to run
<eal
with local treat meat, proOouaeed U Incurable,
he tear* Dm prove ■ calami to he a coaatltuttonal ilUuit aad tben-f*.-* rnfalrea c*>n*tlumumM
H-l #
iutt*‘onl
ntarrh Cure,
maituUrturfl fcy f J Cheney * Co Toledo.
on the
Ohio. U the onijF «
cure
It U taken Internally la do-e* from
market
It acta directly aa
taa d-op« to a uanaokfal
the Meed and aiaeeu* turfaroa of tta »yitaa.
Tlwr after Om Hundred Dollar* for a ay came
bead for circular* aad Uu>ti
U fall# to cure
■naotal*
a dor***
W. J CIIK.NCT A CO
Toledo.
Ohio.
I
Sold hr
TV
Tame flail'* Kamtir Pill* for aoaatlpotloa.

iSlitruicsimU.

FOR

SALE

At HANCOCK HOIS*

HiBLt,

Ho..™! *oo«l htnltwo* Hm«.
hud (V)U*n. Ilmrwi As»ot lor H. A.
Monf. Plat CurtM** feirnuHo* 00 r«*nvnirti or no oolo. TorrV. 41. OWLD,

and

George W. Kaan, hereby give notice that
they have been duly appointed eiecutors of

REPORTS.

vegetation to make exceptional
Haying, however, was delayed

vote:

Voted, That tbe selectmen be a committee
with two additional appointed by then* to cal!
•r sod examine the outstanding town order*
and report at oar neat annual meeting.
Now. therefore, tbe undersigned, being tbe
committee cons Itnted by and under said vote,
hereby give no*Ice that they will be in session
at the town bal) in Harry, on tbe twenty Cm
and twenty second days of Augnst. 1*». at
ol«» o*cl* ck In the forenoon for the purpose
of r -reiving und examining all town order*
os
tnnd us a -d all persons bolding any town
order of tbe town » f Sorry nre hereby n
I»res«ly requested and directed ami required
to present the same to said committee at said
dates above mentioned
Hated at Sorry, this sixth day of July, 1ST
F. T. Jrlusox,
G. K. Consists,
K. D. Smith.
H J. MiLUina,
D. J. (.'carts.

STATIC

attended

a

nearly

a

Arrangement* for the horse show of the
Harbor fair a&sociaaion are going forward rapidly, and ail the indications point
a

was

“Fruit

judge

made

since

large as w aa expected.
concert, perhaps thi*
was not extraordinary, and a larger audience will no doubt greet the uju» « tan*

Bar

gave

lowing

|

certain extent in consequence, but no
;
great damage was reported from rainfall.

to

given at tbe Casino on Sunday I
evenings by the twenty member* of the !
Boston symphony orchestra was given
Sunday evening, and was a very sue* *•**•
ful musical event, although the alien 1-

battle. A
vigorous pounding with the rope drove
it over the fence into the pasture. Ana moose

own.

progress.

practiced

legislature to enact a law to permit
the shooting of a moose in self-defense
during clcae time. She writes: “On next Sunday evening. The first number
J uly 17 two moose and a large doer were on the
programme was by the Bar Harbor
on the warpath
in West Gouldsboro. band for whose benefit the concert# are
Poster Hunker was leading a cow near the
given. Gustav Strube conducted.
next

scheme of my

“The weather of the past week was decidely favorable for the growth, as well as
the harvesting, of all crop®. The high
temperature of the first three days of the
week, accompanied by occasional showers,

at the church to witneas the ceremony.
Judge and Mrs. Clark left on the after-

As it

CALL FOR TOWN «»KI>KK*.
TITHKRKAS. the town of Harry, at its annual meeting of tfitt. passed the folff

NOTICE.
rPHK annual meeting of the atockholders of
JL the Ellsworth and Deer Isle Telrgrspn
Weather litirrau's Report of Condi- : Company, for the cholc* of officers and traos| action of any other ouvic.es* that may prop
tion* in New Ktiglaitd.
erly come before it. wi be held at the public
The weather bureau in ita crop bulletin hail in £*dgwtck. Maine, on Wednesday, the
at
o'clock in the
for the New England section for the week ®th day of August next,
I afternoon.
F. A- Oaoas,
Clerk.
Deer Isis. Jnly IS. 1905.
f
ending Monday, July 24, says:

George M. Haskins, editor of the Bar
Harbor Record, was best man. A large
number of relative* and friends gathered

ance was

visionary

i HOP

silk.

will

Discharge.

OF MAINE.
Omri or
)
Boats or »tat* Amwwo»s,
M. l**key, of Hast Beaton, and Harold N.
Acocsta, July 19. 190Swaa
a
of
the
beat
brother
bride,
Durgin,
it hereby gi**n that the Stale
A*t—sort will be in seas Son at the Court
House, in hlsworth. on Thursday. the Ktth
a
the
Following
ceremony
wedding I davof August, at 9 o'clock. a. m Assessor*’
luncheon waa served, after which the I office in bar Harbor, on Friday, the lltb day
i ot August, at 9 o'clock a. m,, a d. .1908. in the
for
a
left
happy coaple
wedding trip county ot Hancock to secure information to
enable them to m»ke a Jaet and equal assess
Maine.
through
; mentor the taxable property in tue several
Mr. and Mrs. Burnham have the beat ! towns in said county, and to investigate
of property liable to
wishes of a boat of friends.
They will charges of concealment
assessment, as required by law.
reside at No. 23 Graham street, Biddeford,
F M. Brwrsow,
Otis Hatpoxd,
where they will
be at home to their
Obobob Porrlb.
friends after August 1.
Board of fitate Assessors.

The bride

Conners

prominent member of the Congregational
The story is being told of a Bar Harbor
church, and is connected with several
man who was making some
experiments business associations, including the Bar
on his own account with
electricity for Harbor loan and building association, of
heating purposes. He took a drop incan- w hich he is secretary, and the Bar Harbor
descent light to bed with him one of Coal Co.
the recent cool nights. He dreamed he
Mr*. Clark is a Houllon young lady, but
was in—well, in a hotter
place than Bar lias recently been living in Bangor Hbe
Harbor under enforcement law. He awoke is a trained nurse by profession, and waa
to find the bed on fire. His little experiemployed at the Bar Harbor hospital laat
ment cost him flO.
summer.
Upon their return Judge and
Mrs. Clark will make their home at Judge
Speaking of cross-eyed eats, there is an Clark’s residence on Kennebec street.
Whatever China has to say on the
East Kill [ i van Thomas with only one eye.
subject probably will have but little
but the mere fact that she has
thought it necessary to address such a

no

gr»-Rational church.

at
conference
Portsmouth.
peace
The note from her was received at
Washington and addressed in identical terms to the other powers, stating
that sue would not agree to any
settlement of the questions at issue
between Russia and Japan that did
not recognize her sovereign claims in
Manchuria.
A similar warning has
been sent by the Chinese government
to
St.
Petersburg and to Tokio.

weight,

*«.

Bankrupt's Petition for
I n the matter of
)
Rkkmsim T. Douivii. I In

N'OTICE

Carpenter,

Upon

Sptria! Xatirt*.
o. CS. r-.

Order of Nolle* Thereon.
Diatbict or Maimk m.
On
tbit
«d day of July, a. d. IKK, os
;
I reading the foregoing petition, it it—
! Ordered by the coart. that a bearing be had
upon the tame on the 11th day of August,
I a. d 1 «*, before said court at Portland, in tain
district, at I® o’clock in the forenoon; and that
notice thereof be pubiiahed in the Ellsworth
few years ago has proved a decided success. American, a newspaper printed in said diaI trict. and that all known creditor* and other
L.
1
person* in interest may appear at the sai<
! time and place, and show cause, if any thei
WS'.OfHMS BKU>.
have, why the prayer of said petitioner should
be granted.
j not
And it is further ordered by the court, that
BrimM-mmciN.
; the clerk shall send by mail to all known
at
the
A
took
wedding
place
pretty
j creditors copie* of said petition and thU orh »me of Mr. and Mr*. F. J. Lurvey, No. ; der, addressed to them at their places of real*
dence* a# staved.
7 Stone street, iJracut. Mm*., at noon
Witness the Honorable ^arence Hale.
Jam 28, when Mias Mabel Esther Durgin, Judge of the said Court, and the seal thereof,
at Portland, in said district, on the i/d day
of
was
married
to
Mrs.
daughter
Lurvey,
of Jul
a. d. 1905.
<L. 8.J
Jawb* R. Hkwst, desk
Myron Francis Burnham, of Biddeford.
A true copy of p, tit ion and order thereon.
The ceremony was performed by Rev.
Attest -Jaua* E. Hswbt. Clerk.
Owen James, pastor of tb? Central Coo-

caught up by orange blossom*. Hhe was
accompanied by her sister. Miss Phcebe

of

A^OTTAOB—The Crockett collate at Content ion Cora
V
laqalrs of KAi_m H
Caocastt. Rockland. Me.

the high school or walk an unreasonable
distance; while their parents pay the same
taxes according to the amount of property
owned as those living right in town. Any
fair-minded person can see that this is not

This is

At noon on Wednesday, July 19, Judge
Bertrand E. Clark., of Bar Harbor, and
Mias Bessie J. Carpenter, of Bangor, were
married at the Congregational church.
as
The ceremony
performed by Rev.
Angus M. MacDonald, pastor of the
church. The bridal party marched to the
altar to the music of the wedding march
played by Maurice C. Rumsey.
The bride wore a dress of white lansdown silk over taffeta and a tulle veil

here.

but it has been a difficult matter to arrange: for now those living in the suburbs
either have to pay their board to attend

Tee same conditions have existed in other
towns, and they have formed central rural
schools to which the pupils kive been
transported to study high school studies.
There is one town in this county
where the pupils from the rural districts
with
are
high school
entering the
diploma* which fit them to enter the
junior class. They are doing good w ork,
and the experiment which they tried a

Brothers.

noon

R ASS— Htandia t pram —will make about t
tons of hny.
Inquire of P. W. Raum.

>

mers.

by

rtf

Ellsworth.

Benjamin

own* a

here for several years

Ten weeks
'11TH1TE PYED GOSLINGS
old. A. M*t ns Yaatow, Main St. farm,
?Y

Ellsworth, Me.

Bankruptcy.
Bankrupt
If the city cannot afford to transport To the Hon. Clarence Hale, Judge of tbe District Court of the United States for tbe Disthe pupils to and from the high school,
trict of Maine
t. doluvrr. of Tremont.
it can arrange, if it will, to have two
is the conntr of Hancock and State of
higher grades added to all of our rural Maine, in said district, respectfully represent*.
on the 2l»t day of /sentry last
past, h*
schools, where the pupils can take the | that
was
duly adjudged bankrupt under the
same studies that they do in the high I Act* of Congress relating to bankruptcy; that
he ha* duly surrendered all his property
school for the first two years, and receive and
rights of property, and ha* fully complied
!
credit for the two years’ work done on with all the requirements of said acts and of
j the orders of court
touching bis bankruptcy.
entering the high school.

the steam craft in the harbor.

ployed

JFor SbalL

just.

The two Peary children. Robert and
jackies, and Bar Harbor ey s 16ne for
came to Bar Harbor on the
But the Margarhita,
Both of them are extremely bopefol, the glamor of gold braid.
Roosevelt, and were met here by their
and both agree that the cleaning op government in selecting a site for a
parents, w ho came by rail.
of the isthmus and the inauguration of coaling station had in mind someThe contract for building the Roosevelt
more
than
an
added
furnishing
clabs and other entertainments that thing
was made at Bar Harbor last summer, and
will keep the canal employee* happy attraction to Maine’s most beautiful Mr. Jesup. who gave a very Urge sum of
and satisfied are very
money towards the fitting out of the eximportant summer resort.
Concerning the charge that “lor pedition, is well known here where he
problems in the work. They will be

pondent

the date of this certificate, for tbe a sea and
purpose* stated, the following waters and
rights that U to say:
Beginning at tbe shore on land of 8. p
Coast ns running south 1ft degrees, east u
rods then west 1* degrees, sooth 10 rods then
north 15 degrees, went to high water mark
then east northerl. to first mentioned bound
Tbe same bring taken Sad set apart by vir-’
tne of chapter M of t e laws of ISC*. Section
4 of said Act i« as follows:
•*!fo person shall, during the period that
socb shores, flats and waters are taken for the
purposes of this Act. take. dig. fish, or in any
manner destroy or interfere with such
fish, or
interfere with tbe shores, lists and waters so
set
under a penalty of not lean than
spare
fifty dollars, nor more than one hundred do],
lars. for each and every violation of tbe provisions of this Act, or by imprisonment not
exceeding thirty days, or both, as tbe court
before which proceedings for sack notation
may be instituted, sbal* determine
Alt persona will take due notice. Given an*
der my hand at Booth bay Harbor, this 17th
Aumn R. Vtcccmaow.
day of May. tflft.
Commissioner of Sen and Shore Fisheries.

VPRKNTICB—Ad

the pupils in the outlying district* of
j Ellsworth could have better advantages
] for a higher education than they do now;

harbor, saluted by the booming of canand the blowing of whistles from all

cottage and has spent many sumThe chief engineer of the Roosevelt is George Ward well, who hts many
hiving been emacquaintances here,

opportunity !• open for
a Mil
boy, not under
_bright
fi IS years of age,
to team tbe printer's trade. Apply at Ti*

It has been very evident for a long time
something ought to be done so that

description*

the past two winters tbe Lamoine
station might as well be located at
the north pole”, a Lamoine corres-

fffUnlrt.

that

engineering problem

dealt with as soon as practicable. Mr.
Shonts thinks that a sea-level canal
will take abont twelve years to build,
but that a lock canal can be constructed in about five years.

Haainf given legal notice of a public bear,
tng upon bkH app ioatlon. and after having
beard ait persona desiring to beard, being mi
iafkd that tbe granting of the righu aaked for
wilt not an reasonably obstruct or Interfere
with navigation. and that tbe intereau of the
State will be pr.im ted by said experiment#
Jlow. ther*fore, this fa to certify that I do
hereby reserve and set apart to said 8 p
Cousins, to be need by him for ala years from

Amiiicas office. Ellsworth.

with people interested to get a
nearer view of the Maine-built ship which
carries Peary in search of the pole.
A large number availed themselves of
the privilege of going on board the ship.
Late in the evening the Roosevelt left th?
non

nB

«**£*•

free
l>r. Pierre** areal work- Tbe People’*
Common 8en«e If edict1 Adrt-er I* tent frt* oa
r*»eipi of stamp* to pap com of b«1U*i °ntp
aend xl one mat stamps for pap*ro>T-re*1 boos,
Address Dr R.
or SI rt*o»p* f r*K*h Modi eg.
V Pierce. Buffalo. N V

Rural Schools.
Ellsworth Fall*, July 26,1906.
To tko Editor of The American:

tilled

There’s the rub! Bar Harbor fingers itch for the dollars of tbe

Aye!

WATE or MA1HR.
and *hor*
Depart meat of
Fisheries
IT knows that 1, Alonso R. Nickers^
t ooitti*«t(?u(r of Hn aid dbore
FUh*
upon the application of 8. p
of kwt l-mn-tne, Main*. espremin?C)oti*ln*
blade!
**-* to make experiments
to the cultivation and conservation of c ami, with th»
parpoaa ana intention of engaging in the cultivation and development of the BbeUftsb industry for economic purposes within and
opoo the enclosure described in bt* uppllc*.

Our

remarks acre made by Com. Peary
and Mr. Jeaup.
Then the party returned to the El Piacita and cheers were given for Com. Peary
and the Roosevelt.
During the time that the *hip wi* in
harbor the shore front was lined with people eager to see the boat, and the water
b-wts of all

sixth

fart*

summer

£am*pon&nuc.

the

alive with

and B.

The sale

nual

Commander Robert E. Peary, of Arctic
fame, accompanied by Mrs. Peary, came
to Bar Harbor to say good-bye to his firm

was

front about
street

Spnial Xfltkt*.

Furribl#

of the death* fro* disease are doe
lofiOMumptlm. Mnetretght per »«. of aU
those oho nare used I»j
More * G*l lea Wedt
cal Dtsenwcry for "weak lungs**, hara ‘«e*n per
fcdlr and perma.ent'y cured. Cornelius Me
Cawt*T, of leechborf. Armuront Co.. P»^ M
He M*y*
!•* al • lgbir oM hemorrhage*
"*ty
dnc&or dW all be could for o*« but could not mop
iM bemo rtarea and all ore me up to die with
Whet declare couH wl Oo
consumption
•‘Golden Moikel fHaroorr" did
It *iopnol
tbe benign ha*r* ami cured their c o*e
Tula
l« one caao out of tbouaands. lnrc*tl*aic tbe
c>n«

on

placed on the Main street
midway between Mt. Dwelt
8. Higgins' store.

government. and

"The govcniracat sow resllses that a Mia .ke
has been made.
For the p isc ten winter* the
Lamoine surlon might ns well be iocsled el the
base of the north pole n# ter s« sccsssHlIHt y n>
war vessels is
concerned
Tne harbor was
frozen solid, and the most Important station
near tbe foreign waters of the Atlantic would
have been useless If the rare repaired coal
there. The ortgiaal Intention, U is said, was to
locate it os one of the Porcupine Islands, near
Bar Hart-or, always accessible Is the severest
winter weather.
Naturally Its location at La
moloe proves aa injury to Bar Har or la a
measure, the war eessels anchoring there in
preference to Bar Harbor."

be

which for several years
the sidewalk on Main street,
is being moved to the lot, and will be
has stood

ship.

friend, and the largest financial backer of
expedition, Morris K. Jesap, of New
York. Mr. Jesap was probably the only
person in town who knew that the Roose
velt or Com. Peary was coming, and be
most desirable, physically and strategically. This judgment has since kept the secret well.
Mr. Jesap, accompanied by a few gue*tv
been endorsed by officers of every
including Bishop Lawrence, of Massachuship that baa visited the station.
sett*, and Gen. Thomas Hubbard, of Ne*
It is perhaps unfortunate for the
York, left Bar Harbor on Mr. Jesup's
that
the
Bar
Harbor
government
steam yacht, El Piacita, late in the after\nrt
correspondent of the Bangor
noon, to meet Com. and Mrs. Peary on the
was not one of the board of experts
arrival of the train at Mt. Desert Perry.
who had the selection of the coeltng
The distinguished guest and his wife
station site in hand.
In a recent were taken aboard the El Piacita, which
letter he makes the unfortunate acci- steamed down the bay in search of the
Roosevelt, which was soon met, and both
dent at the station last
summer,
vessels entered the harbor where the party
when one of the towers was blown
from the yacht was transferred to the
over, the text for an article on tbe Roosevelt.
station
aits.
coaling
Judging from
Bishop Lawrence and Gen. Hubbard
his words, he is close to the adminis- made brief
speeches, wishing the explorer
I
tration, for be presumes to speak as success in his stupendous undertaking,

WEDNESDAY, Jl'LY 26, 1905.

to

anticipate.

improvement will

the

over

very marked.
The town clock,

Peary C*ll»->ladxf Clifk
Married—Musical Events.

(om.

proportion,

The
online btatioa.
Before the government estaoiiahed
the coating station at East Lamoine,

American is 2,2.50 copies.

Average for the year of 1904.

yarn mill

Isamolnr l

11 °*

edition

cotton

than many

ami
*"
a.m

°A
~t

nature.

grassed

HARBOR.

BAR

FROM

Bab Harbor, July 26 (special*—Bar
aleo, is still before the people, and
while the committee on subscriptions Harbor was honored last Wednesday
is not vet prepared to submit figures, afternoon by a visit from the Arctic ship
it reports subscriptions as coming in Roosevelt whicn spent a few hoars in the
harbor on her wsy to Sydney, Ospe Bresatisfactorily.
Out of all this agitation, Ellsworth ton. Very few people in town knew that
is pretty sure to reap some benefit, the boat would call here, bat the news of
and the harvest may begin earlier
her presence qaickly spread, and crowds

ELLSWORTH, MAINS,
MY

within the last few days
of a most important ami encour-

velopmeDU

<tllf <£Ustuortti American.

Rubbers for

___

js",
■>•'>

0.10
2 <»<>
:i.l<»
2 «M>

2.21»
1.".0
1 35
l.lt*

1 <li>

1.3!>

1.211
I.**11

.H."

Mon, Women and Children at
own price.

about your

WALSH’S,

=

Ellsworth.

Bar Harbor Horse Show,
AUGUST 22, 23, 24.
Four-in-Handa, Carriage Ilorsca, Tandems, Saddle Horses, High Jumping,
Ponies and High Steppers.

Exciting Running Races Each Day.

Music by Bar Harbor Band.

Special Transportation Rates from All Points.
Oiiiee

now

o[*n for entries.

W. 11. N.

Voss, Secretary,

Bar Harbor,

Me;

POINT.

HAM OCK

picked 40,000 quarts. C. A. Penney’* crop
ELLSWORTH SHIPPING.
will be about 12,000, W. H.
Phillips 9,000,
< ol.my-New Cottages— Henry Ball
summer
Horace
Lost or Sold In Last TwentyBall
Vessels
0.000,
5,000, HowHI*
ard Hodgkins
One Years-Present Fleet.
Outdoor Sport* Mat <•» Visitor*.
1,500, W. A. Crabtree 1,500
h»» been one of the most and H. L. Carter
Seven years ago The American printed
1,100.
Thus f»r July
• list of Ellsworth
Miss Gladys B. Patterson, of
successful month* in the history of Hanvessels, together with
Melbourne,
Esc,h
* summer resort.
k Point "
who has been the guest of Marie names of vessels lost or sold away from
Australia,
the esrly sesson predict* s light or 8. Grant, at Juniper, left last week for Ellsworth in the preceding fourteen years.
Seven years ago there was a fleet of forty
j„H mlony, hut when the »e»*on ad- Toronto, Can.
'tie the best yet. Bo it 1* for 11W5.
vessels hailing from Ellsworth. Of that
On Thursday at the
C.
Tarratine, Roy
Jsnie*
new cottages, those of
The two
Haines will exhibit rare Porto Rican fleet more than half—to be accurate, twensnd Miss
vessels
have been lost or sold.
flirdwood, of Orsnge, N. J.,
of laces, embroideries, drawn ty-five
products
of Bristol, l\,nn., ere atThe aggregate tonnage of the vessels thus
j,nr Brownell,
work and linens.
it ions to t he cottage list. The
lost to KUiworth, but five of which were
trirt ive add
James Thomas Maxwell, the Misses
on the southunder 100 tons, ia close to 2,000 tons. There
(Jirdwood cottage, loceted
next to the Wing cottage, is Washburn, of 8augerties, N. Y., and Robhave been added to the Ellsworth fleet, |
uuBtsrn shore
“rt
Maxwell, of Philadelphia, arrived at however, in the
architecture snd cost
past seven years, six ves- !
0f modern English
The Oirdwoods are W’ateramete Sunday.
eels, five of them three-masters, with a
,ppro nnstely
Tea is served every Tuesday afternoon at total of over 1,500 tons, so that the net loss
mesna new comers, sa for many
by n0
their summers here the post-office from 4 to 8. This is a new in tonnage is
tears they have spent
only about 400 tons.
feature, and adds much to the social life.
The following list of vessels which have
'until at last they have come to stay.
Further up the shore is the Brownell The teas are arranged by Roy C. Haines. been owned in Ellsworth since 1884, toAt present this cottage is the The fourth in the series held Tuesday was gether with present fleet, will furnish incottap
but before very popular.
Mrs. C. C. Legethoff, of teresting reading to Ellsworth sea-faring
nlu*t distant on the shore,
It is probable that cottages New York city, and Miss Crowell, of men and others to whom the old names
many years
poured tea. These ladies recall familiar pictures. The list ia furn»ill be built all along the water front. Cambridge,
were assisted
by Miss Elsie Thelberg, ished by Walter J. Clark, who has been
At Sunset ledge. President Hyde owns a
is understood that he is to build
Poughkeepsie, end Harriette Jones, Ban- agent for the Ellsworth tug Little Round
lot, and it
date.
*or.
Top for tweaty-one years.
,t no distant
There are more people at the Point than
lost.
AT Tills COTTAGER.
Fair Dealer,
heretofore. AH the ro’tages save one are Adams, Mr and Mr* James—Brookline, Mass— Arboreer,
there are a goodly number at
Cl rare,
while
The Vial. I he Misses Adams, Jamas Adam* Jr
Allandale,
open,

ELLSWORTH

to the Schools for the
Fall Term.
of
Schools Mason announces the
Bupt.
appointment of teachers to Ellsworth
schools for the fall term as follow :

High school, Principal, William H. Dresser; snb-principal, John A.Scott; assistants, Miss Eva E. Aiken and Georgia

Foster.
Dist. No. 1 (Lakewood) A. Howard Rollins.
Disfc. No. 2 (Brimmer’s bridge) —Harold
Moore.
Dist. No. 3 (city)—State street, Wilhelmina
8. Frost. School street, Annie F.
MuUan,
grammar; Frances A. Hurley, sub-grammar; Annie L. I^ord, assistant.
Pine
street, Margaret Drummey, intermediate; Mary H. Black, primary. Water
street, Catherine Hurley.
Dist. No. 4 (Morrison) -Inez L. Pratt.
Dist. No. 5 (Surry road)
Winfred E.
Clark.
Dist. No. 6 (Infant street)—Annie Scott.
Dist No. 7 (North
Ellsworth)-Lydia Pat—

ten.

No. 8 (Nicolin) —Minerva L. Jordan.
Dist. No. 9 (North Ellsworth) Evelyn M.
Bonsey.
Dist. No. 10 (Dollardtow'n)
Gertrude
Seeds.
Dist. No. 11 (West Ellswor.h) —Katherine
Dist.

Betsey,
Juliette,
John (4 Farris,
City of Ellsworth,
Jed Fyre,
Capt John,
J M Kennedy.
Castllllan,
Elizabeth,
Light of the East,
Bartlett, Charles 11-Rancor—Belleview. Mrs
F T Bartlett, Mrs Hathaway, Charles 1) Bart- E M Branscom,
Mary Lord,
E intern Queen,
lett.
Kodondo,
Miss Fair Wind,
Boardmam, Mr and Mrs J L—Bangor
Frank Marla,
Samuel Lewis,
Hicks.
Forest
Woodcock.
City,
Bowen, Mr and Mrs E It—Newton Center, Mass
—Fa If view.
Mrs F J Rridxham, Kidder Frauk A Mages,
CONDEMNED
Bowen, Miss Rrldgham, Miss Alice Crowell,
Olive Branch,
Banner,
Cambridge. Mass
Patriot,
Brownell, Miss Jane L—Bristol, Conn. Sirs Eagle,
SeA
Express,
Harriett Brownell, Miss Peck.
Flower,
Sunbeam.
Emily,
Strand
J
Bi.’/zki.l,
Sirs
C—Bangor,
Sclota,
Colorado Forester,
ChaUMobt, Hot and Mrs I H
V**stal,
Springs—(freely cottage. Miss Torrence, Mr
Mechanic,
Victory.
Torrence, Tenafly, N J
Nellie
Clapp,
Cleveland, sir and Mrs N P—Exeter, N II

yachting, tennis, ooi.f.

I’nder the sunny skies of July Hancock
Point ha* liven gay in sports and society.
More th»n ever before have out-of-doors
appealed to the people. Yachting,

*ports
golf, tennis, riding

and

automobiling

Why Not,

owned

by Oapt.

—

Drummey.
No. 13 (Baynlde)
docka.

are

Ned

Bowen, commodore of the home elub. was
last week to be in readiput in the water
ness for Oapt. Bowen’* arrival last Monday. The Lenora, Capt. W. H. Bulger, ha*
been chartered for the season by Mr*. J.
T. Maxwell, of Baugerties, N. Y., who
|e*ds in entertaining on board. On Monday of thia week Mra. Maxwell took a
na«rm«rvUrge party to Bullivan for lunch. Pres.
I
CLIFFORD, Mr an ! Mr* Milton 8— Bangor—Mc- Agnes,
Hyde is also seen on the water a great deal
Farland cottage. Misses Clifford.
I Adam Bowlby,
this season, Prof. H. C. Emery, of Yale, CUTLKK, Mr# John L, cr-.Vew York—Hamlin Anna S Morcb,
has the Sunshine for the year, and is at
cottage. Mias Addle Cutler.
present on a cruise along the Maine coast CUTLKK. Mr and Mr# John L—New York—Letcis Abigail Haynes,
Clark cottage. Robert Cutler, MWscs Cutler. A K Woodward,
wliu irw uua uu twaru.
The llazzard, the Camp Phillips boat, Doan, Mr and Mr# W VV Bangor Doan cot- Coi>y,
Call, urine,
tage.
arrived Monday after a two week' cruise
Ellsworth— Caresaa,
Rockland.
Messrs. Kvkkv, Justice and Mr* L A
from Macblaa to
Mis# 8 P Cro**>y, Topeka, Delaware,
Crosby Loige.
Weiner, of New York, were on board.
Kan, II C Km ry. New Haven, %!|*a Annie C D n Lawrence,
a
new
brin
addition
to
Arthur
Taft
.a
Bev.
Emery, Providence, Prof FT All*naon, Ml** Dolphin,
K r campbel*, (brig)
the tWt this year, and is sailing nearly
C P A Hr nr on, Providence, Mis* K K C*osby,
Km »gene,
Topeka. Kan
The t'rabtrer. KIL Ku'iora,
Beside# theae boat# (’apt. Bulger, of Kkkk/k/a l.ang ion Bangor
Eat ly Kune,
Southwest Harbor, is here with hi# yacht tjunwooi), Mr« James—Ora uge, N J. Alls*

(Beechland)—Mary F. Doyle.
Diat. No. 15 (west side)
Mary A. Gaynor; Annie R. Stockbridge, Elizabeth
—

Doyle.
Dist. No. 18 (Ellsworth Falls)

—

—

parties

to take

out

for the

day

or

week.

Then there arc two launches, the Ixen,
Mrs. John I* Curtis, New York, and the
Facer, Harry Johnston.
A new
foot gasoline
twenty-seven
launch will arrive this week from Rutland,
Vt., for C. H. Bartlett, of Bangor. She
will be

fitted with

a

fifteen

horse-power

:

|

considered to be fast. Next ;
.Tear it is understood that there will be
several new launches at Hancock Point.

engine,

and is

Tennis is

unusually popular.

Early

in

the season the courts were put in fine
condition, and are worked out daily.
Some good matches are seen daily.
The
more prominent players are Pres. Hyde,
of Bowdoin, Prof. H. C. Emery, of Yale,
Harold Sampson, son of the late Admiral
William T. Sampson, Washington, D. C.,
Rev. Mr. Chauncey, of New York, and C.
C. SteUon. of Bangor.
Mrs. J.T. Maxwell
having a tennis court laid out on her
lot. A urge space is being cleared in the
woods, and a fine court is to be made.
Later in the season two open tournais

ments

are

to be held.

Despite the fact that golf is seemingly
lasing favor, Hancock Point people are
osing the links a great deal. Each Saturday • urnament is played, the result being* revival of the game and the developem*nt of some brilliant playing. Last

Saturday

many were out for the start, and
•around after round was played, enthusiasm ran high as the scores were close.
President Hyde won. Following is the
•core.

Player

Score

Pr«* Hyde.*8
r*ol H v i^ort.tu
Her A Tuft..29
U mice Suuon ....33
C H HartieU.28
tha* lUrtlett.31
Newe ! Whltcotnb... 31

Handicap
6

6
6
8
1
I

7
6
8
10

23
23
23
28
27
27
37
29

Itvln* MteUoD -.n
Htnrv Wood.88
30
M 8 Clifford.43
83
Kven ihe presence of the automobile
doe§ not interfere with driving. A favorite drive is to North
Hancock, at Cun leal°eus park, the,honey farm. But the
*uto haa

its established position. There
a dozen machiues,
a Cadallac,
0W:‘*d by Prof. H. A. Boss, at Camp
Phillip*, the I. K. Stetson machine and h
*•*1® Pope Toledo car owned by E. B.
®°w®n, of Newton Center, Maas., and
others whose headquarters are at the
lre

half

OutiwotKi, Muster James Grid wood.
Chant, Mranu Mr* ueu H —Do«»ou— Juniper.
MU# llarle S Grant, Miss Gladys F. P*tler»on,
M< Ibourne. An*. Mr* W A Alexander, Mr*
Harbour, EUswortlt
11 a Us, Mr* B W—Ellsworth. Mr* Farrell, MW*
Katherine Hale.
HaMLIN—Gen and Mr* Char lea 8— Bangor—
t'unningham cottage. Lou We H.tnuln.
li 1 Dk, Prof «nd Mr* Will am DeWltt— Brunswlck—Crabtree cottage. Geo P Hyde.
Joun&Tun. Mr# 1 8— oangor—Barnacle. M1*»
Leitle J hnr ton, MW* Cl.uk, Edward Stele*
bach. Wlnthrop Stelnbaeh. Orange, N J
Mn»on
Junk*. Hon and Mr# N M
Bangor
cottage. Mias flattie Jones
Jur uk, Dr and Mr* E E— Bangor. Mr Tyler,
Eddie Jordan.
Lokj>, Prof ElUa France*—Winter Park, Fla—
Roar tot. Natalie Lord.
Lord, Prof and Mr* Hubert N Gardner—New
York—Broadtrietc. MDsea Lord.
Maawkll, Mr* James Thomas
Saugertles,
N Y. Mr* Haley, Mr* Evelvo Smith, Milltown, Me. James T MaxweP, Sangertles,
MWsc* Washburn, New York city, William R

the

Franconia,

Vaiutulla.

—

—

—

Maxwell, Philadelphia.
RlCKKU, Mr and Mrs J Y —Bangor—The Ledges.
aiaurice Ricker.
The Birches.
Robinson, Mrs I) A—Bangor
Misses Roblnsou, Harrison Robinson.
Korns, Prof and Mrs C J H-Bangor iffIf.
tide. Mlasc* Ropes, Jack ito)**, Mlsa Florence White.
Rosa. Prof and Mr* II A—Exeter, N H—('amp
Phillips. Dr Chase, Mrs 1* Chase, Exeter,
Misses Weiner, New York.
Slal'outkk, Mr* llose* Stephen
Madison,
Wls. Elizabeth and Gertrude Slaughter.
Stkkns, Mr* Kz.a L— Bangor—Seal Crest.
8TLTNON, Mr and Mrs Edward—Bangor. Mlsse*
Plummer, C C Stetson.
Stetson-Mr and Mrs I K Bangor-Kdgwood.
Rath Stetson, Irving Stetson
Tsft, Rev and Mrs Arthur—Brooklyn, N Y.
Mis* Wetmore.
Thatch KK, Mr and Mrs B B—Bangor—Soronits.

Lulu W

Kppes,

Lejok,

schools

will open
rural schools Aug. 28.

is

William H. Grant, of Eden, made
on

Mlneolu,
M)TOLU8,
Grant,

C Sadler.
W C Bellatty.
Ed Uodgu
Albert Closson.
David Closson.
Alex Bonsey.
J A Bowden.
J W Jordan.

Revenue,
Storm Petrel,
Willie L Maxwell,
Wesley Abbott,

8un
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Fire-escapes

Strawberry Valley farm,

A Dew local ana-sthetic for extract-

ing.
For further particulars
office.

—

Mins Thatcher.
TUKLitkKti, Dr Elizabeth B—Poughkeepsie, N
Dr Grace N Kimball,
Y—Little Crabtree.
Robert and Morrill But, Ml s Elizabeth Thel
t>erg, Poughkeepsie, N Y.
WALTON, Dr and Mr* K M—Bangor
Maple—

Mrs Sarah L—Hangor— Chatola.
Mr*
Whitcomb, Newell W hitcomb.
Wood, Mrs E B— Bangor--Comfort. Margaret
Wood, Edward Wood.
White. Mrs J 8—Bangor. Messrs White, Pauline Savage.
Woodward, Mr and Mrs C K
Bangor—.Vox
field. Pauline and Margaret Wood.
YoUsO, Mrs Abby B—Fort Plain, N Y— BirdsWino

—

Portland

over

Grindle

S3 4'.
7 20

8 37

8 57
r9 04
» 12
t9 21

..
..

..

..
..

..

..

..

..

..

9 4112 51
f9 48i..
9 56
10 04
1 •tO.'- 1 1^
10 15! 1 29

AVe offer for sale on easy terms an
85-acre farm; cuts about 15 tons of
bay; lias an orchard of 75 thriving:
trees (grafted); two good wells of water;
wood enough to use on place; excellent

pasturage; buildings in fair condition.
Also 1 express wagon, 1 buggy, 1
meat-cart with refrigerator.
For further particulars enquire of
G. B.

..

..

..

May 31,

were

first used in Paris

in

—

George Haynes,

daughter.
NORWOOD—At McKinley, July 5, to Capt and
Mrs Daniel Norwood, a son.
PETERSON —At Castlne, July 9, to Air aud Mrs
Joseph Peterson, a son.
PI ERCK—At Seal Cove, June 90, to Mr and Mrs
N Allen Pierce, a son.
PIERCE—At Bluehill, July 15, to Mr and Mrs
Frank J Pierce, a daughter.
ROBINSON—At Seal Cove, June20, to Mr and
Mrs William G Robinson, a son.
SALISBURY—At Otis, July 23. to Mr and Mrs
Jeduthain Salisbury, a sou.
8EAVEY— At West Tremont, July 14, to Mr
and Mrs Edwin Seavey, a son.
TURNER-At Bluehill, July 19. to air and Mrs
Merrill Turner, a daughter.
WILSON—At Castlne, July 19, to Mr and Mrs
Walter L W llson, a (laughter.
WOOD—At Surry, July 22, to Mr and Mrs
Harry C Wood, a eon.

FALLS
home

a

Sunday

from

MARRIED.

Sunday.

Miss Addie Leach, of Bluehill,
among friends here.

spent CARPENTER-CLARK-At Bar Harbor, July
M MacDonald, Miss Bessie
j J19, by Rev Angus
of
to Bertram E
|

Mrs. R. F. Remick, of Bar Harbor, visited with her parents here over Sunday.

Jordan, of Bangor, was here
week, returning home Tuesday noon.

Eliakim
this

Miss Ashie M. Cottle is at home from St.
Stephen, N. B., for a vacation until September.

Esther Doyle and Mrs. William
Fernald spent Sunday with relatives in
Bar Harbor.
Mrs.

Killam, of the Baptist
church, exchanged with Royal N. Jessup
Sunday evening.
John McPherson and wife, of Bangor,
were here over Sunday, the guests of Mrs.
McPherson’s parents, Llewellyn Kincaid
Rev.

P.

A. A.

and wife.

Fred Grace and daughter Myra,
the Green Lake hatchery, who have
been here for several days, returned home
Mrs.

of

Sunday evening.
Seth H. Jordan and friend, Mr. Yeaton,
of

Bangor,

drove

Trains

leaving Ellsworth 7.16 a m ami 6.13 )
m, and arriving Ellsworth 1156 a m, 9.47 p ir
connect with Washington Co K>.
*
Dally.
a Leaves Sundays at 9 a m.
s Sundays only.
v
Sundays only steamet
leave* Southwest Ilartior 2 20 p in;Norlheas
IF ir
nect

2.30 p m ; Sea! Harbor
with this train.

-or

2

50 p

m, to con-

fStop on signal or notice to Conductor.
Tickets for all points South ami
West for sale at the M. C. It. It.
tieket ofHce, Ellsworth.
These trains connect at Bangor, with throu. fc
trains on Main Line, to and from Portland, Bt s
ton

ASSESSORS’ NOTICE.
The assessors of Ellsworth will be
in session at the mayor and^aldermen’s
room, Hancock hall building, on the
last Wednesday of each month, beginning .June 1, 1905.
F. B. Aiken,
Geo. W. Patten,
Levi W. Bennett,
Assessors.

FOR SALE.

Passengers art' earnestly requested to proctn
tickets before entering the trains, and especial./
Ellsworth to Falla and Falls to Ellsworth
F. K. BOOTH BY, G. P. A T. A
GEO. F. EVANa,
Vice Pres, and Gcn’l Manager
EASTERN

Steamship

Com pain

SUMMER SCHEDULE.
SI* Trips a Week.

LOTS IN WOODBINE CEMETERY.
DURIAL LOTS In centre and near the entrance of Woodbine Cemetery belonging
to Lygotiia Lodge. These lots are beautifull>
situated and well graded and easy of access a
all times. Inquire of
H. L. MOOR or
DAVID FRIEND.

Porcelain Inlays.

Carpenter,
Bangor,
Clark,
of Bar Harbor.
DURGIN—BURNHAM—At Dracut, Mass, June
•2s. by Rev Owen James, Miss Mabel Esther
Durgln, of Dracut. to Myron Francis Burnham, of Blddeford.

MULSONG—BUNKER—At Cranberry Isles,
July 0. by George K Iladlock, esq. Mrs Eva
M Mulsong, of Tremont, to John M Bunker,
of Cranberry Isle-.
PINK 11 A il—GREEN —At Deer Isle. July 19, by
A Lawrence, Mis- Nellie fc Plukham to
Rev
Gardner K Green, both of Deer Isle.

DIED.
ASHLEY—At Sullivan, July 4, Mrs Ann M
Ashley, aged 75 year*. 14 days
BATES At Bangor, July 18. Miss Louise Bates.
EATON—At Lamolne (Marlboro), July 25,
Caroline -S Eaton, aged S3 years, 6 months.
HODGKINS—At Lamolne (Marlboro). July 23,
Allen I*' Hodgkins, aged 2i years, 11 mouths,
26 days.
—

Commencing: Monday, Slay 1, steamer J I
Morse IcarrB Bar Harbor d Hy, except Sunday
at 1 3u p m, for deal Harbor, Nort> caai Harbor.
Southwest ilurboi, Biouklln, la er Isle, but
gentvllle, Park Harbor and Rockland, connect
lug with steamer for boston.
steamer Catherine leaves Bluehlll dally, ex
o« pt Sun<!«
at 1 p m, for South cluehlil, stonlaifton. North Haven and Rockland, ennnet ting

The most up-to-date dental
work. Crown and Bridge
Work.
Gas, Ether and
Cocaine for Painless Extraction.

will, steamer for boston.
Steamer Juliette leaves Sedgwick dally, e*c pt Sunday at 1 30 p m. for He rick’s Landing
south Rrnoksville, Hlake’s Point, Eggemoggln
l>li tao uno Rock land, connecting wltn steamer
for Boston.

H.

ORE ELY,
DENTIST.

RETURNING

1

From Boston t'fpm dally, except Sunday.
From Kocwiaml at o.3o a m, dally, except Mon
All caryo, except live stock, via the steamers
of this Company, Is insured against lire and
marine rlok.
F. S. Sherman, Gen’l Agent. Rockland, Me.
Cat.vin Austin, V. P. .t Gen’l Manager,
Boston.

L.

UNDERTAKER,

Ellsworth. BiORhil! M Swan’s Island
ST K AM BO AT

LINK.
RLLSWOKTH.

KllMvrnrth Port.
ARRIVED

DESK GIVEN AWAY

Sunday, July 23

Carriage

SOUTH STREET,

L.

v-lth $10 worth of our Soapv
Extr.-icts. Spices, Tea. Cofle*
Cocoa. Toilet Goods and 8ta.
dard Groceries.
Send at once for our new, biscatalogue of 200 PREMIUMS.

SIMM Kit SCHEDULE.
Steamer PERCY V.,

Capt. A.

E.

Smith.

Three Trip* Per Week.

Commencing May I, lJK.I, steamer will leave
Ellsworth MoDday, Thursday and -Saturday at
7.30 a m for 'Surry, 'South Surry, Blu’ehlli
(connecting with Eastern S S Co at BluehlU for
Rockland and Huston), 'South llluehlll, 'North
Brook It n, West Tremont, Haas Harbor (Me
Klnley) and Atlantic.
RETURNING.
Leave Atlantic at 8 a m, Tueadav, Friday
and Sunday, touching at the same points and
connecting at Bluehtll with the Eastern S S Co

from Boston.
The above schedule also gives a through connection via Eastern 8 8 Co from Atlantic, Bass
Harbor and West Tremont to Boston Tuesday
and Friday, and from Boston Thursday and

HOME SUPPLY
Augusta, Me.

CO., Dept. A
17 Ouk

S.

ESTABLISHED 1848.

WM.

FARROW,

SAI L-MAKER
Dealer In Dock, ltolt-Rop» and all
kinds of Trimmings used In making
sails. Everything to work with.
nUSON'8

ROCKLAND, Ml-

WHARF.

Professional Carta.

Saturday.

Connection Is made at Bass Harbor (McKinley) with steamer Cimbrla for Bangor and Bar
Harbor.
All freight billed through via western 8 S Co
to all points to and from Rockland and Boston.

*Flag landing

NOTICE—This steamer can he chartered every
Wednesday for excursions. Capacity 125 passengers.
O. tV. TAPLEY, Manager.
WALTER J. CLARIS, Agent,

jj\

F. SIMON TON, M. E

PHYSICIAN

and

OFFICES,

SURGEON.

MANNING

Residence, No.

60

BLOCl

Main St.

TELEPHONE.

Ellsworth, Me.
all

tme:

THE AMERICAN is on sale ii

Summer Flowers

Ellsworth at the

news

stands oi

C. H. Poland and J. A. Thomp-

AT THE

ELLSWORTH GREENHOUSE.

LORD,

W.

JORDAN,

MARINE LIST.

New

Ellsworth.

Main Street,

over on

3.

Stuart,
Ellsworth, Me,

and St. .John.

team and

Church Conference.
The Hancock county conference of Unitarian and other Christian churches will
be held at Winter Harbor on Wednesday
ini Thursday, Aug. 16 and 17.

1905.

....

R.

BORN.

commission)
B Holt.

was

call at

TO SETTLE AN ESTATE.

—

P.

please

HARBOR.

9 8 ’>

BREWER— At \N cot Tremont, .July 4, to Mr
ami M rs Gene B Brewer, a daughter.
BUNKER— At Fruriklln, .July 21, to Mr and Mrs
Walter Bunker, a son.
GRAY—At Brooklln, July 10, to Mr and MrB
Man toil Gray, a daugnter. | Mary Marble.]
GOOGINS At Trenton, July 24. to Mr and Mrs
Lewis B Googins, a daughter.
II A VNES—At Surry. June 29, to Mr and Mrs

•Formerly Leonora.

Eugene

are Made.

M

15
7 20
4

20

Extracting where Piat s

Free

»».

•

at

Cfowns.*5.00
llridge Work.$5.00 a tooth

Gold

4

short

1761.

Don’t You Need

Hancock strawberries have long been
•taous. Hancock Point’s outfit of straw
this year is about 80,000 quarts. E.

Silver Fillings.75c
Gold Fillings.$1.00 up

Artificial Plates.$6.00

A

7

i 9 05 11 0515 30, 7
Sunday 7 o:i

friends here last week.

—

watine.

FIRST NATIONAL BANK BLOCK.

day

11 and

8ch Revenoe, Cloason, Bar Harbor
Sunday, leaving
8ch Wm Ladle, Anderson, Sullivan
their
returning on the evening
AT THK TAKRATINE.
Sch Meila»a Trask, Hutchins, Bangor
and
train.
Mr.
Jordan
returned
Monday
Point.
Mr and Mrs E P Chauncey, Brooklyn,
Tuesday, July 25
drove
on
to
Hancock
The initial trips were topics of general N
Tuesday morning
Sch Lulu VV Kppes, Pratt, Bangor
Y; Mrs E N Taft, Mias Taft, New York Point for a
F
J
Sch
Snd
of
a
few
Whitcomb,
h, Portland
days.
stay
discussion, but it was not until the Bowen city; Mrs EW Taft, Arthur N Taft, ColHancock County Porta.
c,r arrived that there was
Mrs. Mary 1). Jordan, who has been
really some- orado Springs; Miss Torrence, Tenafly, N
Franklin—Ar July 19, sch Mary Augusta,
thing doing.* Mr. Bowen’s run from Bos- J; Prof. H G Lord, Mrs Lord, Molly Lord, visiting relatives here for several weeks, Newport
Cld July 80, sch L W Cooper, Koudout
ton was a record
breaker, and since his Lucy Lord, New York; the Misses Oakley, returned to her home in Bangor Sunday
Goulds boko
Ar July 19, schs LvJia M
arrival the Point people have seen some
?\ew York; Alexander Torrence, Tenafly, evening. She was accompanied home by Webster. Ilattle Lewis
Ar July 21, sch Lewis R French
lively running about.
N J; Mrs William T Sampson, Harold Miss Isabelle Flood, who has been here for
Sid July 21, achs Lydia M Webster, staves,
Miss Etta Jordan, who goes
Sampson, Washington, DC; Mr and Mrs a week, and
Dunbar; Hattie Lewl\ staves, Hutchings
for
a visit.
»ld July 23, acb Lewis R French, edglnas,
to
Bangor
Miss
K
C
E
J
G
Mrs
J
Hichr
Vose,
Vote,
NOTES.
Dunbar
^®v- J. 8. Bewail, of Bangor, occupied ardson, Miss Richardson, Providence, R
War Sullivan—Ar July 20, sch William G
Eadie. Bar Hrrbor
Glimpse of the “Other Half**.
l;MrsJ S Drink water, Cambridge; J W
the pulpit at the
Chapel Sunday morning.
Ar July 21, sch Willie L Maxwell, Mt Desert
was arrested in New
Leitstone
Charles
and
Miss
wife,
Thompson,
Ferry
Janus Adams and family arrived Friday Thompson
N H; Mrs
M A Wheelwright, York recently for almndoniug his wife and
Ar July $2, sch Alcyone, Boston
hum Brookline, and are at the. Vial for Exeter,
Cld July 19. ach Jennie A Stuoba, Newport
from
two
to
Frances
T
Hazlechildren,
Frank
aged
twentytwenty
Cahill, Bangor;
the summer.
C1<1 July 21, ach Marjorie A Spencer, New
wood, D D, Lynn, Mass; Miss Wet more, five years. The family lived in a four- York
room" tenement on New York’s “east side”
Aft*r a week’s stay at Fairview, his
Cld July 22, sch William G Eadie, Ellsworth
Englewood, N F Torrence, New York;
home, E. B. Bowen returned to John S Bewail, Mrs. L F Stearns, Anna P
jammer
“°*ton
Sunday.
Stearns, Bangor; Mrs John T Shaw, Miss
Miss Alice Crowell arrived from Carn- B N Shaw, DavidS Shaw Oberlin, Ohio;
a
l)ri(U{e, Mass., Saturday, and is the guest Mr and Mrs E P Boutelle, Bangor; A A
Mrs. E. B. Bowen.
A
A
M
New'
Sowarty,
Duncan,
York;
OK SOME WHEELS. AXI ,ES OB OTHER PAItTS ?
^en. and Mrs. Charles Hamlin are at Cheney, Ruby Belle Lichfield, South bridge,
C
C
Mrs
Miss
Tegethoff,
Tegethoff, If
Cunningham cottage, where the gen- Mass:
you do you can find a large st ock at my place, at the lowest prices,
New York; Miss MT Mann, Cleveland,
:r»i is
preparing to write another play.
Mrs
and
Alfred
Mr
J
Robinson, Several new Jiggers.
Also a grei t variety of desirable second-hand
Mrs. C. C. TegerhofT and daughter, and Ohio;
Miss Robinson, Bangor; Miss I H Noyes,
ler
K‘ster, Miss Marr, of New York, are Portland.
Wagons. Instalment plan or easy ter ms.
JBong the recent notable arrivals at the

juries
Wooster

BAR HARBOR TO BANGOR.

station.

—

ELLSWORTH

Dentist.

jj.

John Ballentyne and a party of nine are
expected from Boston to spend their summer vacation here.

John Ray,
Allen Remtck.
Fred Merchant.
R Sian wood.
W P Woodward.
Sauiuel Goodwin.
George W Alley.
Jefferson Smith.
M M Whittaker.
William Pratt
Charles L Smith,
In

Dr. L. L. URRABEB,

z8 25t Ilz45
8 30! 11 49

a

Market.

June 5, 1905.

Miss Fletcher, of New Brunswick, N. J.,
visiting friends here.

call

Henry
A W Hutchings.

Otronto,

Sept.

FLEET.

(not

Nellie

Roy A.

the

on

the Olds Gaso-

Ellsworth.

tiailroafi* ant) iuamou«»».

Commencing

including

DOW,

LAKEWOOD.

Sarah A

Lords Star,
Little Round Top, (
Mali'** Trask,

&

Sundays

city

Captain.
C Stuart,
David Faust,
F 1! »Kilornfl,
Glendv Burke,
llenileita A Whliney,
Harry W Haynes,
Julia Frances,
•J F Whitcomb,
Ann

YOUNG

The government steamer Senator, B. J.
Franklin, captain, makes two trips daily
between the flsh hatchery and Green Lake

Kr«UbU Collin,
Frank Fierce,

Rakes, Tedders.

Reapers,

We also have ail kinds of Farm
Machinery,
line Engine—any power.
“EMPIRE” CREAM SERA RATO RS—best

..

Marcell us,
New Boxer,
Ralph K Grant,
Sucan Frances,
Sara Elizabeth,

T

Mowers,

dle.
The

Julia, (bark)
Julia Edna,
Lodu»kla,
L D Retnlck,
Myra .Sears,
Mary Augusta,
Mary F Cushman,
Mary C Hale, (bark)

1 hiladell,
Wesierloo,
W illiam H Archer,
W ItUam G F.adle,

—

—

Sweeney, principal; Margaret Dresser,
sub-grammar; Grace H. Hamilton, assistant, Annie M. Davis, primary.
Dist. No. 19 (shore road) —Mary A. Grin-

—

—

F. Mad-

Dist. 14

—

—

Addie

—

HERE.

Thp better the tools, the better the crop.
Have them in readiness, for the weather
is fickle. \\'e have the best of

..

Dist.

—

receiving unusual attention.
The

—

BaCoN, Mrs John II
Bronwcrc
Hanttor
Misses Bacon, Carlos Bacon.
Bakstow, Miss Anate l>— Boston —Rone Lott.
Mrs E .1 Clark.'

the Tsrraline.

TIME IS

HAYING

—

_

—

SbbrrtistmmtB

Appointments

—

—

TEACHERS.

son.

Single copies,

5 cents ; sub

Telephone Connection.

script ion price $1.50
ELLSWOKTH. Subscribe

for

The

American advance.

per year in

in

other puper* in the County comAU.
bined do not reach so many. The Ameriif

net <A«

and

This is Mr.

is visiting it after an absence of
twenty-four years. Yesterday Mr. Googins chartered the steamer Marjorie, and

and he

than that

party of relatives and friends went
arcund Mt. Desert island. A delightful

in

time is

of all the other papere printed
Hancock county

other

»rr

8. H. Powers, of Houlton, is visiting
friends in town.

are

Martha Gray is
the Enterprise.
Charles Cooper died

a long illness.
C. C. Hutchings has been ill for
Miss Agnes McFarland ha? gone to Seal ; days, being prostrated
by^the heat.
Harbor for the summer.
Rev. C. B.

Bromley exchanged Sunday
Rev. Mr. Mayo, of Winter

relatives.

Mrs. Alice Stanley Dodge, of Dorchester,
Mass., is visiting her mother, Mrs. Lizzie

week

Stanley.

Bernice Dunn.

West, of Roxbury, Mass.,
s spending the summer w ith her mother,
Mrs. J. B. Baboon.
Mrs. W. T. Pierson and Miss Pierson, of
Washington, D. C., are at the Center Harbor house for the season.
Miss Edith Lufkin

Augusta,

from

came

where she

Saturday
employed in

home
is

the Kennebec Journal office.
A.

Gram,

H.

superintendent

Washington, D. C.
the railway mail service,

of
of

guest of C-ol. W. H. Thompson at
West End.
is the

Clifton Stanley, who has been spending
his vacation with S. E. McFarland and
wife, has returned to his work in the
Youth 8 Companion office in Boston.
Mrs. Upharu, of Boston, who is boarding
Tamarack lodge. Miss Cole's, had the
misfortune to make a misstep in landing
from the boat and broke the two bones

at

below the knee.

Mrs. Charles Johnston and daughter
Ruth have returned to their home hereafter spending the past year in Melrose.
Mass. They were accompanied by Mrs.
Johnston's sister, Miss Martha Hooper.
Uxe Femme.
July 17.

in

Mrs. Belle Blake is spending
Rockland.
Mrs.

R. Babson

R.

is

Stonington.
Thirty-one new books
to the Brocklin library.

a

days

few

spending

a

few

weeks at

Mrs. Carrie

ill,

have

been added

DeWitt, who has been very

viy improving.
Lucias Cousins, of Illinois, is'visiting

his

is slo

parents,

C.

C. Cousins aud wife.

Philbrook, of Castine, w ith his son
and friends, spent Sunday in town.
Arthur Stanley, of Roxbury. Mass., is
Dr.

Visiting

his

Steamer

mother,

Mrs. Rosa Snow.

Verona will take

an

excursion

from here to Bangor Tuesday, July 25.
John Allen, wife and daughter, of Sargentville, visited Mrs. V. C. Bridges this
week.

Judge Bentley, Alex Bentley and wife, of
Washington, D. C„ are at their cottage at
West End.
Mrs. Ryder, of New Hampshire, is emas cook at Miss E. A. Mayo’s summer hotel.

ployed

H. Billings, of Boston, is at the
Mrs. Billings came two
house.

Clarence
Weils

weeks ago.

S. True and family, of Washington, D. C., are at Miss Jennie Cole’s for
Prof. F.

the

summer.

Mrs. L, A. Watson, of Ellsworth,
merly of this place, is the guest of
niece, Mrs. F. S. Herrick.

forher

Dr. Bond, wife and daughter, of Massachusetts, are the guests of Mrs. Bond's
sister, Mrs. Hattie Joyce.
Mrs.

Emma

Powell

and

Miss

Mary
spend-

Miss Genevieve

The

in

F. Cole is spending the
the guest of Mis»

V. I. society is meeting every week,

getting ready for its
will be held August 9.

annual

^fair

which

Mrs. A. W. Brown and two children

are

turned from

Milbridge,

where

they

re-

have

have returned to their

home at Mountain-

ville.

Mrs. Wesley Ford, who has been visiting her husband's mother, Mrs. Clara
,
Ford, has returned to her home at North
Hancock.

Havey and wife, of Mount Desert
Ferry, visited their daughter, Mrs. L. B.
Bunker has gone to Grindstone
for the summer to act as night

The annual fair under the auspices of
the Bunker Memorial society w ill be Aug.

stay-

Marion, have- gone to Franklin for
few days before returning to Kingman.

ter

a

othr*

j

records;

Cyrus Brown, of Camden,

is

here for

A.

P. P. Gilmore, wife and daughter Madge,
Mrs. W. L. Luce, of Bucksport, and Fred
Hart, of Camden, were the guests of T. F.
Mason and wife Sunday.
Mrs. Flora Dorr and daughter Bertha
home Saturday from a two-weeks'
visit with Capt. Dorr at Brewer, where his
vessel was discharging and loading again*

B.

short

stay.
Edwin Thompson is ill with congestion
of the lungs.

He will speak in the South
evening.
Hancock church next Thursday
evening.

July

July

SEAWALL.
Charles Ward and wife have been visitMrs. C. W. Newman and wife.

24.

24.

q

OAK POINT.

j

Mrs. Georgia Murch, who has been quite
ill with pleurisy. Is convalescent.

j

Joseph Gilley, who has been away for
eight years, is visiting friends snd rela-

came

tives.
Mrs. Lura Dolliver snd her son Milton
H. have returned to Seawall with her
husband.

M

NORTHEAST HARBOR.
Jack Frazier has resumed his duties a*
organist of 8t. Mary’s church.
C. 1). Dickey, of New York, joined bis
family at the Spurting cottage Sunday.

ing

Clara Thompson has returned from
visit in Castine.
Mrs.

Newman, who has been quite
poorly this spring and summer, is better.
Mrs. George Thurston, who has been
visiting her stepdaughter, Mra. Amos
Dolliver, went to Rockland Saturday to
Mrs. Anna

L. D.

have

Remick.

returned home.

sunset.

W. C. Norcross, wife and son, Thomas
W. W. Norcroaa, Miss Katherine Norenw,

Mrs. L. W. Hum ill. who has been very
ill
with
appendicitis, is
recovering
slowly. Mrs. Gertrude Kane is working

Wellesley Hills, Mass.,

of

with Mrs. Hattie Allen

for her.

boarding

are

at

There will I* a dance at Young'*
pavilion next Friday evening.
Master Harry Webb, of Bangor, is
boarding atfTibbetta’ for a month.

Pond

View

farm.

H. L, Elwell, of

Saturday

for

a

few

Woodford*,
daysr visit

parents at the Cedars.

David Bowl by, of I-ynn, Maw., returned
Saturday after a two-weeks’ outing here.

arrived

ith his
| Hlanehe Kincaide has returned to WalElwell and
tham, Mass., after a vacation of three
to Bar Harbor
weeks here with her father and brother*.
w

Mr.

daughter Amy will go
Wednesday for a few days.
The

C. E.

spent his vacation with his parents.
j Rev. Nobora
Kawasaki, of Japan, who
is taking a coarse at Boston university,
J
preached in the church Sunday morning
!
telling of his conversion to the Christian
faith. Miss Harris sang a solo which was

enjoyed.
July 24.

laundry.

2, afternoon and evening. There will be a
sale of fancy and useful articles, food, iceThere will be a
cream, lemonade, etc.
supper at 6 o’clock. The fair will be at
the

church, and

large crowd.
July 23.

the

society hopes to have

a

H

HANCOCK.
Miss Gertrude Conley, of Isle au linut.
is visiting Mrs. A. I. Foe*.
Frank Abbott, who has employment in
Lawrence, Mass., is spending his vacation
in town.

SOUTH DEER ISLE.
Elizabeth Downs is in poor health
Miss Nellie Robbins, of Boston, is spending her vacation here.
Mrs.

H. P.

j

the

Men

Roland \*x>n, also of Bar Harbor.

July

24.

Davis.
_

WALTHAM.
Miss Erva Giles
here.

is

visiting relatives

Burrill is building

an

addition to

house, enlarging
White, who has for some time ;
been living in Frankfort, has moved back
j
to town. He w111 be employed by David
j
Brown as foreman in getting out granite
some

of the

rooms.

W. F.

foundation of the
erected in Bangor.

for the
be

new

station

to

Ice-

Lisbon Falls.

Schools closed

Friday of last week.
They were taught by W. Holman, of Dixtield, and Percy Clark, of Franklin. In
the evening both schools gave an enter-

cure.” Unequalled quick
permanent
lor Throat and

Rev. B. L. Hanscome had

Sunday.

The

carriage

was

a

runaway on
badly smashed,

Hanscome escaped serious injury.
The measles has again struck our
A tiuari.utM4l Cure for Piles.
village.
Itching, Blind, Bleeding or Protruding Piles. We had thought that everyone had it
Druggists refund money If PAZo OINTMENT ! last
winter, but it has broken out in the
fails to cure any cane, no matter of how long j
ataudlng, tn 6 to 14 days. First application gives ! family of Capt. Jason Greenlaw.
The
5MB. If your druggist hasn't U
ease and rest
children
of
Lewis Judkins have the
send >.<c in stamp* and It will be forwarded j
Medicine
Louis
Mo.
Paris
Co.,8t.
postpaid by
whooping cough.
but Mr.

cure,

Lung Troubles. At K. G.
Moors’s drug Store; price 50c and jl.00,
guaranteed. Trial bottle free.

summer as

in winter.

Send for free

I

sample,

SCOTT & BOWKS, Chemists,
New York.
409-4*5 Pearl Street,
50c. and #1x10; all druggists.

••

4fa<.
Mr

Key West
RIVAL

Best (Oc. CIGAR
lias Lae&
—

on

the

sales

maricet

12

Sc.

year*.

er

constantly fcKsaaaing.

WHY?n-n.« MERIT
BEST DEALERS SVERYWIIULC
GKO. S. UAKKM A CO.
Distributor*
|lo»t>in. M

***•

Advertisers. Publishers and Printers.

SAVE

TIME and
MONEY >*v

i>

Challen’s Record Books
Advertiser'^ K«-co>^
Subscription Record,
Job Printer’* Rco0*"*
Advertising Record.
< ortrespondenee Record
Ruled, prioted and Indexed for quick entry
and reference. Descriptive circular and yrw*
list uo application. Published by
K. A. X W. K. CHILD.
14 DOVKR STKKKT.
NKW YOU**

HOT BLAST and MONITOR
Furnaces for wood. CLARIONS lor
coal and CLARION OAKS for both
fuels are made to give results quickly
with the least possible personal at-

Every one of their few joints is
readily packed permanently tight.
Every inch of their large radiating
surface is directly exposed to the
heat of the fire.

They give absolute control of the
fire because every door and draft slide
fits accurately and our simple damper
is immediately effective.
If our agent is not near you, write

capacity.

P. Carter and family took a buck*
x>ard ride to West Surry to visit hi* old
home. In the party was Mrs. Fred I.
Moore, of Lynn, Maas. 8. H< Dor it y
drove, and it was an ideal ride.

M fur

tention.

The town is full of summer visitors.
The Travellers’ Home is taxed to ita utmost

fc**'1

MtWIt. n*
TKI i: A €«..

OUR FURNACES ARE SIMPLE

lia.

Scott’s Emulsion

r.

Abbott* nanus.

1

strength

1*u. J.

Bangor.

Mrs. Hannah Blatben, who lias been
visiting friend* here, ha* returned to her
in

rftUfntj

o%)» MI«. fctfe,
»**»• la
biu»*n of

Mrs. Laura Jones, of last Orange, N. J.,
is with her sister, Mrs. Milton Hasletu.
for the summer.

borne

1
rfc*

Mrs. Josephine Stanley is visiting relatives in

TR
El

member of

his

meeting of the Improved Order !
Friday evening, July 21, M.
C. Morrison, D. D. G. 8., of Bar Harbor, i
raised the chiefs.
He was assisted by
At

of Red

Aurora.

|

H.

home.

Nathan Salisbury, wife and son Linand James Porter have returned
from several months’ stay in camp near

wood,

th» Bast Bluehill grange, and ; tainment. after w hich there was sn interthe lodge of Kebekahs at East Bluehili.
esting debate on the question: “Kesolved,
W. H. Stickoey, wife and their two,! ’that a college education is necessary for
daughters, who have been the guests of the highest success in life." Vernon HasDr. and Mr*. E. M. Montgomery, left for I iam and Bessie Jordan, affirmative, Hartheir home at Dorchester, Mass., last FriTtic Diamond Cure.
day.
The latest news Irorn Paris is, that
they
B.
in
the schooner
save discovered a diamond cure for conCousins, cook
George
II you fear consumption or
Fiheman, Hugh Duffy, master, came home • umption.
[incumonia, it will, however, be best lor
from Stonington last Tuesday. The vesj vou to take that great remedy mentioned
sel was loading with granite for New
by W. T. McGee, of Vauleer, Tenu. -j had
York. He returned Wednesday.
cough lor fourteen years. Nothing helped
me, until I took Dr. King's New DiscovG.
July 24.
ery lor Consumption. Cough* and Colds,
which gave instant rebel, and effected a
DEDHAM.

a

much

Augustus L Foes, captain of Morris K.
Jessup's yacht El Placila, which is at Bar
Harbor this summer, spent Sunday at

Charles Whitcomb, of Rllsworth Kalis
a abort visit lien* at hi* farm on his
way to visit another he has at Mariaville.
made

Among late visitors to town are P. P.
cream and cake were served.
Mrs. Foster, Mrs. Gordon and Miss
Following Gilmore, of Bucksport; Ralph Comma, of
are the elected chiefs
for the next six ; Wakefield, Mass.; Mra.
Gibbs, of Medford, Mass., are guests of
Joseph Young,
Mrs. Frank King, of Charlestown, is
months:
Charles H. Wooster, prophet; j Boston; Walter Stewart, Gardiner; Agnes
Mrs. Wyman at the Winterbotham cotwith Mrs. J. F. Robbins for the summer.
Maud
McLaughlin, Bangor;
Comins, Edtage.
Mrs. Galen Hix and daughters Marion
atmrttisrmnua.
dington, U. D. Goodwin, Brewer; W. A.
Frank Powers was called to Bucksport and Hazel are
the guests of Mrs. Raekliff.
Goodwin and wife, of East Whitman,
recently by the illness and death of bis
Mrs. Lydia J. Warren was called to i
Mass.; L. R. Black, wife and daughter, of
father. He has returned home, accomOrono.
Vinaihaven this week by the illness of her
panied by his mother and sister.
Disease takes no summer
B.
July 24.
lT. 8. 8. Atlanta came in last night, and
vacation.
Mrs. Lincoln Watts and daughter Grace,
SEDGWICK.
will remain until Tuesday and take a load
and Galen Hatch and wife, of
if you need flesh and
Miss May Small is engaged for the sumCambridge-,
of coal. The Dolphin is at Bar Harbor,
are at Capt. Seth Hatch’s.
mer at the Sherman house at North Brookand will coal as soon as the Atlanta leaves.
use
H. J. McNider, wife and daughter Ethel,
who have been visiting Harry McNider

A

Johnston

day

CYabtree, collector of
wampum; A. I. Foss, keeper of wampum.
C.
July 24.

a

the measles.

Miss Bernice Mason arrived home Frifrom a visit of several days with
friends in Bangor and Bucksport.

$50,000.1

John K. Stratton, sachem; Henry W.
Johnson, senior sagamore; Howard Young,
junior sagamore; Percy Walker, chief ot

pojfi

NORTH DEER ISLE.

H. C.

watchman at the

been

A*»»,

Davis, last week.

W. J. Creamer wife and daughter Dorothea are guests of Festus Merrill and wife
at their summer home.

Phronia Coombs, who has

Surplus.

meeting was held here Thura- j
Tyler Hodgkins, died Sunday afternoon, j Gertrude, of Allston, Mass., came Friday
day evening, led by Miss Abbie Elwell.
aged twenty-two years. Besides the to spend the summer with her aunt. Mrs.
Topic, "The Message of the Flowers." !
parents, one brother and two sisters are George W. Lunt. Mrs. Rideout has been There was
singing by Mrs. Ella Powers,
left to feel the loss -Ruel D. Hodgkins, of visiting her hustiand’s mother in BowMiss Amy Elwell and Miss Nellie Anthis place, Mrs. Emma Wright, of Bar doinham since July 4.
derson, a recitation by Virginia Allen,
THKLMA.
July 24.
j Harbor, and Mrs. Gertrude Bartlett, of
add reading
by Miss Beulah ThursLamoine. All deeply sympathize with the
ton and Miss Cora llanscom. The meetEAST SULLIVAN.
j
family.
was
very interesting. The church
Flanders council, D. of L., installed ing
J uly 24.
Are.
was prettily decorated
with
roses and
officers Wednesday evening.
Refreshpond lilies.
SOUTH GOl'LDSBORO.
ments were served.
Rae.
July 24.
Mr. Crowell, of Beverly, Mass., recently
|
A daughter was born to Mrs. George Osvisited his son David.
12.
at
the
home
of
her
EAST BLCEHILL.
good July
parents,
Mrs. Margaret Bunker, of North Sulli- William Lord and wife.
Harvey P. Long and wife, returned to
van. is visiting her mother here.
A social service was held at the church
their home at Hallowell last Monday.
Mrs. C. H. Ward well, who has been
Harry Freese has bought the house Thursday evening. These meetings will
continue during the summer.
formerly owned by J. M. Bunker.
Miss Coraj
quite ill, ia about again.
Ash’s point, comprising the farms of
Marks is with her.
Leigh Coffin, of Gouldsboro, has been 111
John
H.
and
was
sold
Tracy
Wiley Hall,
with the measles at W. H. Bunker’s.
Mrs. Lillie Y. Chamberlain left here last
on Saturday to D. B. Ogden, of New York.
Mrs. Ed. Keef, of Hancock, spent a few
Thursday to visit her brother, Henry F. j
Mr. and Mrs. Titcomb have been visitYork, at Spruce Head.
days last week with her husband here.
ing John Holmes and wife at their cotMrs. Carrie P. Webber, whose obituary i
Mrs. Hiram Hamilton, of MasaachuJ tage. Dr. Charles Holmes, of New York, appeared
in The American last week, was
setts, is the guest of Mrs. Fred Hamilton. ,

•wife.

ing with her sister, Mrs. Maynard Hodgkins, has returned to Franklin.
Mrs. Eugene Bunker and little daugh-

EUSWORTH, MAINE.

Miss Evelyn Lunt, who has been visitMrs. Ethna Alexander and little son ing relatives at Southwest Harbor, came
Donald, who have been spending the i home last week, aceompanic*d by her
cousin, Etta Lunt, who will visit relatives
summer with her mother, Mrs. Clara Ford,
here for a while.
has gone to her home in Montreal, Can.
[
Mrs. Charles A. Rideout and daughter
Allen F. Hodgkins, son of Mr. and Mrs.

Point

Nelson Walker and three children,
of Portsmouth, N. H., visited her aunt,
Mrs. Dyer Young, this week.

MOUNT DESERT FERRY.
Walter Jell Ison has been ill
with

Little

|

visiting her parents, W. S. Hodgkins and

Mrs.

risk to you.

or

18.

Roy llaynes and wife have returned to
Ballardvale, Mass., secompsnied by Mr,
a
been several weeks with relatives.
Haynes’ sister Edith.
Samuel Powers, of Houlton, is visiting
1
Miss Sybil Cole and Miss Sybil Tracy
Capt. H. C. White, the Maine sctiiwst
his sister, Mrs. George Johnson.
have returned from Winter Harbor, where
missionary, on the auxiliary sloop Hope,
Arno Weed, who has been employed on
D. C. Gilman spent a few days in Bar arrived here Friday, remaining over Sunthey have been visiting relatives.
the schooner Samuel P. Bowers, is home.
Harbor last week, the guest of J. C. day. Capt. W'hite held services in the
visit friends.
Mrs. Kate Peters has gone to West
schoolhouse SVimlav. They were much
Mrs. Washburn
Miss Nora King is home from I>a n vers- Kennedy.
Ingraham and two
Goulds boro to spend a few weeks with
W. W. Frazier and family arrived on ! appreciated by alt who attended.
daughters, of Camden, are guest* of Mrs. port for the summer. She was accomMrs. Galen Smith and other friends.
Mark C. Whitmore.
Plctarch.
panied by her nephew and niece. Harold Thursday last t<> spend the remainder of j July 31.
Dr. C. C. Larrabee is kept busy by the
the summer.
Miss Helen Weed has returned from and Mildred Parker.
measles which is epidemic in this neighASHVIIXE.
E. N. Benson and wife and Miss MilJ. M. Bright and wife, with the Misses
borhood. Irving Ray is convalescing from Torrington, Conn., where she has been the
Mr*. O. P. Brandon is still in poor
June and Bessie Bright, of Bangor, and dred Benson, of Philadelphia, arrived
past year w ith Mrs. Harold Scoviile.
a severe attack.
health.
last week at the Kimball house.
Miss Effte M. Boynton, of Medford, Miss Ewer, of Bluebill. arrived Tuesday
Mrs. Henry Hamilton and son Chester,
F. R. Hall is home from Sorrento gato
their
vacation
at
who
has
been
cotMiss
Lena
Mass.,
spend
W.
W.
Sagamore
and
visiting
are
i
Miss Hattie Hutchings and Misses Delia.
here
Vaughan
J
family
Mrs. Lizzie Moore.
from fUUoweil to spend the remainder of ting his father’s hay.
Amy and Selma Noonan art* the latest vie- | Hardy, has gone to Chmdcn to spend a few tage,
weeks before going home.
the summer at their cottage here.
Mrs. L. M. Bunker is in 8kowheg»n
timsof measles.
Mrs. Lina Butchers, who west to BosThe schooner Horace P. Shares, Capt. ton last week, returned Sunday to fluiah
C.
July 24.
j Mrs. S. Bradhurst Clark and Miss with her daughter fur a few weeks.
George Torrey, and Susan N. Pickering, her visit with her sister, Mrs. Lizzie Eleanor Croaby, dt New York, are among ] A little daughter arrived at the home of
MARLBORO.
Mrs. Butchers was sworn- the recent arrival* at the Kimball house,
Capt. Charles Haskell, sailed last Friday Dolliver.
j Mr. and Mrs. S. I*. Potter this week.
(
Addison Saunders, of Surry, Is with his j from Stonington for New York with jsanied by her sister and
John D. Holmes and family, of Brewer,
husband, 8. ! Dr. S. Weir Mitchell will give a lecture
atone.
sister, Mrs. Fred Anderson.
Tucker Mullins and wife, who will make a on “Lecturing*’ at the Kimball house are at their summer cottage on Bridgham
E.
B. K. Martin, of Ellsworth, is here cutvisit of a few weeks. Mrs. Moll ins was
July 24.
(
Tuesday, Aug. 1, for the benefit of the hill.
ting his hay. He is hoarding with George
formerly Josie Balt is, and her old friends Northeast Harbor library.
B.
July 22.
WEST THE MONT.
Treadwell.
and schoolmates are glad to welcome her
Rev. Dr. Manning, rector of St. Agnes
Donald Robbins left to-day to join his back to her old home.
V r*urprint l*nrt>
j
Seth Hodgkins and family, who came to
church. New York, who is the guest of
vessel in Bangor.
A pleasant surprise party may be given
Dolly.
July 21.
cut their hay, have finished and returned
Rev. W. R. Huntington, gave a very inter- to vour stomach and liver by
taking a
W. H. Lunt has gone to work on tbe
to Old Town.
esting address at St. Mary's ou Sunday j medicine which will relieve their pam and
NORTH SEDGWICK.
new school house at McKinley.
viz.:
Life
1"
Dr. King's New
discomfort,
Fred Meyers and wife, of HornellsviUe,
evening, July 23.
R. C. Abbott and wife ire visiting their
They are a most wonderful remedy, affordMrs. Zulma S. Clark has been visiting
24.
N. Y., are visiting Mrs. Meyers’ parents.
July
M.
; ing sure relief and care, for headache, dizchildren in Bluehill for* few weeks.
her daughter, Mrs. L. W. Ktamill.
Clifford Petlengill and wife.
ziness and constipatioQs^Jfic at K. (J.
OTIS.
Mr*. Colby Hooper and son, who visited !
Moore’s drug store.
Capt. Willard Rich left last week for
Mrs. J. E. Smith and daughter Jennie,
her
mother at Bluehili Fall* last week,
Beechill in yielding up fine perch about
to take command of the schoofter
* ho
have been
visiting relatives here, Bangor
Misses Susie and Bernice Over have

A.

Calvin Huck#ins, who has been ill for
time, is very low.

Additional Count %

Franklin,

here last week.

some

without cost

COUNTY NEWS.
O

Powell, of Washington, D. C., are
ing the summer at West End.
Miss Winifred Braey, of North AttleC. H. Bush and wife, of Boston, are
boro, Mass., came on the boat Sunday. spending the summer at J. C. Hammond s.
She was accompanied by a friend.
G. S. Nelson and daughter Emma, of
Une Femme.
July 24.
Cherryfleld, visited relatives and friends
EAST LAMOINE.

us.

Harbor.

Bridges.

Mrs. Charles

address,

Capital. $50,000.

morning with

Miss Myrtle Green, of Arlington, Mass.,
Miss Helen Preble, of East Boston,
is the guest of her aunt, Mrs. A. W. arrived Sunday to spend a few weeks with

July

daughter was horn to Mrs. Zeliaa
on Sunday, July 18.
Mias Carrie Colby has gone to
Watervilie to spend a few week with her
sister
Mrs. Margaret Eldridge.
Harvey E. Colby and wife, who have
Mr*. Mabel Russell and little son Alva, been
camping here, returned to their
of Hartford, arrived Thursday to join her home in
Bangor Sunday night.
mother, Mr*. Abram.
Roy Webber and wife, who have been
James Jones, of Bucksport, baa Juat
viaiting her parents, L L. Crabtree »nd
finished a cottage at Toddy, pond and wife, returned to their
home in Greenwith hi* family moved in Friday.
wich, Conn., last week,
Miss Harriet Famham, of Hartford,
Rev. P. A. A. Killam, of the Ellsworth
ame Thursday for a visit with her sister,
Baptist church, spoke to a small congreMrs. Olmatead, at the Bell ramp.
gation in the Ferry schoolhouse Thursday

curren-

The First National Bank,

few

a

veri

Mrs. Abram and daughter Jessie arrived
Monday to spend the summer at their
cottage.
Mr. and Mr*. Pangborn and three children, of Baltimore, Md., are boarding at
Mrs. E. C. Mason'a.

Schooner

after

Mrs. Della Powers Billings, of Boston,
is at the Wells house for the season.

by

from the care of having surplus
hand by owning an account with

to any

Ralph K. Grant is at Morse's
employed as cook wharf discharging freight.
Miss Eva Orcutt, of East Sullivan, went
Tuesday, July 11, home Friday, ill w'ith measles.

Mrs.

letter sent it

established it has never
U. S. Mail. You can free

At any time yon wish currency to use at
once, we can send it by Registered Mail, Insured,

to visit relatives.

Field and family, of Paris,
spending the summer here.
E. E.

a

on

cy

Miss Vida Cleaves went to Bar Harbor

Saturday

v*rtl Hastens, Oilman Jordan,
nrgatli.
The quest ion was decided in tbe
affirmative. Both the schools have
been
successful and all are glad to know
the
same teachers will return in the fall

prtjfn

T. F. Mason was in Bangor on business
Monday.
Fred Mooney is having a log cabin built
at Toddy pond.
Henry Dunbar ia the

was

yourself

PROSPECT HARBOR.

7*1 or*

BROOKLYN.

at

H.
_

COUNTY NEWS.
tor additional rWt'v Mam*

lost

reported.
24.

olS«

builder.

Since this Bank

a

July

•#«

EAST ORLAND.

Do Your Banking By Mail.

Googins’ birthplace,

.'>m

id*U»nnI

a

the

Mrs.

Chicago.

with

COUNTY NEWS.
*«*

guests at Shore Acres are Mr.
Misses
Frank Googins and
Fannie, Grace and Dorothy Googins, of

Among

in

only paper printed
Hancock county, and haa never claimed to
it
if
the
but
oaper that can prop
only
be,
erly be called a COUNTY paper: all,the
real are merely local paper a. The circulation of The American barring the Bar
Harbor Record'n eummer liat, if larger

can

ADbfTtucmmt*.

and wife, hare returned to Melrose, Mas*.,
taking with them little Edith McNider
for a few weeks' visit.

Vf7
Hancock county

& ^lecribera a l

The American ha a

of the 117 po«t-officea

O.

THE HOT BLAST.
establisheo

8okl

to us.

WOOD & BISHOP CO..

Bangor. Me.

by J. p. EJLDRIDGE, Ellsworth, Me.

NEWS.
COUNTY
wltNiMmal Awtitk
Neicr*

jiH#

*«•

SOUTHWEST HARBOR.
Bangor,

The Dickey family, of
Heir Hummer home here.

/>»a^

are

at

Mis* Maud Buffington, of Fall River,
Mass., is visiting her aunt, Mrs. George
R. Fuller.
Arthur Leinont, with his wife and baby
his parents, Dr. R.
hoy Robert, is visiting
J. Lemont snd wife.
Rather Dixon is attending the
Christian Endeavor summer school in
Portland, and with excursions and lecMiss

enjoys

her

is among the

organ

Mix* Agnes Haley, of Boston, is at O.
\V. Cousins for a few weeks.
Theatrical companies are keeping Southwest Harbor people amused.

tures

i» well
Attended, and teachers and children are deeply interested. In the afternoon, at the schoolhouse on Leach’s point,
nearly all the inhabitants gather. All feel
that a glorious work is begun.
Here a
new
library has been started, and a new

outing immensely.

band.

possibilities

The annual

summer

sale

of the

Congre-

with

will

able talks

pleasure

be

on c

held

24.

twenty-two

Dr. John Homer and wife, of Newburyare in town for their annual

port, Mass.,
vacation.

1

business meeting of the ladies’ aid
is called for Wednesday afternoon
at the home of Mrs. H. C. Bunker.

few

days at

all persons interested in
tales hereinafter named.
At a probate court held at

at 10.30

a. m.

a

and 1.30 p.

m.

the best of speakers

Some of

agri-

on

cultural lines have been secured for these
meetings, and special pains will be taken
to make them interesting and instructive.
The Babcock test will be operated by the

their home here

State

Carrol Perkins, of Waterville, a student
at Harvard law school, is in town for a

dairy instructor, 8. C. Thompson.
invited to bring samples of milk
cream for testing.

All
or

short vacation.

are

The naphtha launch Mianus is doing a
Jack London on his last visit to New
good business. It is what this place has York was introduced in a cafe to a musicneeded for a long time.
ian. “I, too, am a musician in a small
Wade Qrindle has gone to Frankfort, way,” London said. ‘‘My musical talent
where he has employment for the re- was once the means of saving my life.”

Capt. Calvert Bridges, of the schooner
Verna G., took a party of twenty-five out
Mt. Desert rock Friday. All report a
very enjoyable trip. The fish chowder
was a feature.

mainder of the
July 24.

E. W. Gross and wife have the heartfelt
of the whole community in
their sad bereavement by the loss of their

G.

NORTH LAMOINE.

sympathy

James Tweedie,

family

his

weeks’

here

a

Cambridge, joined
Saturday for three

He

was

rescued.”

was

Mrs. Raymond McFarland, who, with
j
her husband, was passing her vacation |
here, has been called to Vermont by the
sudden illness of her mother.
24.

on

said

the

fflctiical.

Such Cures are the Cures that Ellsworth Sufferers Want.

disease,

NORTH SULLIVAN.

cate

ill.

visiting relatives here.
Mrs. Jobn Tracy was in Bangor WedRev. Mr. Reeves, pastor of the CongreRev. F. H. Morgan, the Held secretary
gational church, is giving hi* people some of Zion'* Heratd, gave two interesting ! Mr. Jcllison’s sporting camp is well nesday and Thursday.
patronized this summer.
rare treats in the way of able sermons by I
Mrs. L. E. Phelps, who has been seriand spirited addresses at the Methodist
inviting the clergymen sojourning here to church Sunday. So faithful a canvasser ! George Bartlett and wife, of Providence, ously ill, i* rapidly improving.
A
fine
R. 1., visited relatives here recently.
discourse on the for that excellent
very
preach.
Miss Flora Devereaux has gone to Peak’s
publication should
“Temptation” was given Sunday, July 23, succeed.
lister Crimmin is here
helping his Island, where she has employment.
Rev.
Mr.
who
is associated with
Travis,
by
Rev. J. P. Simonton, of Ellsworth, offl- j fathe**, J. D. Crimmin, with his haying.
Mrs. A. M. Moone, Mrs. T. H. Peters 1
l)r. II rad ford, in Moutclair, N J.
j ciated
G.
July 34.
at the funeral of Miss Nancy J.
and Miss M. E. Moone were in Bar Har- |
i
T. M. Mason, of Mt. Desert, still conWhittaker last Thuriday at the home of
bor Sunday.
SEAL COVE.
tinues in a very critical state, and his Mrs. Irene
Gay, where for several months
Mrs. Theo H. Peters, of Ellsworth, is
friends have little hope of bis recovery.
Miss
I.ou
of
is
the
Murch,
Bangor,
guest
Miss Whittaker had been critically ill,
spending her vacation with her sister,
The iiartial paralysis confines him to the
of
Miss
Sadie
Carver
waiting calmly for the time of her reMrs. A. M. Moone.
bed, sndj has affected his brain to an lease from weariness and
Miss Sadie Carver, who has been in
pain. For her
M.
July 24.
alarming extent. Mr. Mason has been a earth’s trials are past, and she has enterea Bangor, is at home for a short time.
deep reader and thinker, and it is heart- into rest.
SALISBURY COVE.
Mr. White, of the Maine seacoast misrending to, his friends to see him lie so
H.
July 24.
sion, held an interesting service at the
Mrs. Julia Dyer, of East Sullivan, has
quietly with no apparent know lege of
hail Sunday evening, July 23,?
been the guest of her cousin, Thomas P.
w bat
is being done for his comfort and
EAST FRANKLIN.
Residents of this locality hope that the Emery, the past week.
relief.
Mrs. W. L. Hardison is quite ill.
next excursion to Ellsworth on steamer
Spray.
July 24.
Chester Johnson has lately purchased
F. E. Hlaisdtll is home from Stonington Percy V’. will be more generally adverof B. B. Walker, of Ellsworth, a gasolene
to do his haying.
CRANBERRY ISLES.
ehgine for his tishing boat.
Mrs. William Koj>pcl and son, Allan
Harry Wentworth and wife have moved !
Wilson Blake, who has been spending
Capt. A. E. Birlern has given up iishing
into the W. M. Ashe house.
are
of
visitMass.,
Goodwin,
Winthrop,
and returned the schooner Cosmos to its
a week at Locust Lane, returned to his
Mrs.
Mrs.
mother,
Koppel’s
Sophronia home at Portland Saturday morning.
Mrs. Minnie Hardison and Mrs. 0.8. ing
Rutter were in Ellsworth one day last Harper.
Mrs. Nancy Greenlaw, of
| Mrs. Ueorge W. Hopkins, of Bar HarCalais, has week.
Miss Mae Reed, of Boston, who has been
heen visit ing^relatiws and friends at this,
bor, has been visiting her nieces, Mrs.
A girl baby was welcomed in the home visiting Mrs. J. H. Rumill, has returned Leon Smith and Mrs. Charles C.
her native place.
Palmer,
home. Her mother, Mrs. Cora Reed, reEdward Brewerand family, of Holbrook, of Ralph Springer and wife Sunday mornduring the past few days.
mains for a longer stay.
last.
ing
R.
July 24.
Mass., have arrived at Mrs. Julia SpurN.
July 34.
Judsori Everett, of Aroostook county, is
ling’s for the season.
SARGENTVILLE.
his relatives, J.
E. Dunn and
The schooner Rena A. Percy, Capt. visiting
OCEAN \TLLE.
Miss Isabel Carter is employed at the
Willis E. Bunker, arrived to-day with wife and others.
These hot days are bringing many from
Lynnmore.
Rotooe Rim Udell, who has been in Rhode
70,000 pounds of fish.
the cities to visit their island home.
! Mr. and Mrs. Kingsbury, of Scranton,
to school, is expected home
Island
going
R. H. White’s beautiful yacht Peregrine
and
of
LewisBuckminster
Henry
wife,
are at the Lynnmore.
for a vacation.
his been in tne harbor several times this Monday
I Pa.,
ton, are guests of S. G. Buckminster.
A daughter was born to Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs. Alfred Sargent, who has been on
month. Mrs. R. II. White is the niece of
Frank Joyce, wife and son Gordon came Harvard Grindal on
a visit to.her brother, Dr. John K. Hooper
Thursday-Bernice
Mrs. Col. William E. Hadlock.
in this morning’s b'jat from Malden, Mass. Eva.
in Camden, has returned.
John
M.
Bunker
and
Mrs.
Eva
M.
('apt.
The
Crockett
are
a
family
having picnic
The pleasant days have been greatly
Willie Reed, who is visiting his grandMulsong were married at their home last
on the shore near the old homestead toenjoyed by the summer visitors. Boating
Thursday night, by George Hadlock, esq. mother, Mrs. William Crabtree, in Hanand buck board rides have been the order
The best wishes of their friends are ex- cock this summer, is home for a vacation. day.

iBUflt

Cured to Stay Cared.
The sufferer from

wants

backache, urinary ills,

the trouble

Mrs. S. A.

w

of

so

that it will

never

re-

Ellsworth testimony proves it.

ney Pills.

“I

kidney

Only one such remedy-Doan’s Kid-

turn.

rant

any form of

medicine that will eradi-

a

Moore, proprietor

of restau-

Water St., Ellsworth, Me., says:

on

ish I could express my appreciation

Doan’s Kidney Pills.

Before

using

_

j

j

j

them for long lives of happiusefulness.

tended to
ness

and

Mrs. El wood Spurting was called to her
home in Brook sville last Tuesdav to
attend the funeral of her sister, Miss
Louise Bates, who died in the hospital in

George E. Ashe, wile and nephew,
Charles Ashe, of Peabody, Mass., were
visiting Mrs. William Welch, Mrs. Rutter
and other relatives

July

Monday.
R.

24.

ATLANTIC.

Bangor Monday, two days after an operaCapt. Emery Joyce took a party of seven
been performed. Miss Bates left
here just one week previous to her death, out on the fishing grounds Saturday.
having been visiting her sister for several They were from Massachusetts and New
*eeks, and her death was a great shock to York.
all.
8. I. Carpenter, wife and daughter MarRev. A. P. McDonald, of Seal Harbor, guerite arrived Saturday and opened the
preached two (practical and stirring ser- Carpenter cottage. They will stay about
four weeks.
mons in the union
meeting-house here
July 16. He read an announcement from
Capt. and Mrs. Staples have come back
the
secretary of the church calling on to Atlautic and are keeping house in a
members and all interested to assemble part of Llewellyn Joyce’s house for a
next Saturday to ascertain the advisability short time.
of calling some one to become
A merry party of five young men from
pastor. Mr.
McDonald requested that the conference Dartmouth college arrived this week in
should meet here in September, and it was their yacht Reita. They had been on a twovoted to receive and entertain all who weeks’ trip to Bar Harbor. The party concome.
sisted of E. C. Brooks, ’07; C. B. Brackett
Rev. Edwin H. Hadlock, Held-secretary
’06; S. Hale, jr., ’07; B. Brackett, ’08, and
of the
They left Friday
Christian Endeavor society, of E. Richardson, ’07.
California, preached in the union meet- morning for their homes in Massachuing-house yesterday, taking for his sub- setts.
ject “Faith”. He and wife are visiting
July 22._A.
this, his native place, and his friends and
WEST HANCOCK.
acquaintances were all glad
to welcome him and listen to his
Mrs. H. W. Foren has returned to Porteloquent sermon. He will give a
stereoptieon lecture land.
on
Friday evening in the old union
Miss Blanch Smith has gone to Lamoine
meeting-house. He has a church in San to work.

Francisco,

but

a

short

vacation at

his old home.

July

R.

ORLAND.
Mrs. Harry Wight and Mrs. Ethelle
Moore are among those on the sick list.
h)aniel O’Hearn, who is employed in
***ngor, spent Sunday at his home here.
A

large

crowd attended

the

Roper’s grove Saturday night.

dance at

A fine time
reported.
Enos Genii, of the U. 8. S. Texas, now at
Rockland, spent Sunday w'ith the family
of his
brother, Samuel C. Genn.
Mrs. Lois Perkins Soper, of Hotchkiss,
Cal., has been in tow n recently w ith her
father, Q. W. Perkins, of North Caatine.
Mrs. Alice Little Hutchings, of Rumlord Falls, has been in town a few days to
attend to the selling of her real estate on
the Palis road. It is
that Thur**

A.

E.

Foren

has

gone

to

a

ployed on a yacht there.
Quite a number of those

employment.
Irving McFarland, who is employed
Hampden, spent Sunday in town.

E. Foren and Miss Eva are in
Ellsworth the guests of Mrs. Ralph Moore.
Mrs. A.

Victor R. Smith and wife, of Hampden,
recent guests of W. K. Springer and

who

Candace

I)oane

with

Upland road.
young'people

and

Several

tended

the dance at

Gleneove for the

A

a

sail to

summer.

Cranberry

Isles

hall.
24.

Spec.

Quite a heavy frost was
cinity Saturday morning.
first automobile

The

seen

in this vi-

on

the

through here

Sat-

ever

seen

urday.
Mrs. Bertha Foss has rented (tart of
Her mother lives
Claude Clark’s house.
w ith her.

Mrs. Grace New
are

man

and

baby Jean, of
and grand-

with her aunt

Mrs. Philena Scammon

rallied,
to

as

since the

coming of

be out in her

days.
July 24.

summer.

has sufficiently
warm

wheel-chair

weather,
pleas-

on

ant

Mae.
__

GOTT’S ISLAND.

Sumac.
Miss

by

Vira Joyce, of Atlantic, is employed
Philip Moore, who has boarders.

Mrs.

Mr. Sargent and Mr.

Leach,
ttag-raising recently held at the
were the guests of Mr. and Mrs.
school, Belgrade, an interesting worth,
last
week.
Philip
programme was carried out by the pupils
Schooner Charlie and Willie, of Rockland,
reported
in the presence of many friends. Particuman Snowman is
contemplating purchas- larly enjoyable was the presence of a Capt. Batchelder, brought a load of coal
ing the property.
veteran cf the Civil war, George P. Clark, for Black Island Granite Co. last week.
w
Tw o
Sunday schools have recently been of Togus, formerly of this town, to whom She ill load stone for Hoboken.
organised in tow*n. Both are flourishing, was given the honor of running up the
John P. Keough, of the Black Island
and the outlook for each is
for the first time.
Granite Co., is at Black island with his
very blight. new Hag
The one at Crane’s Corner in the
Spec.
July 21.
family. Mrs. Keough and son will return
morning
At

a

Lowell

Gertie Eaton is

visiting friends in

Miss Marcia

mother,

the

Day,

of

Boston,

is

visiting

Mrs. Charles Ferrin.

Henderson has gone to North

where she has

employment

for

season.

Edwin Sibley, of Somerville, arrived at
Allen Henderson’s this week to spend the
remainder of the season.

July

C.

24.

SURRY.

complaint
pain

in

for

my

head and
the

an

loins

loaded

back,

almost continuous
much

remedies

Finally

had only taken
an

half.

a

much distress

I

Kidney Pills,

Doan’s

with

a

extent

kidney
I

had

in

my

aching

in

which

weariness,

down all the time.

me

good.

lief to

year and

a

and

ing different
any

everything

suffered

kept try-

I

but nothing did

me

advised to

try

was

and I

got

a

box.

fewr doses when I felt

which I

never

short time.

I

expected

a

pletely

give Doan’s Kidney Pills

credit for

I

giving

me a new

I

was com-

lease of life.”

For sale by all dealers.
Price 50 cents.
Foster-Milburn Co., Buffalo, N. Y., sole
agents for the United States.
Remember the name—Doan’s —and take
no

other.

Enjal Xotucs.

NOTICE OK FORECLOSURE.
B. DEA8Y, of Eden, Hancock
county, Maine, hereby givs public no9
tice that I have a claim by mortgage upon a
certain lot or parcel of land situated in Bar
Harbor, town of Eden, Hancock county,
Maiue, bounded and described as follows:
Beginning at a s.one bound set inthe ground
at the intersection of the westerly side line
of Ledgelawn avenue with the southerly side
line of Cedar Lane; thence in a westerly direction but always following the said southerly side line of Cedar Lane, ten (10) feet to an
irou bOit set in the ground; thence on same
course, but always following said southerly
side line of Cedar Lane forty-seven and fivetenths (47.5) feet to an irou bolt set in the
ground in the easterly side line of lot numoer
siiteen section C. va shown on recorded plan
hereinafter referred to; thence southerly but
always following the said easterly side line of
lot number sixteen section C. seventy-five (75)
feet to an iron bolt set in the ground in the
northerly side line of lot number eighteen
section C. as shown on said recorded plan;
| thence easterly but always following the said
northerly side line of lot number eighteen
section C. forty-seven and five-tenths (47 5)
feet to an iron bolt set in the ground; thence
on same course ten (10) feet to a stone bound
( set in the ground in the said westerly side
j line of Ledgelawn avenue; thence northerly
but always following the said westerly side
line of Ledgelawn avenue,seventy-five (75)feet
to the said stone bound at the place of beginning, containing four thousand, three hundred and two (4,302) square feet, more or less.
3aid mortgage is from Albert L. Higgins, of
said Eden, to Edward B. Mears, Charles C.
Morrison and Luere B. Deasy, is dated February 16, 1904, and recorded in the Hancock
county, Maine,
gistry of deeds, February 21,
i 1904. in book 403, page 424.
Said mortgage was assigned by said Morrison and Mears to the undersigned by instrument dated October 4, 1904, and recorded in
said registry, October 8, 1904, in book 412, page
312.
The conditions of said mortgage have been
i broken, by reason whereof I claim foreclosure of the same and give
this notice for that
j purpose.
Luere B. Deasy.
Bar Harbor, Maine. July 7, 1905.

ILUEiiE

lORsoD,

iaie oi

niueniu. in saiu coun-

Petition that Albert L. Morgan
other suitable person be appointed
administrator of the estate of said deceased,
presen ed by William H. Coggin, an heir of
said deceased.
Elizabeth B. Jarvis, late of Ellsworth, in
said tfounty. decepsed. Petition tnat Carrie
R. Hutchinson or some other suitable person
be appointed administrator of the estate of
said deceased, presc nted by Carrie R. Hutchinson, an heir of said deceased.
James Stubbs, late of Buck port, in said
coun y,
Petition that W. A.
deceased.
Remick or some other suitable person be appointed administrator o- the estate of said
deceased, presented by Ella H. Stu. bs, a creditor of said deceased.
Shirley Hale and David C. Hale, minors, of
Ellsworth, in said county. Petition filed Ly
Nettie 8. Hale, guaruian, for license to sell
certain real estate of said minors as described
in said petition.
William Leach, late of Bltiehill, in said
county, deceased. First account of Austin T.
Stevens, administrator, filed *or settlement.
Simeon Leach, late of Bluehitl, in said
county, deceased. First account of Austin T.
Stevens, administrator, filed for settlement.
Daniel Cough, late of Tremont, in said
First account, of A. Bird
county, deceased.
Cough, administrator, filed for settlement.
David W. Webster, late of Castine, in said
county, deceased. First and final account of
Edward C. Bowden administrator, filed for
settlement.
William M. Webster, late of Castine, in said
county, deceased. First and final account of
Edward C. Bowden, administrator, filed for
settlement.
Arthur E. Ba*nard, of Providence, state of
Rhode Island, and George T. Bowdeu.of Bluehill, State of Maine, minors. First account of
Periey J. Phillips, guardian, filed for settle-

1

]
|

a

G.

Nancy W. Clay, of Bluehill, in said county,
person of unsound mind. First account of
Welland Clay, guardian, filed for settle-

Hilen F. Macomber, minor, of Franklin, in
said county. First 'iccount o! Henry H. Higgins, guan'ian. filed for settlement.
O. P. CUNNINGHAM, Judge of said court.
A true copy, Attest:—T. F. Mahoney, Register.

re-

to obtain in such
cured.

»

some

STATE OF MAINE.
To the Honorable, the Judge of the Probate
Court in and for the co'uaty of Hancock:
RESPECTFULLY represents
Nettie
S.
V Haie, of Ellsworth, iu the county of
H-uicock, and State of Maine, guardian of
Shirley Hale and David C. Hale, minors.
That said minors are the owners of certain
real estate, situated in said Ellsworth, and
One third part in
dercribed as follows, viz
common and undivided of the homestead lot,
so called, of
the late Johu M. Hale, jr., on
the north side of Main street and bounded
On the south by
g<mt rally as follows, to Wit:
said Main street; on the west in part by a passage way leading from said Main street and
in part by laud of the heirs of John M. Hale,
sr.; on the north by the Electric Light Co.
lot, so called, now occupie by the Bar Harbor and Union River Power Co ; and on the
east by the Partridge lot, so-called; also any
right, title and interest of said minors in said
passage way.
That it would be for the benefit of said
minors that said real estate should be sold
and the proceeds placed at interest.
Wherefore your petitioner prays that she
may be licensed to sell and convey said real
estate at public or private sale for the purNettie S. Hale,
pose aforesaid.
Guardian as aforesaid.
Dated at Ellsworth this third day of July,
a. d. 1805.
STATE OF MAINE.
Hancock ss.—At a probate court held at
Bluehill, in and for said county of Hancock,
on the fifth day
of July, in the year of
our Lord one thousand nine
hundred and
five.
On the foregoing petition ordered: That,
notice thereof be given to all persons interested, by causing a copy of said petition and
this order thereon to be published three
weeks successively in the Ellsworth American, a newspaper published at Ellsworth in
said county, that they mav appear at a probate court to be held at Ellsworth, in and for
said county, on the first day of August, a. d.
1905, at ten o'clock in the forenoon, and show
cause, if any they have, why the prayer of
the petitioner should not be granted.
6. P. CUNNINGHAM. Judge of Probate.
A true copy, attest:—T. F. Mahoney, Register.

I

Hancock

STATE OF MAINE.
ss— At a probate
court held at

Bluehill, iu and for said county of Hancock,
on the
lifih day of July, in the year of
our

Lord

one

thousand

of

Ells-

nine hundred and

five.

CERTAIN instrument purporting to be
a copy of the last will and testament
Miss Mary Small, of Cherryfield, is the
and codicil thereto of Abby B. Blodgett, late
guest of Miss Susie Stinson.
of the city, county and state of New York,
and of the probate thereof in said state of
The town is full of strangers. Every
New York, duly authenticated, having been
one who wfill entertain city friends or
presented to the judge of probate for our said
county of Hancock for the purpose of being
boarders has his house full.
allowed, filed and recorded in the probate
court of our said county of Hancock.
Mrs. E. E. Sweet gave a lawn party in
Ordered: That notice thereof be given to
honor of her three nieces, the Misses
all persons interested therein, by publishing
a copy of this order three weeks successively
Twenty-one were
Foster, of Machias.
in the Ellsworth American, a newspaper
present—Aunt Sophia, the eldest, eightyprinted at Elh worth, in said county of Hancock, prior to the tirst day of August,
M. A. Gasper, aged four
two
years,
a.
NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE.
d.
1905, that they
may
appear at
months, the youngest.
a probate court then to be held at Ellsworth,
'IITHEREAS Abiah F. Nason, of Ellsworth
C.
Hancock county, Maine, by his mort- in and for said county of Hancock, at ten
July 24.
j fV
o’clock in the forenoon, and show cause, if
gage deed dated the 13th day of October, a. d !
any they have, against the same.
1HW1. and recorded in the registry of deeds for
O. P CUNNINGHAM, Judge of Probate.
VERONA.
said Hancock county, in book 253, paae 511,
A true copy. Attest:—T. F. Mahoney,Register.
to
me
the
Haduudersigued, Emery
The annual camp-meeting of the Penob- couveyed
docks, of said Ellsworth, a certain parcel of
subscriber, Ralph W. Haynes, of Walscot Spiritual Temple association will be j real estate situated iu said Ellsworth, and
tham. Massachusetts, hereby gives notice
described iu said mortgage deed, a cerheld here August 13-27. The annual thus
that
he
has been duly appointed administratain lot or parcel of real estate situated in
tor of the estate of Melvin D. Haynes, late of
meeting of the association will be held North Ellsworth, in said county of Hancock, Trenton,
in the coittuy of Hancock, State
and
the
homestead
on which I now live
being
Aug. 25. Mrs. Katie M. Ham, of Haver- and have lived fo*- twenty-seven ytars and of Maine, deceased, and given bonds as
the law directs,
and
that he has aphill, Mass., will be present from Aug. 13 to bounded and described as follows, to wit:
Warren U. Haynes, of said TrenOn the north by land of Alexander U. MadMrs. B. W. Belcher, of Marlboro,
20.
in
said
State of
his
Maine.
)u,
agent
docks; east by laud now or formerly of Robert
persons having demands against the esMass., a new' speaker in Maine, will be Gerry; south by land of Hannah T." Maddocks All
tate of said deceased are desired to present
and
Sarah
F.
west
new
Nason;
the
by
Bangor tLe same for settlement, and all indebted
present from Aug. 20 to 27. Edgar W. road, so called, and containing
twenty one
are requested to make payment imEmerson, of Manchester, N. H., will ar- acres, more or less, with the buildings thereon. thereto
mediatelv.
Ralph W. Haynes.
And
the
condition
of
said
mortwhereas,
rive Aug. 25, taking part in all the exer1905.
5,
July
gage has been brokrn, now therefore, by
reason of the breach of the condition thereof,
cises until the close of the meetings.
subscriber hereby gives notice that
I claim a foreclosure of said mortgage.
he has been duly appointed adminisEllsworth, Maine, July 7, 1905.
trator of the estate of Rose D. Jordan, otherEmbry Maddocks.
Scribbles—What did the editor offer you
wise known as Rosalia D.
Jordan, late
By J. A. Peters, attorney.
for your
poem? Jinger—Fifty cents.
of Ellsworth, in the county of Hancock,
bonds
as the law directs.
and
was
deceased,
given
that
an
cents!
Why,
FV1HK
subscriber
Scribbles—Fifty
hereby givtt jgotice that All
having demands against the esWhat did you say? Gingler— X he has been duly appointed adminis- tate persons
insult.
of said deceased are desired to present
trator of the estate of John Hutchings,
the
same for settlement, and all indebted
Nothing. I pocketed the insult!
late
of
in
the
Orland,
county of
Hancock, deceased, and given bonds as the thereto are requested to make payment imCharles P. Uobk.
law
directs.
All persons having de- mediately.
Bent Her Double.
July 5,1905.
mands against the estate of said deceased
“I knew no one for four weeks, when I are desired to present the same for settlesubscriber hereby gives notice that
ment. and all indebted thereto are requested
was sick with typhoid and kidney trouble,”
make payment immediately.
he has been duly appointed administrawrites Mrs. Annie Hunter, of Pittsburg, to
1905.
tor of the estate of Abram Mitchell, late
Geo. M. Warren.
July
5,
Pa., “and when I got better, although I
of Sorrento, in the county of Hancock,
had one of the best doctors I could get, I
subscriber hereby gives notice that deceased, and given bonds as the law directs.
was bent double, and had to rest my hands
she has been duly appointed executrix Ail persons having demands against the estate of said deceased are desired to present
From this of the last will and testameut of
on mv knees when I walked.
Joseph
terrible affliction I was rescued by Elec- Tillock, late of Bucksport, in the county of the same for settlement, and all indebted
thereto
are requested to make payment imno
which
health
and
Hancock,
deceased,
bonds
tric Bitters,
restored my
being required
Percy l. Aiken.
the terms of said will. All persons having mediately.
strength, and now 1 can walk as straight by
6,1905.
July
demands
the
estate
of
said
deceas
ed
against
as ever. They are simply wonderful.” Guarare desired to present the same for settleanteed to cun* stomach, liver and kidney ment, and all indebted thereto are
requested
disorders; at E. G. Moore’s drug store; to make payment immediately.
A
;
Hannah D. Tillock.
July 5,1905,
price 50c.
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NORTH FRANKLIN.

mother at Otis Orcutt’s for the

SURRY.

in the

Harriet, Capt. Pinkharn, Thursday evening. They attended the dance in the town

July

Mrs.

Seal Harbor.

EAST

this place at
Northeast Harbor
of

(tarty of young people from this place

enjoyed

Mits

23.

a

office

an

Saturday evening.
James Dorgan, of Boston, and Michael
Coughlin, of Ellsworth, are employed at
the

SOUTH BLUEHILL.
J. Eaton is very ill.

Miss Rose

The Bar Harbor & Union River Power
Co. is (tainting poles along the Row land

wife.

July

opened

has

stable for the season,
down town.

M.

July 18.

Brooklin,

SEAL HARBOR.
W. C.

The drive to Bluehill is much

day.

in favor.

her

July-'I.

Bangor,

Mrs. Irving McFarland has gone to
Northeast Harbor to do table work at the
Kimball house.

to

A.

livery

of the

born

ought

come, and think that Oceanville
have an “old home week”.

were

Amelia D. Bush, of Mount Desert
Ferry, visited W. K. Springer and wife
the past week.

were

Oceanville and

East brook road went
in

from

spent their childhood
days here, come every summer to visit
their old home. All are glad to have them

Frankfort,

where he has

24.

Monday

came

Harbor where she has been spending
few days w ith her husband who is em-

in

tion had

and has

Mrs. Gleason Ann is
liar

them I

es

BluebiH, in and

ty, deceased.

or

headache, dizziness,

Y.

seriously

him

you?” said the
London, “I acpiano.”

“And

“Well,”

ac-

their home at Bar Harbor.

'James Scott is

a

Saturday companied

arrived home

companied by James Young, of Cambridge.
Mrs. Harry Hodgkins and family, who
|
have been spending several weeks with ;
Mrs. Hodgkins’ parents, have returned to
j

Charles T. Hunker and wife.

that?”

was

musician.

vacation of two weeks.

July

was

“There

he

vacation.

Crosby Young
for

of
on

“How

the musician asked.
great flood in our town in
“When
my boyhood,” replied London.
the water struck our house my father got
on a bed and floated with the stream until

summer.

_

either of the

for the county of Hancock, on the fifth
day of July, a. d. 1905.
rf^llE following matters having been preJL sented for the action thereupon hereinafter indicated, it is hereby ordered that notice thereof be given to all persons interested,
by causing u copy of this order to be published three weeks successively in the Ellsworth American, a
newspaper published at
Ellsworth, in said county, that they may appear at a probate court to be held at Ellsworth. in said county, on th® fiist day oi August, a. d. 1905, at ten of the clot k in the forenoon. and be heard thereon if they see cause.
Simeon L. Tracy, late of Gouldsboro, in said
county, deceased. A oeitHin instrument purporting to be the last will and testament of
said de ceased, t< gether with petition for orobateof san e, present d by Clarissa H. Tracy
and Charles d. Wood, the executors named
therein.
Emery B. Dunbar, late of Sullivan, in said
county, deceased. A certain instrument purporting to be the ln*»t w ill and testament of
said deceased, together with petition for probate of same, presented by Harvey W. Danbar, the executor named therein.
Alexander J. Fox, late of Rlisworth, in said
Petition that Helen MJ
county, deceased.
Fox, or some other suitable person be appointed administrator »f the estate of said
deceived, presented by Helen M. Fox, widow
of s«id deceased.
Sabin J. Hardison, late of Franklin, in said
county, deceased. Petition that D. M. Hardison or some other suitable person be appointed administrator of the estate of said deceased. prerented by D. M. Hardison, a son of
said deceased.
Patrick McCormick, late of Mount Desert,
in said county, deceased. Peiition that John
McCormick or some other suitabe person he
app« ii t«-d administrator of the estate of said,
deceased, presenter! by Hannah Cookson, sister of said deceased.

county,
meeting
being held at Grange hail, Castine, Tuesand
day, August 8,
Agricultural hall,
North Ellsworth, Wednesday, August 9,

last week.

to

A

a

To

These institutes will

commence in Hancock

Stillman Qrindle and wife, of Frank-

fort, spent

Mrs. William Freethy and little daughShelby have gone to Brooklin for a
few days with friends. She was accompanied by her sister, Miss Goldie Stinson.

DeBeck and wife plan to leave
this week for a trip to Massachusetts and
Rhode Island.

Chips.

Perkins is on the sick list, but
slowly improving.
Miss Florence Perkins, of Waterville, is
in town, the guest of Mr. and Mrs. Miller.

ter

Dr. 8. 8.

Aroostook counties.

men.

Ernest

party from Northeast Ha-bor.
Ezra Conary has had a four and onehalf-horse- power Knox engine installed
in his sloop, the Gertrude and Herbert.

one

ucat ion.

of

July

is

Burleigh Everett, a resident here thirty
or forty years
ago, was in town last week, little son Lloyd.
Funeral services were
day earlier than was announced in last
the
guest of Joseph E. Dunn and wife.
held in the Methodist church Sunday,
week's news latter-Tuesday, August 8,
Schooner T. W. Cooper, Capt. Hinckley, Rev. Duncan McNair officiating.
instead of Aug. f*. '‘This change was made
sailed last week loaded with staves from
boss not to conflict with the Islesford sale.
Spec.
July 24.
Frank Norris was made happy last week Blaisdell & Blaisdell, for Staten Island,
EA8TBROOK.
by the arrival from England of his father, N. Y.
Mrs. George Rankins is visiting relaMr. and Mrs.
mother and young sister.
J. B. Du Roy and wife, of Bangor, have
Norris are enjoying their trip to America. joined their daughter, Mrs. Peavey, here tives here.
Chief among the attractions at Southwest for a visit with her grandparents, Thomas
J. R and G. V. Butler were in GouldsHarbor is the smart tittle two-year-old Mavey and wife.
boro recently.
rnnaava.
Mrs. Ada Wallace Unruh, national or| Carle Butler, wife and little son were in
Mi** Mtry Snow, of Brooklyn, N. Y., i* ganiaer and W. C. T. U. lecturer, will town Sunday.
occupying her cottage here with her speak at the Baptist church, Monday
There was a grange sociable at the hall
friend* Mis* Green and Miss Whittier. evening, July 31.
Saturday night.
The honors accorded Mia* Snow at the
Mrs. Eugene S. Hunker and infant j There was a
baptism at Molasses pond
Hampden summer school were well daughter, of Kingman, have returned from
Sunday, July 16.
merited, and her many fr.ends here read
lirtmoine, and are visiting at the home ot j
Mrs. Vara Crinunin and little son are
her
gations) sewing circle

a crew'

3lrgnl Sfotict*.

Farmers* Institutes.

Arrangements are being made for the
holding of a series of farmers’ institutes
in August, in Hancock, Washington and

SOUTH PENOBSCOT.

a

The Dwelley house at the Point has
been in the hands of the painter.

September.

their home in New York in September.
Mr. Keough will remain and superintend
the work until they shut down for the
winter. He is doing a good business with
to

png**

M iss Ellen Kent has gone to Southwest

FRANKLIN.

society

oth#r

Harbor, where she has employment
through the summer.
The gasolene yacht K wasind, of Philadelphia, was in the harbor last week with

^

President A. H. Thomas, of Higgins
classical institute, was the guest of Boyd
Blaisdell Monday, July 24.

Me

SWAN’S ISLAND.

The prime workers in this good
work are J. E. Marks, Orrin P. Harriman
and wife and Will
Peary and wife.
July 24.
G.

Mary Parker, of Danversport,
joined her mother and brothers at their
summer home here last week. Dora will
defer her visit to Southwest Harbor until
Miss

OMtw«

M. J. Stinson is rebuilding his wharf.
S. J. Stinson has charge of the work.

at

near

OUNTT NEWS.
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TAXATION.

IMH HI.K

mortgagee's
It.

Discussion of this liuportunt

THK KMC1SKI. Ql ARTKTTK.

the Maine man, the shifted
the costa of levying
A mortgage has more months than
does

as

pays,

tax and

A

The failures of this

to

plan

give equali-

reduce the
(C harles P. Cleaves, t»t Brunswick. In Lewiston
Journal.)
expense of government to the farmer, if
beat shown where the system i» thorChiefly in justice to the farmer, Maine** oughly practiced; where the elimination
real estate
system of the taxation of mortgaged real of direct taxation of mortgaged
estate is bound to come up again and is not only offered but compelled by law.
again for discussion. Not that it is pos- Soch an arrangement exists in California
make
sible to
exactly proportionate u *der the constitution of the state. The
division of the support of governmental mortgage is defined as a part interest in
on
enterprises and common interests; but it the property. The mortgagee is taxcu
the amount of the mortgage, the mortseems probable that the matter will hardly
rest until we approach nearer our ideal of gagor on the value of the property less the
equitable division of taxation on the basis mortgage value. Any written contract by
of ability to pay. Some light on the ! which the debtor assumes an obligation to
futcre may be thrown by s study of the pay the tax, is void, and involves the
present system and its comparison with penalty that the interest cannot be recovthe systems ot other states. We have not ered. The results of this California plan
only the errors of our ow n, but also those are now historical and may be recorded as
of other systems to avoid. This article follows:
1. The tax is shifted to the mortgagor
aims to put such a simple study and comrate of inteaest.
a
parison before the readers as may be sug- by2. higher
The cost of shifting also fall* to him.
gestive of improvement in a present sys- In the prospect of an increased rate of
tern with the avoidance of the defects of taxation the lender charges one-fourth to
one-half of one per cent, per annum
others.
interest, on new loans or renewals.
‘‘Double taxation" is pretty well under- higher
3. The mortgaged portion of the prostood. But suppose we illustrate it. The perty like the remainder would be uatand
owner of a $3,000 farm,
mortgaged for at leas than »t# full value if the mortgagor
were to pay the tax directly on the entire
$2,000 pays tax upon the full assessment,
property. But since the tax is levied on
which is about |2JiOO. The mortgagee, at the
mortgagee, who shifts it to the farmer,
factthe same time, pays a Ux upon the
the farmer pays a higher rate of interest
on
the
whole* amount of the mortgage,
value of his mortgage or a reduced assesswhile the mortgagee may pay tax on an
ment of it, say $1,300. Thus a Ux is renassessment of less than the face value of
dered upon an assessment of $4,300. while the mortgage. It is only fair to say that
the full value of the farm is not over $3,000. this may not always add to the farmer's
since the difference in rate of
An argument in favor of this system i* expense,
interest may not be exactly equal to the
Both farm and mortgage are rate of taxation, but may be naturally
stated thus
The adjusted to the fact just stated.
instruments of earning capacity.
4. The mortgagor pays interest from
entire farm yields income to the occupant,
the date of his loan. But the mortgagee
and the mortgage yields income to the
may pay tax only from the beginning of a
mortgagee. Why is not this argument period of taxation which date* some
conclusively in favor of double taxation? months after the loan; his money therethe preceding
The answer is to be found in the incidence fore may have escaped
period of taxation.
zation of

or tne tax.

inf* uuuornu

O.

and

taxation

suiie

to

iru

rental of the money

borrowed and also

a

Truly, then, the mortgagor
double tax; a triple tax, indeed

tax thereon.
is

paying

—his

a

tax

the shifted tax of the

proper,

mortgage, and an excessive rate of taxation to cover the cost of assessment of
mortgages and the taxes upon non-paying
mortgage*.
This system as shown in the present law
of Maine is

“Taxes

as

follows:

real estate shall be assessed
in the town where the estate lies, to the
owner or person in possession thereof, on
the tirst day of April. In case of mortgaged real estate the mortgagor, for purposes of taxation, shall be deemed the
owner, until the mortgagee takes possession, after which the mormgee shall be
deemed the owner.”
be vised statutes,
chapter 6, section 9.
“Money or personal property loaned or
of anpassed into the hands or
other by any person residing in the Btate.
an absolute deed of real estate,
shall be taxed to the grantee as in case of
a mortgage, although t he land is taxed to
the grantor or other person in possession.”
Ibid., sec. 23.
on

possession

secured”by

No better expression of the most direct
removing the stigma of double
taxation can be given than that found in
the report of the Maine tax commission

notion of

for 1890 in
Provide

their recommended

Raising

for the

of

“Act to

Revenue by

Taxation.” Sec. 13.
“When any person has an interest in
real estate not exempt from taxation un-

der the provisions of this chapter as
holder of a duly recorded mortgage given
of money, the
to secure the
amount of which is fixed and certain, the
amount of his interest as mortgagee shall
be
assessed as real estate in the place
where the land lies; and the mortgagor
shall be assessed only for the value of
said real
estate
after
deducting the
assessed value of all such mortgagee's interests therein.”

payment

At first this sounds like
to the over-taxed farmer.
more

just,

since

tion must be

a

paid

It

benediction
is

certainly

larger per cent, of taxaby those who actually

And this

system, as practiced in Massachusetts since the law of
has
certain
beneficent results
1881,
yielded
in that state. Nathan Mathews, jr., in an
article in the Quarterly Journal of Economica. vol. IV'.:
“Double Taxation of
Mortgaged Real Estate,” shows by tabular statistics that in the eight years succeeding the passage of the act (a period of
generally declining values) the average
decline in mortgage interest exceeded that
of interest on the bonds owned by the
three largest savings banks of the state,
and of bank discounts and interest on
own

property.

a

railroad

bonds

in

general.

analysis of the rigid

California

shows will be true if the
tem

applied

is

rigid

the

effort

system

rigid

same

in any state.
to secure the

The

sysmore

mortgagee
his mortgaged property
the higher sum he will pay in combined
interest and taxation. Better than double taxation though it be, it is by no
means ideal.
The worth of the Massachusetts, California, Pennsylvania and
proposed (Boatwick bill) New York systems, is in the fact that mortgaged property is not twice taxed ; but this disposes
of but a part of the difficulty, as has been
from taxation of

plainly

shown.

For the equitable taxation of the mortgage it is probable that another method is
to be sought.
Such a method we will

»tate, first admitting that two things tend
unpopular : (a) It is an indirect method; and (b) statistics indicate
that the method would not surpass the
Massachusetts or California system in the
redaction of interest on mortgage loans
in Maine and a few other eastern states.
But it is evidently a move in the right direction.
It aims at and secures more
equitable distribution than the double

to make it

tax.

And

ment and

it reduces the cost of
the extra

interest

assess-

demanded

higher taxation.
simply expressed as

from the risks of

The

method may be

fol-

lows:

Exempt all mortgage debts from taxaExempt all personal property below

tion.

value, which should be sufficientLet the mortgagor pay tax on
the value of the entire estate, and secure a
lower rate of interest from the exemption
of the mortgagee. Tax productive enterprises in such a way as to secure revenue
directly from the source of product and

a

certain

ly high.

profit,

and avoid any double taxation of

property. Let progress in income—
and inheritance-taxation work towards
additional revenue and more equitable
such

distribution.

8elignum 1

As

where
a

has said.

“The

question

ought to be impoaed involves
simple theoretical problem and
very difficult pratical problems.’*

a

tax

rather

many
“To work out

the solution for each kind
of tax would take us too far afield.”
But it is believed that.the principles stated above

as an

outcome of this

directly remedy
tend

ple

more

of

mum

a

manifest

towards taxation

study
wrong

on

will
and

the princi-

to pay, and towards minicost of assessment and collection.

ability

Brokers,

money borrowers and trustees testify that
the rate of interest on new’ mortgage loans

MOUTH OF THKfRlVKK.

Master Frank Duffy, of
dropped at once fully one
Bangor, U
per cent.; building on loans was stimu- with his grandmother, Mrs. Linda Leach.
and
the
taxes
on
lost
lated,
twenty milCapt. Allan Kemick, wife and son Allie,
lions of dollars’ worth of mortgages was of
Bangor, are the guests of his uncle,
covered by over nineteen millions in new
Capt. William Remick.
within
three
buildings
years— buildings
Miss Nellie Ray and brother Ned, of
which it was reckoned would not have
Somerville, Mass., are with their aunt,
been built except for the passage of the
Mrs. Amanda Ray, for the summer.
law.
Sidney Williams, of Boston, who has
This system, though more just and more
promising than the present system of been visiting his mother, Mrs. E. L. WilMaine, st ill has its defects. This is to be liams, for a few dayB, has returned home.
The Remicks gave a picnic last Sunday
considered; That w’hile the mortgagee
nominally pays a tax on a share in the at Pleasant Beach, in honor of their
property and the mortgagor’s debt is guests, Ant ha Phillips, Tiilie Marks and
discounted from the value of his property Agnes Conary.
before assessment; yet the mortgagor,
Clarence T. Hodgkins, wife and two
either by agreement to pay the tax or by children, of Brewer, arrived last
Saturday,
tacit acquiescence to the non-recording Mr.
Hodgkins returned Monday morning.
of the mortgage, may still pay the tax Mrs.
Hodgkins wrill remain during
directly on property which he does not August.
about Boston

the mortgagee pays the tax he
demands a higher rate of interest than
would be asked if the mortgage was exempt from taxation—that is, the tax is
shifted from the mortgage deed to the
real estate by interest rates; and secondly,
the mortgagee pays higher taxes and
higher interest because of the cost involved in expense of assessment of personal property. Though relieved of the
double taxation of land which he does
not own, the Massachusetts man still

own;

or

if

NORTH ELLSWORTH.
Maddocks reunion will be held at
Agricultural hall Sept. 9. There will be
no postponement on account of weather.
A basket dinner will be in order.
There
is every convenience for dinner in the
dining-room, excepting the food. All
relatives, no matter how remote, are cordially invited.
July 24.
The

I

at

I COUNTY NEWS.
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Bltichltl, j

evening of Aug. 4
ble anticipation,

with the moat

pleasura-

for on that evening the
Knewel quartette will give a roncert of chamber music, with explanatory
famous

rw

Mddiiitmsl

O/mnW Jfoww

pn.gr*

•«

COUNTY NEWS.
F

-•■«*»itienai

Scott, who has been III, i»

me**

*m

oih+r pagri

BLl'EHJLL.

WEST SULLIVAN.
Ja

CVm««v 5’f«.

con-

Mi**

ultteiny.
Miss Jane Grave*, of Franklin, spent two
with Mrs. John Springer.

days

The bouse formerly occupied by Austin
Havey is being repaired for new tenants.
Mias Joeie Banker ha* retained from

quite poor health.
Angie Hinckley ha* gone on a visit

Joseph

Snow it in

to Princeton.

Mr*. Peters, of Weal Roxbury, is here
the season.

for

on the programme
by H. £.
Theodor*' Nevin and wife are occupying
Krehbiel. the musical editor of the New
the Tapper cottage.
York Tribune.
she has been teaching.
Miss Mabelle Ratoon has returned from
The concert is to be given for the benefit Woodlands, where
Mr. and Mrs. Wyberg, from Sweden, are a visit to BrooksvUle.
of the Blue bill road improvement fund.
Mrs. Frank Mason has been visiting
The members of the quartette are Fran*
isiting Mr. Wyberg * sister, Mrs. H. D.
Mrs. Page in Sedgw ick.
Kneiset, first violin; J. vonTbeodorowic*, Gordon.
second violin; Louis Hvecenaki. viola;
The Golden Rule society has purchased
Miss Georgia Goodwin is visiting her
Alwin Schroeder, violoncello. Following a carpet for the union church, whicu sister, Mrs. P. 8. Parker.
is to be the programme:
makes a decided improvement.
Mrs. Sam Stevens, of New York, is
httrUnuory ..Kithhhl
Sunday Rev. Novora Kamaski, a native spending the summer here.
1
Quartet la D major, op. ;•» bo S of Obi lloga. Japan, occupied the pulpit
Eugene Osgood has been ill with
ft) AUegnuo; M e*io
of the union church. The speaker, who
typhoid fever for two weeks.
ff) Largo
is a student at Boston university, in his
F. P. Merrill took a trip last week to
l*) MIdu.iio, 1 e#ro)
fourth year, after completing his work
(4; I iB»'e (Preatv
Rockland, Bath and Lewiston.
4 ticifUbeft
Tib. me «n Varlat on*. from ibe there, will devote his time to missionary
Mrs. F. P- Merrill and children returned
work in Japan. The paople were very
Quanet In ft minor, op posth
from a visit to Stonington.
mTUkiMtoii
much interested in Mr. Kawaski's address, Sunday
5
Dvorak.T«r*«*io in a major, for mo and are looking forward to a lecture promMiss Louisa Fries is with Misses Roae
VSott- a **d Viola
and Harmon at Mom Ijedge, Parker Point.
ised for Aug. 14.
(I) Ab**ro ma non Troppo
Mae.
July 25.
Charles J. Dunn and family, of Orono,
(t) L»rtr»*rUo
are at
the Pendleton House fora few
ft) Sch«M VI race
SOUTH HANCOCK.
weeks.
4 C hopin
i^otf, Violoncello bolo. with aeMis# Madeline Kelley, of Hudson, N. Y.,
e> m|*»ril«Krni 1• r Mrlrgn
Dustin Fmrnum. of Verona, was in
is visiting her aunt, Mrs. William Bishop.
Mr schroeder
town w ith his automobile Friday of last
) Giirt.Romans*, from the Quartet to t»
C. R. Bunker, of Somerville, Mass., week.
minor, o*» i7
mith his wife and children are at Mrs. A,
Rev. R. L. Olds administered the rite of
It is probable that not many hereabouts E. Wooster's.
baptism to four candidates Sunday afterthe
really appreciate
extraordinary opporI. H. Coggins, who is spending the sum- noon.
tunity that is to be offered to bear this mer at East brook, is visiting bis parents
Frank Herrick has a barber shop in the
rare quartette of musician#.
for a few days.
Exchange, formerly occupied by Mr.
Theodore Thomas says that the string
Mrs. George Peirce, of Winterport, and Mortell.
quartette represents the highest and purest M iss Grace
Haycock, of Calais, are guests
form in the art of music; that there are
Dr. E. J. Hinckley, of Bar Harbor, spent
at T. W. Baldwin's.
three
first-rank
in
the
only
Sunday with hia parents, Nahum Hinckley
organizations
Miss Bertha Wooster, who has been and wife.
world who devote their time exclusively
her vacation at home, returned
to the cultivation of this branch; that the spending
The annual sale by the ladies of the
to Waltham, Mass., Monday.
Kneisel quartette is one of these three
Congregational circle will be held in the
Mrs. F. A. Young and children are exand the only one in America.
town hall August 10.
pected from New York this meek to ocJ. von Tbeodorowic*, second violin of
former
borne
for
the
cupy Capt. Young's
K**lth’«* Thmtrr, Boston.
the Kncisel quartette, is spendirg the
summer.
A vaudeville bill that will appeal to
summer at John Snow’s.
July 24.
W.
people of all tastes is announced from
The friends of E. K. Herrick are sorry
Keith's theatre for the week of July 31.
WALTHAM.
! to hear that he suffered a stroke of partlyMias Maud Harrison, who was scheduled
Mrs. Vara Cummin*, of Sullivan, is i sis in Bangor last Saturday.
to appear at this theatre for the week of
friends here.
Mrs. O. M. Stover has been ill for two
July 24, but was obliged to put off her en- visiting
Mr*. Robert Fox, of Presque Isle, is weeks. Her sister, Miss Nellie Evaleth,
gagement, beads the variety section of the
of Boston, arrived Saturday.
programme. Mis« Harrison is one of the visiting relatives in town.
latest
recruits to vaudeville, and will
Mrs. Augusta
Miriclc, of Cambridge,
Nettie I)eBeok, who has been in Ellsnuke her debut here in the ooe-ael com- worth for several weeks, returned home Mass., is spending some weeks with her
sisters, Mrs. Helen McIntyre and Mrs. H.
edy sketch, “The Lady Across the Hall.’* Saturday.
The surrounding list of entertainer* inMrs. Alden Morse, of Bar Harbor, is in P. Stover.
cludes the names of well-known performPearl B. Day has the sympathy of his
low'n, called here by the illness of her
ers.
Heading the list are Charles Gurer
many Bine hill friends in the painful accifather, Gilman Jordan.
and Nellie O’Neil, who will be reroemdent which be experienced on the railH.
July 24.
lered for their performance with ‘"Babes
road recently.
in Toy land".
Others will be John W.
A C ament Vacation,
A. E. Herrick, of Bethel, and his daughWorld and Middell Kingston, a clever
What is a vacation without a camera?" ter Margaret, are at E. E. Chaaa's. The
eccentric comedian
and
comic opera
asks A. Radclyffe Dugroore, the famous elder daughter, Miriam, has been in town
soabrette; George H. Wood, “the some- artist
photographer m Country Lift in for some weeks.
what different comedian,” with a new lot
America. "Are you fond of birds, aniMrs. Clarence Stevens and daughter, of
of material: the Three Nevarroa, acrobats
mals, fish, flowers or any of the forms of Lowell, and Mrs. Everett Johnson and son,
and equilibrists; LaPitite Adelaide, a
have
without
end.
subjects
nature?—yon
of Portland, are viaiting their parents, Ira
pretty vocalist and toe dancer; Mr. and Flowers will lead
you to insects, insects to Grindle and wife.
Mrs. Jack Hayman, in the comedy sketch,
birds. With small birds difficulties are
Mrs. Addie
•‘The New Stenographer;” Violet Staley,
Frederick, of Metheun,
not great, especially during breeding.
Mass., with her three daughters, is
singing comedienne, and Curtis and May,
"You will be surprised at the ease with
vocalists and dancers.
spending the summer with her parents,
which birds on their nest may be photoA. C. Osgood and wife.
The Fadettes will make their usual
Be
sure
to
graphed.
give ample exposure,
Mr. Littlehale, of Rockland, left that
change of programme, and the kineto- as the bird is ill sit if you move
slowly.
graph will show an entire new list of Attract its attention
in his auto Friday morning and
by holding up a city
and
motion pictures.
comedy
handkerchief. If the bird is feeding ita arrived here about 5 p. m. by way of
Bangor and Ellsworth.
young, the exposure must be instanGunboat Blown I p.
Mrs. Quick and Miss Estelle Franks, of
taneous. Bo must an exposure of the
The United States gunboat Bennington
young ones by themselves. In photo- Bath, are at John Snow s. Miss Franks
was blow n up by the explosion of boilers
graphing nest-s, stop the lens down well is the daughter of Aurendale Franks
while lying in the harbor at San Diego,
and give sufficient exposure. When the and w ife, former residents of this place.
last
About
Cal.,
Friday.
sixty of the crew birds are
very shy, use the single comFred Havlin and family are the guests
were killed and others Injured or missing.
bination of the lens or the telephoto to of Mrs. J. H. Morse. The remains of their
The official report of the accident says
work at greater distance.
youngest child were brought here from
it w as caused by small leak in a boiler,
Somerville for burial inBea Side cemetery,
which was about to be repaired when the
A thankful heart is not only the great- services being held Saturday.
boiler burst, and was forced astern through est
but
of
the
all
other
parent
virtue,
B. T. Bowie, of Ellsworth, makes freits bulkhead, coming in contact with a virtues.—Cicero.
second boiler, which was also
quent visits here in his automobile. The
forced
is
man
troubles
the
whose
don't
Lucky
through its bulkhead, both boilers explod- bother him any more than they do his people appreciate the courtesy he shows
and the precaution he takes that no acciing. There w as no noise, ship filled from friends.
dents may follow hia journeying* through
stem to stern with scalding steam, soot
Jones— What did that telephone girl you the town.
and ashes. Many men were blown overwere engaged to say when she broke the
Oliver Adams accompanied his mother
board; others jumped overboard and were
engagement? Brown— King off.

remarks

|

..

equali-

The Ux upon the mortgage raises the zation in 1«W made the statement that it
rate of interest. The paper instrument is coats three time* as much to assess both
real property and mortgage*. This exnot productive in the manner in which a
pend of assessments, as previously shown,
farm or even a house is productive. Aside raises the rate of taxation and falls or
from money it can produce no economic shifts to the mortgagor.
It may be added that the
6.
escape of
goods or facilities; these must be proany iflbrtgages from taxation will not
duced for it by the concern in which the
soch
in
red
aw
interest
the
case;
always
full earning but it will add a fractional increase to the
is invested. The
money
capacity, therefore, in this case must be rate of taxation.
This arraignment of the California sysfound in the mortgaged farm. From his
of a mortgage to
property the mortgagor must furnish the tem points out the cost
income from which is to be paid a tax the mortgagor in direct and shifted taxation—the former as a pari of coats, the
upon the assessed value of the farm, plus
What this
latter as a part of interest.
an amount of interest sufficient to cover a

Trent

Friday, Auk. 4.
Bia'KHIIX, July 25 ^special)-Lovers of
good music are looking forward to the

one.

tlon—A Practical Hagg^tien.

Xn^lcii

Kiirc

|

drowned.

and sister from

Some
Col. Bolan’s W ill.
The will of the late Col. A. K. Bolan,
who died at his summer home in Gastine,

June 27, has been died. The estate inventories $4,000,000, and the greater part of it
goes to a niece in New York.
Mrs. Frederick T. Brooks, of Son(h Portland, is bequeathed $10,000, and her daughter, Mrs. George "Walker, f15,000.
To two
domestics employed at his summer home,
Edgecomb, Col. Bolan left $10,000 each.
Amateur Editors.
The Pine Tree Amateur Press association met at Weat Sullivan for its second
annual convention last Thursday.
At the business meeting the following
officers were elected:
President, R. F.
Gerrish, West Sullivan; vice-president,

Harry

Bellatty, Eflsworth; aeeretarytreasurer, Lee W. Templeton, Bradford;
official editor, William B. Tracy, Hinckley; historian, Ray W. Toby, Fairfield.
M.

The unfortunate know who

are

their

real friends.

“Do not attempt to pack a Great Hope
into a small soul. Let your soul expand
so that great hopes have great room.”—
Cicero.

It is a pleasant sight to see anvbodv
thanking God, for the air is heavy with
the hum of murmuring and the roads are
dusty with complaints and lamentations.
—tipurgeon.
Little Willie, who is a very sharp boy
had been watching a dog chasing his tail
for
three minutes.
“Papa,” he asked,
“What kind of a dog is that?” “That
said the father, “is a watch-dog.” Willie
was silent a moment.
“Well,” be finally
said, “from the time he takes to wind
himself up be certainly must be a Waterbury watch-dog!”
mistake of Local advertisers
estimate the value of advertising
space of one newspaper by the amount
asked by some other publication. It is a
mistake of judgment for a business man
to estimate the value of space in a reputable newspaper uri#i a good circulation
by that of some other publication which
will accept business at any price and be
pleased to get it,—Leavenworth (Kansas)
Times.
A

common

is to

a

pint

contrary people would rather have
trouble than a bushel of happi-

of

ness.

*

born to be sociable to one another; therefore either reform the world,
or bear with it.—Af arcus Aurelius.
We

are

People
ness

who

have

attend

to their

own

busi-

but little time for criticising

others.

3b0frtistmnus.

DO YOU GET

and

The Pendleton house, w hich has been
dosed for a year, has recently been re
opened to the public under the management of James Mortell and wife. Mr.
Mortell has removed his barber shop
from the
Exchange to the Pendleton
house.

UP~

At the annual meeting of the ladies’ solibrary in May, it was decided that
once in three months the president of the
association, Mrs. E. E. Chase, should appoint a committee of three who should
take some method to raise money for the
library fund. The following were appointed the committee for the first quarter:
Misses Alice Mayo, Nellie Douglass and
Ma belle Babson.
They arranged for a
sale ol cooked food, home-made candy,
flowers and ice-cream, which was held in
the town hall Friday afternoon and evenThe hall was prettily decorated.
ing.
The sale was well patroniaed, the proceeds
amounting to about f30.
M.
July/24.
cial

WITH A LAME BACK ?
Kidney Trouble Makes You

California,

Miserable.

Almost
papers is

everybody who reads the newssure tc know of the wonderful
cures
maae
By Ur.
1 Kilmer's Swamp-Root.
1 the great kidney, liver
i and bladder remedy.
It is the great medi,r
cs cal triumph of the nineteenth century;
discovered after years of
scientific research by
.5 Dr. Kilmer, the eminent kidney and bladKspecialist, ana is
successful
in promptly curing
wonderfully
lame back, kidney, bladder, uric acid troubles and Bright's Disease, which is the worst
form of kidney trouble.
Dr. Kilmer's Swamp-Root is not recommended for everything but if you havekldney, liver or bladder trouble it will be found
just the remedy you need. It has been tested
In so many ways, in hospital work, in
private
practice, among the helpless too poor to purchase relief and has proved so successful in
every case that a special arrangement has
been made by which all readers of this paper
who have not already tried it, may have a
sample bottle sent free by mail, also a book
telling more about Swamp-Root and how to
find out if you have kidney or bladder trouble.
When writing mention reading this generous
offer in this paper and
send your address to«
Dr. Kilmer St Co.,Bing-I
hamton, N, Y. The
regular fifty cent and R«n« or b.u,p-IUQ,
dollar sizes are sold by all good druggists.

|[
!j

Don't make any mistake, bat remember the
-ame. Swamp-Hoot, Dr Kilmer's Swamp-Boot,
and the addrees, Binghamton, N. j on every
bottle.

SUFFERED FOR MONTHS.
Pe-ru-na, the Remedy That
Cured.

Mi** Flia Off, 11 iff Linden 8t., Indian-

apolis, Ind..

_

BUCKS PORT.
The Ivory Grant homestead ha* been
•old to Bangor |*rtie*.
H. Jones and family ire spending
week* at their new Toddy pond oi-

Jtmcx
two

ta«e.
liev. George Forsyth, former prv- ent
of the K. M. C. seminary, preached at the

Congregational

church

Sunday.

Mrs. Louis C. Daria, who has been siting in Connecticut and Rhode Island the
past seven weeks, has returned hone
acboolhouse is to be built * «>n at
at the last annua! town
meeting. The school bouse is to le? a -mentor? building 25x35 feet. The interior
will be divided into an entry, from which
will open two cloak rooms. Back of these
w ill be the school-room, ‘J&x&t feet.
The
school house will be a modern building in
The contract ha* teen
every respect.
awarded to Alien A Smith.
A

new

Millvale, aa voted

tral

SURRY.
E. Linneken and his family <pent
Sunday at his camp at Patten’s pond.
M.

Hollis Smith and Miss Lizzie (irav atsummer school at Hantpd* n.

tended the

Mrs. Elsie Jordan has returned (r
Harbor and Ott«

visit to Southwest

Capt. Charles Hodgkins has arrived
a trip to Porto Rico.
Mrs. Augusta Bartlett, son and daughter, of Melrose, Mass., are the guests of her
sister, Mrs. JL. F. Hodgkins.
Mrs. William Lyman and daughter, of
Watertown, Mass., are visiting Mrs. Lyn&m'H mother, Mrs. Addie Reynolds.
J. W. Young and wife, of Webster City,
Iowa, and J. W. Bragdon and wife and
Mr. Olsen, of Minneapolis, are the guests
of Mrs. Lydia Hodgkins.
J ul>\24.
H.
home from

SEAL COVE.

Wednesday afternoon lightning strack
Dell Gott’s house/and damaged it to the
extent of |26. Mr. Qott and the other
members of the family were out of the
house at the time.
N.

her
**k»

The farmers report potato bugs more
numerous than ever before, and one nan
says they thrive on Paris green.
Mrs. Nellie Phillips, of Brooki :i, *auie
up Saturday night to visit her foster farenta, J. F. Staples and wife, returning
Mr.
Sunday.
Phillips is bookkeeper
in the sardine factory at Brooklin.

July

24.

atoatisfiiunta.

“HeaLrt Burn”
An

Early Form of Dyspepsil

Bui II Is

a

LAMOINE.
Mrs. Fletcher is with her parents. Rev.
Thomas McDonald and wife.

Julyi24.

writ*"*:

"/suffered »llha rundown constitution for set eral months, ami feared
that I would hate to give up my work
“On seeking the advke of a ph) siclan, he prescribed a tonic. / found,
however, that It did me no good. On
seeking the advice of our druggist, he
In a tew
asked me to try Peruna.
w eeks 1 began to feel amt act like a
indifferent
My
appetite
person.
creased. 1 did not have that worn-out
feeling, and I could sleep splendidly.
In s couple ol months / was entirely
re- cnered. I thank you for what our
it edldne has done for me.' ’-—Ella Oft.
U'rite Dr. Hartman, President of The
I nn man Sanitarium, Columtm-*, Ohio,
All corrw
for free medical advice.
-'dence Is held strictly confidential.

The work of repairing the Maine* Cendocks is again being pushed. One of
the largest storehouses has been pla< <*d in
nerc
position on the northwest side.
only one track will be laid. Th other
building will he moved over this 'oek,
when three tracks will be laid on the east
side.
The
Eastern Dredging Co. has
deepened the water sufficiently to permit
the largest schooner to float at lew w ater.
The main office at the head of the pu r will
is also be
changed somewhat.

guest of Mrs. H. E. Morton at Orchard
lodge. He was one of a party who spent
last week cruising along the Maine coast
in the India, with Gapt. Lincoln Merrill.
the

-~--J

MISS CLLA Off, INDIANAPOLIS, l\D.

Warning Thai
Be Heeded

Dear Sirs:—
My husband

Should

January 6, i<3°+
was

troubled .with

*
burn and could find no relief until
friend advised him to take your
«
F.” Atwood’s Bitters.
Since taking it he is entirely curea

is

Gratefully yours.
MRS. MELISSA MERCHANT.
Hall Quarry. Mt. Desert, Me.
Don’t neglect your digestion until

too late.
.»
You can depend upon “L. **■
wood’s Bitters.
An old eatablisnes
_

family remedy of merit.

LaFranco’s-~
Compound
RellaW®

—Dr.
Safe.

Quick,

Rnwrtot toother
Cure *aaraniec«l. Piw. W
t fwe,
jl»uorl,jrra»il T~umou>»:
f»fkJsWlf1"
Or. Ltriaaco,

